OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Superhero Comics

775941X THE LEAGUE OF REGRETTABLE SIDEKICKS. By Jon Morris. Meet the oddest iterations of the phenomenon of super hero sidekicks, like Thunder Foot, (assistant to the Human Bomb), Frosting (polar bear pal of space hero Norge Benson), and Superman Jr. (whose career barely got off the ground). Vintage art and insightful humor shine a spotlight on the strangest second bananas in comics! 254 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6082483 MARVEL 80TH ANNIVERSARY POSTER BOOK. Artistic greats from every era of comics deliver the defining images of Marvel’s greatest heroes, curated from a catalog of thousands! They are the iconic illustrations that are indelibly burned in your mind’s eye—and now you can hang them in your home! Marvel. 11x16. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

1999168 SUPERMAN: Kryptonite Nevermore. By Dennis O’Neil. The very word has become synonymous with hidden vulnerability, a modern-day Achilles’ heel. The fragmentary remains of Superman’s doomed home planet, this glowing green mineral has bedeviled the World’s Greatest Hero since he first arrived on Earth. Collects Superman #233-243; #240-242. 184 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

789415X JAE LEE: DC Poster Portfolio. The artwork of superstar artist Lee, featuring 20 of his most stunning pieces starring some of the greatest superheroes and super-villains in comic history. From Catwoman to Ozymandias to the Man of Steel, this poster showcase is perfect for framing and display. DC Comics. 12x16. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7885334 MARVEL UNIVERSE VS. WOLVERINE. By Jonathan Maberry. Chaos washes over the streets of New York when the Amazing Spider-man becomes patient zero in a global epidemic that turns its victims into predatory cannibals! One by one, the heroes of the Marvel Universe succumb to this incurable genetic mutation. Humanity’s last hope, Wolverine, races to find the key to the cure. Collects Marvel Universe vs. Wolverine #1-4. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

1999028 JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK: The Great Wickedness. By R. V & D. Watters. Dark days lie ahead for the surviving members of Justice League Dark as Zatanna and John Constantine take a road trip only to discover horror just around the bend as a friend and sometimes foe, the Demon, has been reborn! Collects Justice League #59-71 and Justice League Dark 2021 Annual #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

7919255 METAL MEN: Full Metal Jacket. By Len Wein. They’re the bleeding edge of robotics technology, infused by inventor Dr. Will Magnus with the abilities—and emotions—of the elements that bind our world together. They’re the Metal Men, the perfect combination of superhero and supercomputer—but like all computers, they can be hacked. Collects the Metal Men stories from Legends of Tomorrow #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

1175424 TIMELY’S GREATEST: The Golden Age Simon & Kirby Omnibus. By Joe Simon et al. Collects Daring Mystery Comics #1-3, #6-8; Red Raven Comics #1; Marvel Mystery Comics #12-25; Human Torch #2; Captain America Comics #1-10; USA Comics #1-3; All-Winners Comics #1; and Mystic Comics #1. 648 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $150.00 $49.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/938
**788351X BATMAN AND HARLEY QUINN.** By Ty Templeton et al. When the Joker pushes Harley's buttons, she rats him out to Batman himself! Before Batman can haul her off to Arkham Asylum, her best friend Poison Ivy swoops in and rescues Harley. They soon begin a plot of their own against Batman. Collects Batman and Harley Quinn Chapters #1-7. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**$7.95**

**7992513 DARK KNIGHT RETURNS: The Last Crusade.** By F. Miller & B. Azzarello. Telling the tale of Batman's last adventure before his retirement and eventual return years later. Collects Dark Knight Returns: The Last Crusade #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $17.99

**$9.95**

**7938527 JOKER/HARLEY: Criminal Sanity.** By Kami Garcia. Harley Quinn is fixated on an unsolved murder that haunts her--the night she discovered her roommate's body marked with the signature of a notorious serial killer known as The Joker. Collects Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity #1-8. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**$7.95**

**1175416 TIMELY'S GREATEST: The Golden Age Human Torch Omnibus.** By Carl Baggs. Collects Marvel Comics #1; Marvel Mystery Comics #2-34; #83; The Human Torch #2-7; #28; #36-38; All Winners Comics #1-4; Young Men #24-28; Men's Adventures #27-28; Captain America #76; and The Thunderer from Daring Mystery Comics #7. 1032 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $150.00

**$49.95**

**1041762 GWENPOOL STRIKES BACK.** By Leah Williams & C. Hastings. Gwenpool somehow wound up in the comics world and has been having a blast! Now she faces disappearing into comic book limbo, so she’s determined to make an impact on the Marvel Universe! Collects Gwenpool Strikes Back #1-5. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**$5.95**

**5725682 FOURTH WORLD BY JOHN BYRNE OMNIBUS.** Walter Simonson et al. Collects Darkseid (Villains) #1; Jack Kirby’s Fourth World #1-20; Genesis #1-4; New Gods (Vol. 4) #12-15; New Gods Secret Files #1; Who’s Who in the DC Universe #6-7; and Who’s Who: Update ’87 #1. 769 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00

**$29.95**

**261992X BATMAN: White Knight Presents Harley Quinn.** By Katana Collins. When Starlet’s grisly crime scenes hint at an impossible link to the Joker, the GCPD–aided by eager young FBI agent Hector Quimby–lures Harley Quinn to Gotham in a classic Batman: White Knight Presents–Harley Quinn #1-6 and Harley Quinn Black + White + Red #6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.95**

**6994202 MARVEL 80TH ANNIVERSARY POSTCARD BOOK.** Your favorite heroes—and maybe a few villains—are captured here in unforgettable moments from across eight decades of Marvel majesty. Fully illus. in color. Marvel. Pub. at $19.99

**$6.95**

**5725664X BATMAN VS. RA'S AL GHUL.** By Neal Adams. Neal Adams returns to Gotham, as contenders vie to wear the cape and cowl as the new Batman. Collects Batman vs. Ra’s al Ghul #1-7. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.95**

**7932960 BATMAN, VOLUME 1: The Golden Age Omnibus.** By Bill Finger et al. This volume includes the origin of the Dark Knight, as well as the debuts of Robin, Commissioner Gordon, Professor Hugo Strange, and the Joker. Collects Detective Comics #27-56; Batman #1-7; New York World’s Fair Comics #2; World’s Best Comics #1; and Worlds Finest Comics #2-3. 1041754X Batman: The Golden Age Omnibus. DC Comics. Pub. at $175.00

**$42.95**

**7932961 HARLEY QUINN: 30 Years of the Maid of Mischief.** By Paul Dini et al. Collects The Batman Adventures #12; The Batman and Robin Adventures #18; Batman: Gotham Adventures #10; Harley Quinn #3; Batman: Gotham Knights #1-4; The Elseworlds Saga #5; The Elseworlds Saga #6-7; Harley Quinn Holiday Special #1; Harley Quinn 24th Anniversary Special #1; Harley Quinn: Be Careful What You Wish For Special Edition #1; and more. 336 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

**$19.95**

**7991733 BATMAN: BATMAN.** By Paul Dini et al. The Joker’s main squeeze takes center stage in these stories collected from Batman: Harley Quinn #1; Batman: Gotham Knights #14, #30; Detective Comics #851, #837; Joker’s Alley #1-6; The Joker’s World #1; Batman: Black and White #1, #3; Legends of the Dark Knight 100-page Special Spectacular #1; and Detective Comics #232. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**$6.95**

**7993721 WONDER WOMAN/CONAN.** By Gail Simone. She is Diana of Themyscira, warrior princess of the Amazons. He is Conan the Cimmerian, barbarian scourge of a dozen civilizations. Alone, each is unstoppable. But what happens when these two heroes meet face to face? Collects Wonder Woman/Conan #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.95**

**791895X CRISIS ON INFINITE EARTHS: Paragons Rising.** By M. Wolfman & M. Guggenheim. Devastated by the death of her beloved husband, Oliver Queen, Felicity Smoak recruits heroes from across the Multiverse to find the mysterious Paragons, who she believes are the only chance of resurrecting Oliver. Collects Crisis on Infinite Earths Giant #1-2. DC Comics. Pub. at $17.99

**$9.95**

**7994141 GREG CAPULLO: DC Poster Portfolio.** The artwork of superstar artist Capullo, featuring 20 of his most stunning pieces staring some of the greatest superheroes and supervillains in comic history. From Batman to the Joker to Swamp Thing, this poster showcase is perfect for framing and display. DC Comics. 2x16. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.95**


**$9.95**

**7885512 WONDER WOMAN BY GEORGE PEREZ, VOLUME 2.** By G. Perez & L. Wein. Once upon a time, the world’s greatest heroine was reimagined by a comic book legend. Collects Wonder Woman #15-24 and Wonder Woman Annual #1, 278 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**$7.95**

**8013624 ABSOLUTE ALL-STAR BATMAN AND ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER.** By Frank Miller. Tells the origin story of Dick Grayson’s transformation into Robin, the Boy Wonder. This ultimate take on the Dark Knight features guest appearances by Superman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Black Canary and Batgirl as you’ve never seen them before. Collects All-Star Batman and Robin; The Boy Wonder #1-10 and All-Star Batman and Robin Special Edition #1. Slippedc. DC Comics. 8x12%. Pub. at $99.00

**$36.95**
19986X THE FLASH: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Gardner Fox et al. Collects Flash #1–47, Vol. 1; #50–104; All-Flash #31; Showcase #4; The Flash #110, #123, #125, #174, #215, #233, #275; Superman #199; Crisis on Infinite Earths #8; Secret Origins Annual #2; Flash #0-1, #225; Flash The Fastest Man Alive #1; Flash: Rebirth #1; Flashpoint #5; and Flash #9. 480 pages, DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95


SOLD OUT 117667 KA-ZAR THE SAVAGE OMNIBUS. By Bruce Jones. Jones’ tale for his four-legged friend Zabu takes Ka-Zar beyond the Savage Land and into the ancient paradise of Pangea! From shining citadels to the lofty heights of the Aven, it’s a land filled with newfound friends—and fresh dangers! Collects Ka-Zar the Savage #1-34, 1026 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $42.95

801407 THE NEW TEEN TITANS: The Judas Contract. By Marv Wolfman. They were Earth’s teenage defenders—unbeatable and unstoppable. Riding high, they took an eighth member—a young girl into their ranks. And she would be their downfall. Collects The New Teen Titans #39-40; Tales of the Teen Titans #41-44 and Tales of the Teen Titans Annual #3. 192 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

60805X MARVELS POSTCARD BOOK. By Alex Ross et al. Curated from Ross’ exquisite painted artwork for the landmark series, this postcard collection is a thoughtful miniature gallery of masterpieces, or for sending inspiring works of art to your friends and family! Marvel. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

8008485 ETERNALS. By Neil Gaiman. One by one, the Eternals are emerging from a strange, waking dream—suddenly coming to terms with the fact that they’re far more than the normal people they’ve thought themselves to be. Collects Eternals (2006) #1-7. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

199846 CHECKMATE. By Brian Michael Bendis. The planet’s last, best hope to infiltrate Leviathan may be a motley collection of symmasters–Green Arrow, Green Lantern, Taliq al Ghul, and unlikely allies converge to tackle Leviathan as members of the new Checkmate—but who is the surprise hero behind this team? Collects Checkmate #1-4 and Leviathan #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

1041800 JESSICA JONES, VOL. 1: Alias. By Brian Michael Bendis. Jessica Jones used to be a costumed superhero—but not a very good one. This self-destructive would-be Avenger is now the operator of Alias Investigations, a small but investigation firm specializing in superhuman cases. And her next case could be her last. Collects Alias #1-9. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7742576 JLA, VOLUME 1: The Deluxe Edition. By Grant Morrison with M. Millar. The pantheon of the gods has sent its most powerful heroes to Earth to help the planet’s last, best hope to infiltrate Leviathan as members of the new Checkmate—but who is the surprise hero behind this team? Collects Eternals (2006) #1-7. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

425489 LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES, VOL. 2: Trial of the Legion. By Brian Michael Bendis. The United Planets has found the Legion of Super-heroes guilty of crimes against the galaxy, and it’s up to our young heroes to prove their innocence. Collects Legion of Super-Heroes #7-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

7822251 LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES, VOLUME ONE: The Silver Age. By Edmond Hamilton et al. The Legion of Super-Heroes was a group of teenage superheroes from the far future who went back in time to pay tribute to the greatest teenager superheroes of all time, the Boy of Steel, Superman. Collects Action Comics #247, #267, #292, #290, #293, #300-310; Action Comics #267, #276, #289; Superman #46, #49, and Superman #147. 328 pages, DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

7778074 BATMAN/THE FLASH: The Button. By J. Williamson & T. King. An unseen force has been manipulating our world. The only clue they left behind is a strange bloodstained yellow button. The button could easily be the most important object in not just our world, but in every world—Is this the Reverse-Flash will kill to possess it! Collects Batman #21-33 and The Flash #21-22. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/938
Superhero Comics

2632667 BATMAN/SUPERMAN: The Archive of Worlds. By Gene Luen Yang. As we explore the parallel lives of the Man of Steel and the world of the Dark Knight, we'll be meeting new and old villain Auteur.io, and more. Collects Batman/Superman #16-22 and Batman/Superman 2021 Annual #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

199865X ARKHAM CITY: The Order of the World. By Dan Watters. Arkham Asylum has been destroyed–unleashing Ten-Eyed Man, Professor Pyg, Mad Hatter, and more onto the streets of Gotham City's last remaining doctor. Can the last remaining doctor retrieve her patients? Collects Arkham City: The Order of the World #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95


3999858 MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE, VOLUME 7: Marvel Masterworks. By Tom DeFalco et al. Two double-sized extravaganzas–one featuring an all-star battle between the Thing, the Hulk, the Stranger and Pluto; and another co-starring the Avengers that pulls Benjiy into a Negative Zone battle against Blastaar. Annihilus and the power of the intergalactic adventurer. Collects Marvel Two-In-One (1974) #75-82 and Marvel Two-In-One Annual (1976) #5-6. 266 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00. $54.95

7791941 GOTHAM CITY SIRENS, BOOK TWO. By T. Bedard & P. Calloway. Catwoman, Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy are three of Gotham City's most powerful quasi-reformed criminals and together they spark scandal wherever they go. Collects Gotham City Sirens #14-26. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

7911828 THE JOKER: Endgame. By S. Snyder & B. Fletcher. The Joker plays his endgame with the Batman, citizens, villains, and heroes alike and must survive his deadly antics and come to terms with who The Joker is and what he means to them. Collects Batman #46-47, Batman: Earth One #1, Batgirl: Endgame #1, Batman Annual #3; Detective Comics: Endgame #1; and Gotham Academy: Endgame #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

8014132 SUPERMAN/BATMAN, VOLUME 6. By Joe Casey et al. A time-lost Kryptonian ship, its crew marooned. A missing escape pod. A mysterious attack by a powerful assassin on an insignificant reporter named Clark Kent. These are the clues in a mystery that will take all of Batman's detective skills and Superman's incredible strength to solve. Collects Superman/Batman #64-75 and Superman/Batman Annual #4. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

7792018 WONDER WOMAN: Dead Earth. By Daniel Warren Johnson. When Diana awakens from a centuries-long sleep, she discovers Earth has been reduced to a nuclear wasteland. Now she's marooned in a dark and dangerous future, protecting the last human city from titanic monsters and searching to uncover the secret of that dead Earth. Collects Wonder Woman: Dead Earth #1-4. DC Comics. 8x11x1. Pub. at $29.99. $11.95

7938683 SUPERMAN: Zero Hour. By Karl Kesel et al. Time is collapsing in on itself. The villainous Extant has unleashed a series of black holes that are sucking the universe past, present and future. Collects Adventures of Superman #0; #516; Superman #0; #93; Superman: The Man of Steel #0; #37; Superman in Action Comics #0; #703; Steel #0; #8; and Superman #0; #8. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

7994184 DC'S GREATEST DETECTIVE STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Whilce Portacio et al. These are the greatest detectives to ever stalk the DC Universe, and collected here are some of their key stories throughout DC Comics' history. Collects Adventure Comics #51; Batman #441; Detective Comics #2; Green Lantern #56; Lois Lane #2; Secret Origins #2; and The Question #8. 232 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

7952368 BATMAN: Contagion. By A. Grant & D. Moench. A mysterious and lethal virus is unleashed on the unknowing inhabitants of Gotham City and it's up to Batman, Robin, and Nightwing to contain the chaos while finding a cure. Collects Azrael #15-16; Batman #529-532; Batman Chronicles #4; Shadow of the Bat #48-52; Catwoman #31-32; Detective Comics #660; and Robin #27-30. 428 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $33.94. $11.95

5725739 JOKER: Killer Smile. By Jeff Lemire. Dr. Ben Arnell knows that he is different. He is sure that he will be the one to finally reach the man inside the madness and cure him. He is very, very wrong. Collects Joker: Killer Smile #1-3 and Batman: The Smile Killer #1-11. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

6082939 INVADERS, VOLUME 1: War Ghosts. By Chip Zdarsky. Captain America, the Human Torch, the Winter Soldier, Namor, the Sub-Mariner, they fought together in WWII as the Invaders. But now Namor is the enemy–a global threat more powerful than ever! Collects Invaders (2019) #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

4236181 HARLEY QUINN: Vengeance Unlimited. By A.J. Liberner. Framed for the murder of a Gotham City Police officer during a botched heist, Harley Quinn’s life is in the balance. Will she be caught up in a gang war or manage to escape the city? Collects Harley Quinn: Vengeance Unlimited #26-38. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

2635623 BATMAN: The Imposter. By Mattson Tomlin. Bruce Wayne’s mission as the Dark Knight has been under way for a year or more, but can he tell he’s making a difference. Unfortunately, he’s made some powerful enemies. Collects Batman: The Imposter #1-3. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

104303X AQUAMAN: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Mort Weisinger et al. Collects More Fun Comics 373; #89; Adventure Comics #120, #222, #534; Action Comics #395, #665, #666; All-Star Comics #25, #27; Aquaman (Vol. 1) #1, #2; Aquaman (Vol. 2) #2, #3, Aquaman (Vol. 4) #2, #4; Aquaman (Vol. 5) #4, #17; and Aquaman (Vol. 6) #1-41. Collects 428 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99. $14.95

575281X SUPERMAN'S PAL JIMMY OLSEN: Who Killed Jimmy Olsen? By Matt Fraction. Jimmy Olsen finds himself on the run through the weirdest corners of the DC Universe, trying to crack the greatest story he’s ever covered and solve the most improbable riddle of his career. But his encounter with a new, strange cop in the city is after her. Collects Harley Quinn: Vengeance Unlimited #26-38. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

5079647 SUPERMAN, VOLUME 1: The Silver Age. By Jerry Siegel ET AL. With the Man of Steel won’t miss to miss this stunning collection of some of the best tales of the 1950’s and 1960’s! Collects Action Comics #241-265 and Superman #122-137. 814 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $100.00. $74.95

1999176 SUPERMAN, VOLUME 3: The Man of Steel. By John Byrne et al. Collects Superman #1-93; Superman Annual #1; Action Comics #594-597; Action Comics Annual #1; Adventures of Superman #346-438; Adventures of Superman Annual #1; Booster Gold #23; and Superman: The Earth Stealers #1-46. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99. $18.95
Superhero Comics

784381X SUPERMAN, VOLUME 1: The City of Tomorrow. By Jeph Loeb et al. The turn of the century has come to Metropolis and Brainiac has arrived to ring in the New Year. So begins an all-out assault on the City of Tomorrow with the very soul of Metropolis and its protector in the balance. Collects: Action Comics #760-763; Adventures of Superman #573-574; Superman: The Man of Steel #95-98; and Superman: Y2K. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

7822751 SUPERMAN, VOLUME 4: The Golden Age Omnibus. By Jerry Siegel et al. While the Allies fought the Axis powers in Europe and the Pacific, Superman was dealing with threats at home like his old foe Lex Luthor, comman J.Willib Wollfingham and that pesky imp from the fifth dimension. Mister Mxyzptlk! Collects: Action Comics #68-69; Action Comics Annual #1; Adventures of Superman Annual #1; Blue Beetle #21-24; Green Lantern #46; Superman #25-33; and World’s Finest Comics #1-18. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $34.95

7572844 SUPERMAN: The Return of Superman. By Gerard Jones et al. Unknown to all, the true Superman—recently restored by a Kryptonian regeneration matrix—begins to plot his homecoming. But will he be too late to save the Coast City? Collects: Action Comics #689-692; Action Comics Annual #5; Adventures of Superman #503-505; Adventures of Superman Annual #5; Green Lantern #46; Superman #25-33; and Superman: The Man of Steel #24-26. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

7919161 HEROES FOR HIRE: The Complete Collection. By D. Abnett & A. Lanning. “Hello Hero, are you for hire?” With those words, Misty Knight enlist streetwise vigilantes to tackle the jobs no other super-team will. When she calls, people listen—including Falcon, Black Widow, Ghost Rider, Silver Sabie, Moon Knight and Paladin! Collects Heroes for Hire (2011) #1-12; Sonderrrers: Heroes for Hire #1-3 and Vengors for Hire #0, 1-4. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95


2665751 CLAY MANN: DC Poster Portfolio. This stunning volume presents twenty removable posters depicting the artwork of superstar illustrator Clay Mann. From Superman to Poison Ivy to the Justice League, the art collected in this showcase is perfect for framing and display. Fully illus. in color. DC Comics. 12x16. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

1041568 CLOAK AND DAGGER OMNIBUS, VOL. 2. By Bill Mantlo et al. Collects Marvel Graphic Novel: Cloak and Dagger–Predator and Prey; Strange Tales (1987) #7; Mutant Misadventures of Cloak and Dagger #1-13; Cloak and Dagger (1990) #14-19; and material from Strange Tales (1987) #3-6, #8-19. 780 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00 $39.95

104320X SUICIDE SQUAD: Bad Blood. By Tom Taylor. When the Suicide Squad is assigned to cultivate a group of international super-terrorists known as the Revolutionaries, the last thing they expect is for the survivors to join the team! Collects Suicide Squad #1-11. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

1043080 BATMAN DETECTIVE COMICS: Rebirth Deluxe Edition, Book 2. By J. L'ynon IV & C. Sebela. Batman’s newest allies both have histories—th’ey’d rather not know, but when guests from their respective secret origins appear in Gotham, will Cassandra Cain and Azrael be able to keep their pasts from destroying their present lives? Collects: Detective Comics #950-962. DC Comics. Paperback at $34.99 $12.95

7919387 SUICIDE SQUAD, BOOK 3: Rebirth Deluxe Edition. By Rob Williams. Harley Quinn, Deadshot, Killer Crock, Captain Boomerang, the Enchantress—as members of the Suicide Squad, they’re taking on America’s most dangerous and impossible covert missions. Collects Suicide Squad #21-32. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95


5726001 SHAZAM! VOLUME 1. By Geoff Johns. In a world to survive the plague of horror from his homor, Billy Batson must embrace his greatest wish—and learn his greatest lesson. The kid with the chip on his shoulder must become magic’s purest champion. Collects Justice League #7-11; #14, 15; #21. DC Comics. Paperbound at $16.99 $5.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 5726879 ZERO HOUR: Crisis in Time. By Dan Jurgens. When time itself comes under attack, it will take the combined efforts of his greatest heroes to save the entire DC Universe. Collects Showcase ’94 #8-9 and Zero Hour: Crisis in Time #4-0. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


5726631 BANE: Conquest. By Chuck Dixon. In the dark waters off the coast of Gotham City, a mysterious crew of smugglers has made a deadly mistake—they tried to bring weapons of mass destruction into Bane’s city! And no group of black-market cults, supervillains, Catwoman or Batman himself—is going to stand in his way. Collects: Bane: Conquest #1-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

7883471 BATGIRL AND THE BIRDS OF PREY, VOL. 1: Who Is Oracle? By Julie & Shawna Benson. Barbara Gordon is no stranger to secrets. She’s the daughter of SCPD Jim Gordon and she’s the vigilante known as Batgirl. But her time as Oracle, the most powerful hacker on the planet, has been kept completely hidden, until now. Collects Batgirl and the Birds of Prey #1-6 and Oracle and the Birds of Prey: Rebirth #1-2. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/938

1998692 BATGIRL, VOLUME 2: Knightfall Descends. By Gail Simone. Three years after the Joker's vicious attack left her paralyzed, Barbara Gordon has regained the use of her legs and reclaimed her mantle as Batman's ally Batgirl. Collects Batgirl #7-13. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

1998706 BATGIRL, VOLUME 5: Deadline. By G. Simone & M. Bennett. A slayer who targets vampires and vigilantes alike. A terrifying urban legend turned too real. A mercenary called Ragdoll who's made Gotham his latest playing. It's up to Batgirl and her allies in the Birds of Prey to take this mad city back. Collects Batgirl #27-34; Batgirl Annual #2; and Batgirl: Futures End. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


801387X HAWKMAN BY GEOFF JOHNS, BOOK ONE. As he struggles to adjust to his new life, Hawkman tries desperately to rekindle his relationship with his ex-girlfriend. Collects Hawkman #1-14 and Hawkman Secret Files and Origins #1. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

784378X THE SILVER SURFER: Rebirth of Thanos. By Jim Starlin. Back from the dead, Thanos is after the power to bring the rest of the universe with him on a return trip! Can the Silver Surfer, Drax the Destroyer and others stop the cosmic iconoclast before he uses reality as a token of affection for Death? Collects Silver Surfer #34-38 and Thanos Quest #1-2. 224 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7843801 THE SUPER FRIENDS, VOLUME TWO: Saturday Morning Comics. By E. Nelson Bridwell et al. Gathered together from the cosmic reaches of the universe here in this great hall of justice are the most powerful forces of good ever assembled. Collects: The Super Friends #27-47; The Super Friends Special #1; The Best of DC Blue Ribbon Digest #3; Limited Collectors' Edition of DC Super Friends! Truth, Justice and a Crimson Hair.

480 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $69.99 $24.95

7843328 THANOS: The Infinity Ending. By Jim Starlin. The cosmic conclusion to Jim Starlin and Alan Davis' epic trilogy! The truly Mad Titan intends to command all of time and space—including his own past self! Now Thanos' brother, Eros, his old ally Warlock and the telepathic troll named Pip must find a way to free Thanos' consciousness from his own future. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7843739 THE MIGHTY AVENGERS: Dark Reign. By Dan Slott. When darkness reigns, founding Avenger Hank Pym tries to realign the world again against the mightiest group of Avengers overcome threats such as the chaotic Chthon, Norman Osborn's Cabal and Unspoken? Collects: Mighty Avengers #21-36 and material from Secret Invasion: Requiem. Marvel. Pub. at $44.99 $14.95

6081169 BLACK WIDOW POSTER BOOK. She's Natasha Romanoff, the Black Widow, and she's leaving the shadowy world of espionage to take the spotlight in a work filled with poster masterpieces that would grace any gallery! Impress your friends with this collection of some of the finest Black Widow images ever printed. Marvel. 5½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

104159X FANTASTIC FOUR: Antithesis. By M. Waid & N. Adams. An unstoppable meteor of unknown origin has just erupted from hyperspace—and unless the Fantastic Four can keep it from hitting Manhattan, millions will die! Collects Fantastic Four: Antithesis #1-4. 8½x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

7885261 HARLEY QUINN #2. By Karl Kesel. After a close call with the Gotham City Police, Harley is moving her base of criminal operations to Metropolis. She and Poison Ivy are trying to lie low, but that gets more complicated once Har's attracts the attentions of ace reporter Jimmy Olsen. Collects Harley Quinn #9-23. 276 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

778195X HARLEY QUINN, BOOK ONE: The Deluxe Edition. By Karl Kesel. Now that she's single, Harley is having the time of her life, whether she's two timing Two-Face or throwing a slumber party for the likes of Catwoman and Poison Ivy. She's formed her own gang of haughty Quinnettes. She's about to become a crime boss the likes of which Gotham has never seen! Collects Harley Quinn #1-8. 224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

4235886 HARLEY QUINN, VOLUME 3: Kiss Kiss Bang Stab. By A. Conner & J. Palmiotti. With working as a psychiatrist, managing a pet store and dealing in the roller derby, and trying to start up a new romance, Harley Quinn has precious little time left over for her mission of do-gooding. Collects Harley Quinn #14-16; Harley Quinn Annual #1; Harley Quinn Holiday Special #1 and Harley Quinn Valentine's Day Special #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7990012 MOON KNIGHT. By Charlie Huston et al. Marc Spector lies battered and beaten after years of struggle, forsaken by his god. But when dangerous enemies strike, Khonshu finally answers Spector's desperate pleas—and the Moon Knight is reborn once more. Collects Moon Knight (2006) #1-30; Moon Knight Annual (2007) #1; Moon Knight: Silent Knight; Vengeance of the Moon Knight #1-10; and Shadowland: Moon Knight #1-3. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $44.95


8009988 UNCANNY X-MEN: X-Men Disassembled. By Ed Brinsson et al. The world that hates and fears the Children of the Atom is more dangerous than ever: A mutant vaccine threatens their future, extinct species from other worlds are coming back and strange new teams are disappearing in the present. Collects Uncanny X-Men (2018) #1-10. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

7822677 HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE MULTIVERSE. Rampaging forth from the fires of Anti-Eternia, the scourge called the Anti-He-Man has been unleashed upon the Multiverse! He's an unlikely savior of all! Prince Keldor, the man who would be Skeletor! Collects: He-Man and the Masters of the Multiverse #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $8.95
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$5.95

104317X IRON MAN: Fatal Frontier. By Al Ewing with K. Gillen. For four decades, mankind has turned its back on the moon. When an attack reveals a potential solution for all the Earth’s energy problems, the moon becomes the new frontier. The element Phlogiston is its precious gold, and Iron Man sets his own-appointed sheriff. Collects Iron Man: Fatal Frontier Infinite Comic #1-13 and Iron Man #1. Marvel. Pub. at $34.99

$14.95


$15.95


$5.95

8009331 THE AVENGERS: Legends of Marvel. By Peter David et al. Bruce Banner is tired of life and material from Giant-Size X-Men #3-4; Mythos: X-Men Anniversary, legendary creators return to the test, Iceman debates retiring, and more. Juggernaut tries to become a teacher, Nightcrawler finds himself as a hero of Africa while an apartheid state exists next door to Wakanda. Collects Black Panther (1988) #1-4 and Marvel Classics Presents (1990) #13-37. 316 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $75.00

$24.95

7938624 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2. By D. Jurgens & P. Dini. From the farms of Smallville to the streets of Metropolis, one look up in the sky is all it takes. But when a new Superman has returned to the rightful place as the world’s greatest hero, what house of corruption will join the battle for his soul? In this highly anticipated event, the heroes and villains of all Earths unite to battle the very fate of the universe itself! Collects Superman (2016) #1-2 and Superman (2018) #1-21. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

$12.95


$24.95

7938438 BATMAN: The Dark Prince Charming. By Enrico Marini. When a young woman and her daughter appear on Bruce Wayne’s doorstep, their life story is marked by the weight of history. They are not looking for a place to live, but to recover the memories that they bring. Collects Batman: The Dark Prince Charming #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

$12.95

7994273 FUTURE STATE: The Next Batman. By John Ridley et al. Gotham City has become a police state, where order is maintained by the private enforcement agency, Magistrate. Their “Peacekeepers” hunt all remaining heroes and villains in the city, ensuring safety and control. The vigilante who takes on this task is the Next Batman. Collects Future State: The Next Batman #1-4; Future State: Nightwing #1-2; and Future State: Dark Detective #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

$11.95

779200X RORSCHACH. By Tom King. Who is the man behind the mask? What does it mean when Rorschach reappears as an assassin trying to kill a candidate for president? Has everybody gone mad? Or is Rorschach trying to uncover the true identity of this would-be killer. Collects Rorschach #1-12. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99

$11.95

1176013 RUNAWAYS, VOL. 4: True Believers. By Brian K. Vaughan. When a group of teenagers discovers that their parents are actually super villains, they run away from home but that’s only step one. Now that the evil Pride is gone, nearly every bad guy in the Marvel Universe is trying to fill the power vacuum in Los Angeles, and the Runaways are the only heroes to stop them! Collects Runaways (2005) #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$5.95


$6.95

7919514 WONDER WOMAN AND JUSTICE LEAGUE AMERICA, VOLUME 2. By Dan Vado et al. With Wonder Woman leading the Justice League America, the team has had to battle enemies from within our own world too big for any one hero. Collects Justice League America #86-91; Justice League International #65-66; and Justice League Task Force #13-14. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$7.95


$24.95

9308926 SUPERMAN THE MAN OF STEEL. By P. Dini. From the farms of Smallville to the streets of Metropolis, one look up in the sky is all it takes. But when a new Superman has returned to the rightful place as the world’s greatest hero, what house of corruption will join the battle for his soul? In this highly anticipated event, the heroes and villains of all Earths unite to battle the very fate of the universe itself! Collects Superman (2016) #1-2 and Superman (2018) #1-21. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99

$12.95


$6.95


$5.95

8009623 ASTONISHING X-MEN COMPANION. By David Hine et al. Bishop patrols the streets of District X, Gambit accepts an expensive mission, Juggernaut tries to become a teacher, Nightcrawler finds himself in an existential crisis, presenting the Marvel Universe is trying to fill the power vacuum in Los Angeles, and the Runaways are the only heroes to stop them! Collects Runaways (2005) #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$5.95

4272307 SUPERMAN VS Lobo. By T. Seeley & S. Beattie. Superman and Lobo are brought together after a godlike creature wreaks havoc on an alien planet. Despite their efforts, they become intertwined in an adventure filled with popularity contests, lost worlds, and bitter gods. Collects Superman vs. Lobo #1-3. DC Comics. 8x8x11. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

4284453 WATCHMEN COMPANION. By Created by A. Moore & D. Gibbons. Collects Watchmen: Heroes #97; DC Spotlight #12; The Question #17; Watchmen Sourcebook; Watchmen: Taking Out the Trash; Watchmen: Who Watches the Watchmen?; and Who’s Who Update 1987 #4-5. 280 pages. DC Comics. 8x8x111/4. Pub. at $39.99

$13.95
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- **8013950** THE KAMANDI CHALLENGE. By Dan Abnett et al. Kamandi, the post-apocalyptic Last Boy on Earth, fights for his survival and the fate of all humankind in a world overrun by intelligent tigers, giant robot leopards, edible plant people and even more wonders. Collects The Kamandi Challenge. #1-12, 326 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

- **5396328** MIRACLEMAN: The Silver Age. By N. Gaiman & M. Buckingham. Miracleman has created a utopia on Earth where gods walk among men and men have become gods. But when his long-dead friend Young Miracleman is resurrected, Miracleman finds that not everyone is ready for his brave new world! Collects Miracleman: The Silver Age. #1-7 and Miracleman by Gaiman & Buckingham (2015) #1-6. 216 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

- **7938748** WONDER WOMAN: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. By Bea Fontana et al. A cabal of opportunists is after Wonder Woman’s most powerful resource—her own blood. A powerful serum of health and strength, it could be used to heal the sick or to create an army of super-soldiers. Collects Wonder Woman 326-30; Annual #1, Steve Trevor #1; and Wonder Woman 75th Anniversary Special #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99. $12.95

- **196514X** BATMAN: Gates of Gotham. By Scott Snyder. To uncover the truth behind the architect and his links to Gotham’s violent past, Batman must call upon the help of Robin, Red Robin, and even Batgirl. Batman’s operative, Black Bat. But can they track down this new villain before he finishes his grand design? Collects Batman: Gates of Gotham #1-5, Batman: The Court of Owls Annual #12 and Batman: Annual #1999. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. $11.95


- **6808888** MARVEL’S AVENGERS: Road to A-DAY. By Jim Zub et al. Collects Marvel’s Avengers: Iron Man (2019) #1; Marvel’s Avengers: Thor (2020) #1; Marvel’s Avengers: Captain America (2020) #1; Marvel’s Avengers: Hulk (2020) #1; and Marvel’s Avengers: Black Widow (2020) #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $5.95

- **7843763** THE ORION. By Walter Simonson. Collects: New Gods Secret Files & Origins #1; The Forth World Gallery #1, The Art of Walter Simonson; Work’s Who’s Who #16; Legends of the DC Universe 3-D Gallery #1; Superman & Batman: Generations III #9; Secret Files & Origins Guide to the DC Universe 2000 #1; and JLA-A #1, 384 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99. $11.95

- **5725747** MARVEL KNIGHTS 20TH. By Donny Cates. Matt Murdock is beginning to remember. But only one man can find the answers—a man who once ruled a nation! Collects Marvel Knights 20th #1-6. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95

- **1999222** TRUTH & JUSTICE. By Geoffrey Thorne et al. Follow Vixen as she takes the lead with the Global Guardians, and watch Superman as he battles for justice for the wrongly incarcerated in Metropolis. Collects Truth & Justice. Chapters #1-21. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95

- **1043110** GREEN LANTERN BY GEOFF JOHNS, BOOK FOUR. In the aftermath of the Sinestro Corps War, a new power emerges from within the Green Lantern Corps. They are the Alpha-Lanterns, and the only things more menacing than their biomechanical makeovers are their merciless tactics. Collects Green Lantern #26-39 and Final Crisis: Rage of the Red Lanterns #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99. $13.95

- **1999079** THE NEW 52! 10th Anniversary Deluxe Edition. By Brian Azzarello et al. Celebrate the greatest hits of The New 52, more than a decade after DC’s bold reinvention of its publishing line and fictional universe! Collects Action Comics #1; All-Star Western #1; Animal Man #1; Aquaman #1; Batman #1; Demon Knights #1; The Flash #1; Justice League #1; Justice League Dark #1; Voodoo #1; and Wonder Woman #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. $12.95

- **7938448** BATMAN: The World. By Brian Azzarello et al. When Bruce Wayne’s travels take him around the globe, Batman is there to stop any wrongdoings that may arise. No matter where in the world he is, he is always Batman! DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/#983
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★ 6075762 FANTASTIC FOUR, VOL. 24: Atlantis Rising. By Tom DeFalco et al. As the Invisible Woman searches for her missing husband, Mister Fantastic, the scarred thing seeks payback on Wolverine—and the wrath of a rogue Machine Man leads to a war. Collects Fantastic Four #393-402; Fantastic Force #7-9; Fantastic Four: Atlantis Rising #1-2 and Fantastic Four: Atlantis Rising Collectors’ Preview. 434 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $44.99 $32.95


6994032 ETERNALS POSTER BOOK. Whether depicting the cosmic glory of Jack Kirby, the dynamic style of John Romita Jr., or the divine grace of Daniel Acuna, these illustrations are guaranteed to blow your Uni-Mind! Marvel. 11x16 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


★ 5524202 THE JURASSIC LEAGUE. By J. Geebb and D.W. Johnson. Bear witness to a brand new—yet older than time—adventure and experience the Justice League as you have never seen them before, as dinosaurs operating as The Jurassic League! Collects The Jurassic League #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

7778279 THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOLUME FOUR: The Silver Age. By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way! Collects Justice League of America #31-41. 260 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7742622 THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOLUME THREE: The Silver Age. By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way! Collects Justice League of America #20-30. 293 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

257442X DC COMICS: The Art of Jim Lee, Volume 1. By William Baker. Reveals the tremendous impact Jim Lee has had on the DC Comics universe, including such superstar characters as Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, and Green Lantern, along with his region of WildStorm heroes. Fully illustrated in color. 298 pages. DC Comics. 8½x12. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95


798205X LUXE CAGE OMNIBUS. By Steve Englehart et al. Cage’s delinquent youth and a friendship wrong found him trapped and incarcerated in Seaplane Tower. There, he was submitted to cutting-edge experiments that gave him super-strength, bulletproof skin and a new destiny as Luke Cage. Hero for Hire! Collects Hero for Hire (1972) #1-16; Power Man (1974) #17-47 and Power Man Annual (1977) #1. 985 pages. Marvel. Paperback at $125.00 $54.95


1041495 ATLANTIS ATTACKS: The Original Epic. By Steve Englehart et al. Collects Silver Surfer Annual #2; Iron Man Annual #10; Avengers West Coast #58; Avengers West Coast Annual #4; Marvel Comics Presents (1988) #100-106; X-Men Annual (1970) #13; Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) #23; Punisher Annual #2; Spectacular Spider-Man Annual #9; Daredevil Annual #5, and more. 535 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $44.99 $14.95

1176102 MARVEL 2-IN-ONE, VOL. 2: Next of Kin. By Chip Zdarsky. In a savage wasteland ruled by the Spider, will this dreaded enemy destroy Ben Grimm and Johnny Storm—or will the shocking revelations they face do it first? Collects Marvel 2-In-One (2018) #7-12 and Marvel 2-In-One Annual (2018) #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


698984X BLACK PANTHER POSTCARD BOOK. By Jess Harrold. Planning a vacation to Wakanda? Then you’ll need some postcards to mail home to all your jealous friends! Featuring major moments from Black Panther’s story as illustrated by the finest talents ever to delineate the adventures of T’Challa. Marvel. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95
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**7843658 THE FLASH #750.** By Joshua Williamson et al. One thing has remained constant: whenever the citizens of Central City are in peril, the Flash will be there in the blink of an eye to save the day! Collects: The Flash #750 and Showcase #4, 112 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$6.95**

**1998935 THE FLASH, VOLUME 2: Rogues Revolution.** The super-villains known as the Rogues lived by three simple rules: don’t kill anyone, stay away from drugs, and keep everything about the score. This code of criminal conduct and their iron-fisted weapons made them the Rogues the Flash’s most implacable opponents. Collects The Flash #9-12, #0 and The Flash Annual #1, 219 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95**

**7843720 JUSTICE LEAGUE VS. SUICIDE SQUAD.** By Joshua Williamson et al. As these two titanic teams clash, telepathic mastermind Maxwell Lord prepares to take advantage of the chaos, assembling an even deadlier team and preparing for world conquest. Can the Justice League make a deal with the Suicide Squad to stop this threat? Collects: Justice League Vs. Suicide Squad #1-6, Shadowpact #8-10, and Justice League #12-13. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. **$11.95**

**7822634 THE FLASH, VOLUME 2: The Silver Age Omnibus.** By John Broome et al. The Flash patrols the streets at speeds faster than the human eye can see. He protects the citizens from the super-evils Abra Kadabra, Captain Cold, Mirror Master, the Red Rider, Heat Wave, Tricky, Weather Wizard, Captain Boomerang, the Shade and the Breakaway Bandit. Collects: The Flash #133-163, 778 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $99.99. **$49.95**

**1998781 BATMAN: Shadow War.** By Joshua Williamson et al. When Deathstroke assassinates Ra’s al Ghul, Talia al Ghul demands revenge and send her League of Shadows to kill Deathstroke and Deathstroke Inc. Collects Deathstroke Inc. #8-9, Robin #13-14, Shadow War: Alpha #1, Batman #122-123, Shadow War Zone #1, and Shadow War: Omega #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99. **$14.95**


**1998943 THE FLASH, VOLUME 3: Gorilla Warfare.** By F. Manapul & B. Buccellato. They call him King Grodd. He is the iron-fisted ruler of Gorilla City—a home for genetically enhanced, hyper-evolved species of apes. He believes he was chosen to bear the power of the Speed Force, the source of the Flash’s incredible abilities. Collects: The Flash #13-19. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95**

**7885431 SUPERBOY, #1: Trouble in Paradise.** By K. Kesel & S. Mattson. Superboy’s life becomes more complicated than he could ever imagine. Stricken by the clone plague ravaging Metropolis, he must fight his own rogue gallery, including the likes of Knockout, Sidearm, Scavenger, the Silicon Dragons and King Shark. Collects Superboy #0-10. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **$7.95**

**8008507 EXCALIBUR, VOLUME 8: The Battle for Britain.** By Keith Giffen et al. When the mystical Dragons of the Crimson Dawn target Brian Braddock, a sacrifice must be made to save the world! Collects Excalibur #104-105, #1-2, Colossus #1; New Mutants: Truth or Death #1-3; and Kitty Pryde, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. #1-3. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $44.99. **$14.95**

**7938543 JUSTICE LEAGUE: Corporate Manuevers.** By Keith Giffen et al. Backed by funding from the biggest names on Wall Street, the Conglomerate are saving lives and making their parent company look good in the process. But this newly minted super-team soon finds out that when big business pulls the strings, it’s easy to turn a corporate puppet. Collects: Justice League Quarterly #1-4, 302 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **$7.95**

**6081274 DEATH’S HEAD: Clone Drive.** By Tini Howard. When a job goes wrong, the intergalactic merc called Death’s Head wakes up half assembled at a punk show! And if a crowd full of delinquent, eleventh-hour youths weren’t enough...the Young Avengers have shown up! Collects Death’s Head (1999) #1-4 and Death’s Head (1988) #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$5.95**


**7919123 HOWARD THE DUCK OMNIBUS.** By Chip Zdarsky et al. Howard the Duck is back as the Marvel Universe’s newest, and grouchiest, private investigator! He’ll take on all the most tawd cases, but just wait ‘til you see the bill! Collects Howard the Duck (2015A) #1-9; Howard the Duck (2015B) #1; Unbeatable Squirrel Girl (2015B) #6; and material from War of the Realms: War Scrolls #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $60.00. **$24.95**


**8014019 THE MULTIVERSE.** By Grant Morrison. Collects: The Multiversity #1-2; The Multiversity: The Society of Super-Heroes #1; The Multiversity: The Just #1; The Multiversity: Pax Americana #1; The Multiversity: Thunderworld Adventures #1; The Multiversity: Guidebook #1; The Multiversity: Mastermen #1; and The Multiversity: Ultra Comics #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99. **$19.95**

**7919417 SUPERMAN—ACTION COMICS, VOLUME 1: Superman and the Men of Steel.** By Grant Morrison. Yielding incredible powers he’s only begun to explore, haunted by a past that reminds him of a complete mystery, armed with Kansas farmboy’s unshakeable sense of right and wrong; a juggernaut of justice in jeans and a T-shirt, it’s...Superman! Collects: Superman #680-694; Superman: The Man of Steel #1-3; and Superman: The Man of Steel #1-2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95**
Limited Quantity 5725666 | Batman: The Return of Bruce Wayne. By Grant Morrison. After facing off against and defeating the ultimate evil, the Dark Trinity has fallen—but neither Heaven nor Hell awaits him. Instead, Gotham’s protector is condemned to a prison fashioned from time itself. Collects Batman: The Return of Bruce Wayne #1–6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

4343042 | Wonder Woman: Earth One Complete Collection. By Grant Morrison. For millennia, the Amazons of Paradise Island have prospered by isolating themselves from the problems of man. But one of them, Diana, princess of Themyscira, has long yearned to discover what lies beyond their borders. Now, the Amazon princess is exiled from paradise and condemned to a prison fashioned from time itself. Limitied Quantity. Collects Wonder Woman: Earth One Vols. #1–3. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. $14.95

4272277 | Superman and the Authority. By Grant Morrison. Sometimes even Superman finds a task almost impossible. So Clark Kent seeks out Manchester Black, the most dastardly of rogues, to form an all-new Authority tasked with taking care of some business on the sky. Collects Superman and the Authority #1–4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

7778139 | The Brave and the Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman. By Liam Sharp. Wonder Woman and Batman are called upon to travel to the magical world to solve the murder of the King of Tir Na Nog. The faerie folk of this realm hope that if Earth’s heroes can find the killer, there will be peace. Collects The Brave and The Bold: Batman and Wonder Woman #1–6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

7994079 | Batman, Volume 7: Endgame. By Scott Snyder. Batman’s greatest foe has returned for one last gag. But this time, not even The Joker is laughing. In their last encounter, the Dark Knight failed to live up to Joker’s grand plans, so now the villain is deadly serious. Collects Batman #35–40. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

1988765 | Batman, Volume Three: Earth One. By Geoff Johns. A gang of thieves thrust Gotham City into a state of fear when they are mysteriously well armed with military-grade weapons, flamethrowers, grenade launches, and even tanks. And this gang claims it is funded by none other than former district attorney Harvey Dent. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

7938691 | Swamp Thing: Protector of the Earth. By Scott Snyder. Each generation, the legacies of the heroes—enigmatic, powerful leaders—and May Parker’s trusted allies to take up his shield: Sam Wilson, formerly the Avenger known as the Falcon! Collects Captain America, Sam Wilson #1–6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

6994253 | Old Man Hawkeye, Vol. 2: The Whole World Blind. By Ethan Sacks. An aging Clint Barton has been on a mission to hunt down the Thunderbolts who betrayed him—now see exactly what happened on that fateful day 45 years ago, in all its bloody detail! Collects Old Man Hawkeye #1–12. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

1043226 | Teen Titans, Volume Two: The Silver Age. By Len Wein et al. The debut of Teen Titans in 1964 was when Robin, Kid Flash, and Aquadul united for the first time to fight crime and injustice. Later joined by Wonder Girl and Speedy, the Teen Titans quickly became the most iconic team of super-teens of all time. Collects Teen Titans #12–24, 349 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. $11.95


794557 | Not My Captain America. By Nick Spencer. When Steve Rogers was restored to his natural age, he chose one of his closest and most trusted allies to take up his shield: Sam Wilson, formerly the Avenger known as the Falcon! Collects Captain America, Sam Wilson #1–6. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

8492573 | DC Pride: Love and Justice. By Vifa Ayala et al. DC celebrates Pride with this incredible collection starring fan-favorite LGBTQ+ characters Harley Quinn, Ivy, Midnighter, Batwoman, Aquadul, and more. Collects DC Pride #1; New Year’s Evil #1; Mysteries of Love in Space #1; and Young Monsters in Love. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

6990077 | The Infinity Saga Poster Book, Phase 1. Ed. by Jennifer Grunwald. These posters are the instantly iconic images that brought audiences flooding to see Iron Man, Thor, Captain America—and ultimately the heroes’ big-screen assembly alongside Black Widow, Hawkeye and the Hulk as the Avengers! Marvel. 11x16. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95

1995225 | The Invincible Iron Man, Volume 17: Marvel Masterworks. By Dennis O’Neil et al. Tony Stark has changed the world, but those successes convinced the creator of the Iron Man armor that he was invincible. Obediah Stane is about to exploit Stark’s every weakness, pulling apart his life piece by piece. Collects Iron Man (1968) #171-182 and Iron Man Annual (1971) #6. 342 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00. $54.95


49961X | Black Panther Wakanda Atlas. By Evan Narcisse. From the Golden City, Birnin Zana, to the mountainous Jabari-Lands and even beyond space and time to the intergalactic Planet Bast, this work charts Wakanda and its key locations as never seen before. Discover illuminating insights into the importance of these locales for T’Challa, Shuri, the Dora Milaje, and the wider Marvel Universe, fully illustrated. in color. 96 pages. Hardcover. $14.95
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1043129 GREEN LANTERN BY GEOFF JOHNS, BOOK TWO. Hal Jordan has been resurrected and redeemed. Now it’s time for him to get on with his life as Green Lantern, protector of Space Sector 2814. Collects Green Lantern #4-20. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $13.95

1043048 AQUAMAN: Sword of Atlantis, Book One. By Kurt Busiek. Raised in isolation, young Arthur Joseph Curry has a singular gift—the ability to breathe underwater. In a cataclysmic storm, Arthur is swept out to sea where he discovers the world and people of the oceanscape. Collects Aquaman: Sword of Atlantis #40-49. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $13.95

6080588 MARVELS POSTER BOOK: Featuring the Art of Alex Ross. Kurt Busiek. From the debut of the original Human Torch to the silver age exploits of Spider-Man and the X-Men, to the coming of Galactus and more, revisit the Dawn of the Age of Marvels in these over-sized format posters! Marvel. 11x16. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

196123 BATMAN. By F. Manapul & B. Buccellato. When a business associate is murdered on the doorstep of Wayne Manor, Bruce Wayne finds himself at the center of GCPD’s investigation. But a personal stake hasDetective Harvey Bullock coming hard after the playbook billionaire he believes to be behind a dangerous drug ring. Collects Detective Comics #30-34, #37-44 and Detective Comics Sneak Peek. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $11.95

1043064 BATMAN & ROBIN ETERNAL, VOLUME 2. By J. Tynion IV & S. Snyder. Beware of Mother. She believes Batman and Robin, the signal of the hero, are a lie. But when Mother replaces the signal with the life of all of man—building the zombie peasants she believes everyone should be—the candles for the vigilanes’ last public task are extinguished. Collects Detective Comics #1040-1045. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

7914725 BATMAN Detective Comics, Vol. 3: Greetings from Gotham. By Peter J. Tomasi. Batman will be pushed to the limit as he faces off against some of his deadliest foes, including Deadshot and The Joker. Collects Detective Comics #1008-1017. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

7992025 IRON MAN 2020: Robel Revolution. By D. Sott & C. Gage. All is well. The Robot Revolution has been dealt with. Humanity is perfectly safe. You may all thank Arno Stark, the Iron Man of 2020. Don’t you feel better now? Machine Man is not coming to kill you and everyone you love. Collects Iron Man 2020 #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

7919158 IRON MAN, VOLUME 20: In the Hands of Evil. By Len Kaminski et al. When Tony Stark tries to take back Jim Rhodes’ armor, the only weapon in his title is one of Tony’s oldest enemies. Collects Iron Man #310-318; War Machine #8-10; Force Works #6-7; Iron Man & Force Works Collectors’ Preview; and material from Man of War: The Marvels Project: Birth of the Super Heroes, Book One. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99 $17.95

8766193 WATCHMEN. By Alan Moore. In an alternate world where the mere presence of American superheroes changed history, the U.S. won the Vietnam War, Nixon is still president, and the Cold War rages on, there’s a new Collects Watchmen #1-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

8217572 WATCHMEN. By Alan Moore. It all begins with the paranoid delusions of a half-insane hero called Rorschach, but is he really insane or has he, in fact, uncovered a plot to murder superheroes and possibly millions of innocent civilians? Contains: Watchmen: The Absolute Edition. 414 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $15.95

6082823 DECADES: Marvel in the ’90s–The Mutant X-plosion. By Alan Davis et al. See how Marvel’s mighty mutants dominated the notorious nineties! Collects Excalibur #42; Wolverine #48; X-Men #27; Generation X #4; Uncanny X-Men #328; X-Force #55; Deadpool #2 & Cable #64. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

5752874 FORTUNE X MARVEL: Zero War. By C. Gage & D. Mustard. The inhabitants of the ultimate battleground, the Island, are locked in a never-ending war—and only one thing has the potential to turn the tide: a crystalized fragment of the Zero Point that was cast into the Marvel Universe! Collects Fortnite X Marvel: Zero War (2022) #1-5 and Fortnite X Marvel–Nexus War: Thor (2020) #1. Marvel. Pub. at $29.99 $12.95

4997573 THE WAY OF THE WARRIOR: Marvel’s Mightiest Martial Artists. By Alan Cowill. Discover the fighting styles, training techniques, and secret disciplines of Marvel’s mightiest martial artists. From the Eastern tactics of Shang-Chi and Iron Fist, to the mutant martial arts of Psylocke and Wolverine, get ready to face Marvel’s greatest fighters. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

$37.95

1987577 BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE. By David Ajai et al. This anthology series returns with all-new tales of mystery and madness from some of the finest storytellers to explore Batman in stark black and white! Collects: Batman Black & White #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $15.95

12.95

7991673 NAMOR, THE SUB-MARINER: Who Strikes for Atlantis? By Roy Thomas. Our hero must match the bloodthirsty Tiger Shark, but the truly epic confrontation begins when the man called Destiny returns. His Helmet of the Ancients is revealed to be the powerful Serpent Crown and its evil influence threatens the lives of Namor and everyone he loves. Collects Sub-Mariner #4-27, 365 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $30.99 $14.95

1987577 BATMAN BLACK AND WHITE. By David Ajai et al. This anthology series returns with all-new tales of mystery and madness from some of the finest storytellers to explore Batman in stark black and white! Collects: Batman Black & White #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

$9.95


2618362 BATMAN DETECTIVE COMICS, Vol. 2: Fear State. By Mariko Tamaki et al. Mr. Worth’s vendetta against Bruce Wayne inadvertently unleashes a vile evil that neither he nor his villainous cohorts in the Jury can control! Collects Detective Comics #1040-1045. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/938
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699444X X-MEN: Legends of Marvel. By Larry Hama. Three savage sagas show exactly why Wolverine is the world’s most dangerous mutant—and the best there is! Collects Wolverine: Exit Wounds; Alpha Flight. True North and New Mutants: War Children. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95


2177897 THE ART OF SARA PICHHELL: Marvel Monograph. By John Rhett Thomas. Italian artist Sara Pichelli has left an indelible mark on Marvel’s comic book pantheon as the co-creator and primary illustrator of Miles Morales, one of the most popular characters in all the Spider-Verse. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Marvel. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


1175203 THE MARVEL ART OF JOE QUESADA. By John Rhett Thomas. This volume doesn’t overlook a detail of Quesada’s artistry, featuring his best interior and cover artwork, as well as a wealth of unpublished images and sketches, plus commentary from Quesada himself. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Marvel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95


★ 1177265 CAPTAIN AMERICA: Twilight’s Last Gleaming. By James Robinson et al. As the Super-Soldier serum in his veins decays, Steve Rogers’ health continues to worsen—so he’s going to need a little help to carry on shield-slinging, especially against a new Baroness! Collects Captain America #431-443; Tales of Suspense #1; Avengers #386-388; and material from Captain America Collectors’ Preview. 286 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $44.99 $32.95


1176439 AVENGERS: Standoff. By Nick Spencer et al. Lives will be altered, bonds broken and new alliances forged as rival teams vie to unlock the mysteries of Pleasant Hill. But who is the playful little girl at the center of it all? Collects Avengers Standoff: Welcome to Pleasant Hill #1; Avengers Standoff: Assault on Pleasant Hill Alpha #1; Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. #3-4; and more. Marvel. Paperback Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

1176153 TYPHOID FEVER. By Cliff McLeod Chapman. Typhoid Mary is back in Manhattan, and she has her sights set on Hell’s Kitchen! Collects Typhoid Fever: Spider-Man; Typhoid Fever: X-Men; and Typhoid Fever: Iron Fist. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

1965441 WONDER WOMAN: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Robert Kanigher et al. Brings together into one volume the iconic heroine’s best stories, from her first appearance to her mod ‘60s redesign, to her present-day adventures. Collects All-Star Comics #8; Wonder Woman #7, 28, 99, 107, 179, 204, and 288; Wonder Woman #1 (1987), 64, 93, 142, 177, and 195; Justice League: The Wild Storm–Special Wonder Woman #1; and Sensation Comics Featuring Wonder Woman #1 and #7, 398 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

7919573 X-MEN: Hellfire Gala. By Gerry Duggan et al. Collects X-Men #21 (2019); Marauders #21 (2019); Excalibur #21 (2019); X-Men #10 (2019); New Mutants #10 (2019); Hellions #12 (2020); S.W.O.R.D #10 (2020); X-Men #13 (2020); Way of X #3 (2021); X-Corp #2 (2021); Wolverine #13 (2020); Planet-Size X-Men #1 (2021); Hellfire Gala Guide (2021); material from Classic X-Men #7; Marvel’s Voices: Pride and more. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $75.00 $29.95

7883560 BATMAN/DEATHBLOW: After the Fire. By Brian Azzarello. One is the Batman, waging a war on crime in Gotham City. The other, Michael Cray (code-named “Deathblow”), a black-ops soldier on a merciless mission. What happens when two enigmas collide? We’ll never know, because one of them has been dead for ten years. A stand-alone Dark Knight tale. DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

7822510 BATMAN: Broken City. By Brian Azzarello. While following the trail of one murderer, Batman finds himself caught up in two more— a mother and a father, gunned down in the front of their young son. Even he can’t ignore the similarities between this new case and the crime that made him who he is. Collects: Batman #225-225. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

---
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Marvel. Pub. at $100.00

4493244 THOR VS. HULK. By Stan Lee et al. A rivalry for the ages begins shortly after Hulk quits the Avengers, with a test of strength between the former teammates! Collects Avengers #3; Sub-Mariner #1-7; Incredible Hulk #27; Thor #385, #489; Hulk #5-6; What If? #45; and material from Journey Into Mystery #112, Incredible Hulk Annual 2001 and Hulk #26. 336 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$11.95

7995799 THE MIGHTY THOR OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1. By Stan Lee et al. These earliest days of Thor's saga, when he held the feature slot in a long-running anthology titled Journey Into Mystery, are now presented in a deluxe, hardcover presentation as majestic as the hallowed halls of Asgard, and the milestones are many: From Collects Journey Into Mystery #1 (1952) #83-120 and Annual (1963) #1. 753 pages.

$44.95

1043244 THOR VS. HULK. By Stan Lee et al. A rivalry for the ages begins shortly after Hulk quits the Avengers, with a test of strength between the former teammates! Collects Avengers #3; Sub-Mariner #1-7; Incredible Hulk #27; Thor #385, #489; Hulk #5-6; What If? #45; and material from Journey Into Mystery #112, Incredible Hulk Annual 2001 and Hulk #26. 336 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

$11.95


$77.95

199879X BATMAN ARKHAM: Penguin. By Bill Finger et al. From his bombastic beginnings as the master of “bird” crimes to becoming one of Gotham City’s meanest gangsters, Penguin retailer one of Batman’s oldest and most brilliant foes. Collects Detective Comics #58, #610-611, #824; Batman #155, #374, #548-549; Batman: Penguin Triumphant #1; and material from Detective Comics #1-194 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

5720621 DETECTIVE COMICS: 80 Years of Batman. By Bill Finger et al. Features the very first Batman story, the debates of other legendary characters including Robin, Batgirl, Batwoman and even Bat-Mite, Two-Face, the Riddler and Man-Bat, and more. Collects Detective Comics #5’s 20, 27, 30, 60, 64, 66, 140, 151, 153, 225, 267, 298, 327, 359, 400, 437, 443, 457, 474, 482, 500, 567, and #742. 416 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99

$9.95


$11.95

8041857 THE DEATH OF CAPTAIN MARVEL. By Stan Lee et al. As protector of the universe, Captain Mar-Vell has triumphed over foes large and small. But when the Kree hero is diagnosed with cancer, he finds himself face to face with a foe even his vast might can't defeat. Collects Marvel Super-Heroes (1967) #12-13, Captain Marvel (1968) #1-34, Marvel Spotlight (1979) #1-2, and Marvel Graphic Novel #1. The death of Captain Marvel. 184 pages. Marvel. 8x13½. Pub. at $44.99

$12.95

7743025 WONDER WOMAN, BOOK 1: The Last True Hero. By William Messner-Loebs. Wonder Woman is tested beyond her limits when she enters a long-running anthology titled Journey Into Mystery, with a test of strength between the former teammates! Collects Wonder Woman #63-64, #66-76; Wonder Woman Annual #3; and Wonder Woman Special #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99

$11.95

6082580 SHATTERSTAR: Reality Star. By Tim Seeley. The man called Shatterstar has been many things. But one thing he’s always been is deadly! Collects Shatterstar #1-5. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$5.95

6993907 APOCALYPSE AND THE X-TRACTS: Age of X-Man. By Tim Seely. Nate Grey has crossed over to a place where he is the pantheon of super-powered humankind. But the Eternals are just one part of a cosmic mythology. Collects Eternals (1976) #1-11 and Annual #1. 384 pages. Marvel. 15x22. Pub. at $125.00

$69.95

579252X AQUAMAN, VOL. 1: Unspoken Water. By Kelly Sue DeConnick. He’s lost his kingdom. He’s lost his memory. He may even have lost his mind. He is Arthur Curry, the former king of Atlantis, a founding member of the Justice League, and he has no idea where he is, how he got there, or even Bat-Mite, Two-Face, the Riddler and Man-Bat, and how to escape. Collects #43-47 and dozens of behind the scenes sketches. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

$8.95

1995841 AQUAMAN, VOLUME 5: Sea of Storms. By Parker & Soule. The powerful Atlantis are already wary of Aquaman’s rule as king, and being forced to kill their mythical protector, the sea monster Karagan, certainly doesn’t win him any favor. Collects Aquaman #50-51; Aquaman Annual #2; and Aquaman: The Haunted Thing #32. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

$5.95


$7.95

By Brian Azzarello. Apollo is making his move for Father Zeus’ vacated throne. At the beating, bloody heart of the conflict? Wonder Woman, and a secret that will shatter everything she thought she knew. She’s about to learn the truth about her origin. And when she does, blood will run. Collects Wonder Woman #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

$5.95

By Brian Azzarello. After sacrificing the life of her friend and mentor Ares, Diana created a vacant set on Olympus with her name on it. She is now the God of War, whether she likes it or not. Collects Wonder Woman #24-29 and Wonder Woman #23.2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

By Brian Azzarello. After sacrificing the life of her friend and mentor Ares, Diana created a vacant set on Olympus with her name on it. She is now the God of War, whether she likes it or not. Collects Wonder Woman #24-29 and Wonder Woman #23.2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$5.95

By Brian Azzarello. In the aftermath of the events of INHUMANS VS X-MEN, two of the most powerful umo...
Defenders #76-77. Comics. Pub. at $150.00

Origins #10; “Jace” Fox, back to Gotham City. Collects Showcase ’93 #5-6, 11-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 1999886 FUTURE STATE: Suicide Squad. By Robbie Thompson et al. A glimpse into the possible dark future of the DC Universe reveals stories filled with dark turns, darker actions, and dark possibilities for heroes and villains alike. Collects Future State: Suicide Squad #1-2; Future State: Teen Titans #1-2; Future State: Shazam! #3; stories from Swamp Thing #2; DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

★ 7923449 THE BATMAN ADVENTURES OMNIBUS. By Kelley Puckett et al. Collects The Batman Adventures #1-36; The Batman Adventures Annual #1-2; The Batman Adventures Holiday Special #1; The Batman Adventures: Mad Love #1; a story from Batman: Black & White; and the never-before reprinted comic book adaptation of Batman: Mask of the Phantasm. 1186 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $150.00 $114.95

★ 7923457 BATMAN: Detective Comics Omnibus. By P.J. Tornasi & J. Tyion IV. Collects Detective Comics #944-999, #1001-1016, #1018-1926, #1026-1033; Detective Comics Annual #2; #3; Batman: Pennyworth P.I. #1; stories from Detective Comics #1000, #1027; and Detective Comics (The New 52) #27, 984 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $150.00 $114.95

★ 7955028 OMEGA THE UNKNOWN, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Steve Gerber et al. Debut in late 1975, featuring an enigmatic approach to one of the most compelling stories: the stranger in a strange land. Based on Simon and Michael Stanley, a boy with a mysterious past, holds a curious connection to the super-powered being known as Omega. Collects Omega the Unknown #1-10 and 1976-1977. 219 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

1999887 THE NEXT BATMAN: Second Son. By Dan Jurgens. The dramatic events of Batman: The Joker War traumatized Lucius Fox and made him realize it was time to bring his prodigal son, Tim “Jace” Fox, back to Gotham City. Collects The Next Batman: Second Son #1-4. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

1043196 THE OTHER HISTORY OF THE DC UNIVERSE. By John Ridley. Ridley combines the mythology of the DC Universe. Collects The Other History of the DC Universe #1-5. DC Comics. 8½x11. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

★ 7862509 THE ORIGINAL Daredevil ARCHIVES, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Philip R. Simon. The thrilling, classic adventures of the Man Without Fear are collected for the first time ever! From his early days as a lowly office worker and to his rise as a crime-fighter known as R obin. Usually he patrols the night with his partner, Batman, but with Bruce recovering from the broken back he received from Bane, Tim is forced to team up with the new Batman. Collects original Annual #1-2; Robin #1-5, and Showcase ’93 #5-6, 11-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

1043072 BATMAN ARCHARK: Talia al Ghul. By Dennis O’Neill et al. Collects Detective Comics #411; Batman #232, #256; Who: The Definitive Directory of the DC Universe #23; Batman: Son of the Demon; President Luthor Secret Files and Origins #1; Batman: Death and the Villains #8; Batman: Secret Files and Origins 2005 #1; Red Hood: The Lost Days #1; Batman and Robin #12; Batman Incorporated #2, #13, and Batman #34-35. 320 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

1998714 BATMAN BEYOND, VOLUME 8: The Eradication Agenda. By Dan Jurgens. Damian Wayne, the only true son of Batman, has returned to Neo-Gotham to share an urgent warning with Batman Beyond and his father: the League of Assassins has a new ruler! Collects Batman Beyond #43-50. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95


★ 7923740 THE X-MEN, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee. The students of Professor X, they're a teen team on a mission to create peace and brotherhood between human and mutant. But it won’t be easy! Collects X-Men #1-10 (1963-1965); and “Make Way for the X-Men.” 232 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

★ 7999518 THE X-MEN, VOLUME 2: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee & R. Thomas. You’ll find the first appearance of the unstoppable Juggernaut, the cosmic Stranger, the mutant Mimic, in a classic three-part saga, the mutant-hunting Sentinels, and more. Collects X-Men (1963) #17-21. 230 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95


★ 7923384 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, VOLUME 1: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee. Spidey’s web-slinging adventures from the very beginning and the tragic origin that started it all, the debates of the Daily Bugle, J.J. Jonah Jameson, Doctor Octopus, the Sandman, the Vulture and Electro; and guest appearances by the Fantastic Four! Collects Amazing Fantasy #15 (1962) and Amazing Spider-Man #1-6 (1963), #8-10 (1964). 244 pages. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95
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**#784646** THE FANTASTIC FOUR, VOLUME 2: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee. The Thing and the Hulk face off for the first time! The Fantastic Four journey to the moon to grapple with the Ghost and his Super Ape, and encounter the Watcher! The Puppet Master bends the mighty Sub-Mariner to his will, and more! Collects Fantastic Four (1961) #11-20 and Fantastic Four Annual (1963) #1. 289 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

**#793296** THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, VOLUME 2: Marvel Masterworks. By Stan Lee. Peter Parker has not been Spider-Man for very long, but the threats this newly minted hero must face are mounting quickly! In this volume, Mysterio, Kraven the Hunter and the Green Goblin make their debut! And as if that weren’t enough, Doctor Octopus has returned, determined to unmask Spidey! Collects The Amazing Spider-Man #11-19 and The Amazing Spider-Man Annual #1. 278 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

**888971** SUPERMAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By J. Siegel & J. Shuster. When these comic books hit the stands more than sixty years ago, the fantastic exploits of the Man of Steel brought pleasure to a nation of children and adults alike. Perfect for the collector, this volume includes the replicas of the covers and interiors of the original editions. Collects Superman #5-8, 272 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

**#803562** JOHN ROMITA’S THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: Daily Strips Artist’s Edition. Approximately 300 original daily strips have been scanned, all from 1977 and 1978. The strip debuted on January 3, 1977, and the entire first two months of the strip are included in this volume. Spider-Man’s origin is recapped and it’s a Who’s Who of all your favorite Spidey characters. Each page is meticulously scanned at high resolution and reproduced at the same size they were drawn. IDW. 21x19. Pub. at $150.00 $124.95

**#699365** THE AVENGERS: Heroes, Icons, Assembled. By Rich Johnson. Told using more than 300 comic book images, sketches, variant covers, and Marvel Cinematic Universe storyboards and concept art, this volume recounts the Avengers’ comic book history: from the team’s origin; the most significant storylines over the decades; and their presence as pop cultural icons in today’s superhero climate. 224 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $6.95 $5.95


**SOLD OUT** 7938632 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS: Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 3. By Dan Jurgens et al. Since the dawn of the DC Rebirth era, one villain has been standing in the shadows, plotting the destruction of Superman and all he represents. His name: Mr. Oz. Collects Action Comics #959-999 and Action Comics Special #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $12.95

**#421655X** CAPTAIN AMERICA OMNIBUS, VOL. 1. By Stan Lee & R. Thomas. Captain America’s re-introduction into the Marvel Universe helped lay the groundwork for the comics of today! As America began preparation for the inevitable entry into World War II, a secret military project gave birth to the greatest of all superhuman fighting force ever known: Captain America! Collects Tales of Suspense #59-99; Captain America #100-113; and Not Brand Echh #3. 841 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $99.95

**1043099** DC COMICS: Generations. By Dan Jurgens et al. When time itself crumbles, it takes a hero from every generation to save it! Collects Detective Comics #1027; Generations Shattered #1; and Generations Forged #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**#6075754** CAPTAIN AMERICA OMNIBUS, VOL. 4. By Jack Kirby. An aristocratic cabal seeks to wrest control of the country by possessing the American people’s minds and driving them to insane outbreaks of violence! Collects Captain America (1968) #193-214; Captain America Annual (1971) #3-4; Marvel Treasury Special: Captain America’s Bicentennial Battles (1976) and F.O.D.M (1973) Vol. 1. Marvel. Pub. at $100.00 $74.95

**7769067** ACTION COMICS #1000: Deluxe Edition. By Dan Jurgens et al. For over eight decades, Superman has been inspiring fans all across the globe. The Man of Steel has saved Metropolis—and the world—countless times over, but he’s not done yet! Begin the next chapter of the legend’s journey! Collects DC Comics #1; and Action Comics #1000, 160 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**6993877** AERO, VOL. 1: Before the Storm. By Zhou Liefen. When she’s not fighting monsters with her wind powers, Aero is Shanghai-based architect Lei Ling, who sometimes just wants to have dinner. But that ancient springs a surprise, Ling discovers that civilian life might be as perilous as her costumed career! Collects Aero (2019) #1-6. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 5725836. SUPERMAN: Funeral for a Friend. By Dan Jurgens et al. Collects Action Comics #865-866; Adventures of Superman #498-500; Justice League America #70; legacy of Superman #1; Supergirl and Team Luthor Special #1; Superman #76-77; and Superman: The Man of Steel #20-21, 368 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**6993885** AERO, VOL. 2: The Mystery of Madame Huang. By Zhou Liefen. Aero finally stumbles upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy Earth as we know it. But who is she—and will her experience and powers stop Aero in her tracks? Collects Aero #7-12. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**7885415** SHAZAM! And the Seven Magic Lands. By Geoff Johns. The newly formed Shazam! family embark on their first adventure as a super-team! The young heroes must face the lands’ tyrannical leaders as well as the all new deadly monster society led by Mr. Mind! Collects Shazam! #7, #78-85, and Shazam! Vol. 4. 368 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**7778287** JUSTICE LEAGUE: Origin. By Geoff Johns. In a world where experienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public, a fomer vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy Earth as we know it. He must trust an alien, a Scarlet Speedster, an accidental teenage hero, a space cop, an Amazonian princess, and an undersized monster to help him. Collects Justice League #0, Justice League #1-3. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $14.95
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7843674 GREEN LANTERN: Rebirth. By Geoff Johns. Hal Jordan was once regarded as the greatest Green Lantern of them all. But his vast power never completely corrupted him, in a failed effort to remaking the universe using the nearly unlimited energy of the Lanterns’ Central Power Battery. Collects. Green Lantern: Rebirth #1-6; Wizard x; Green Lantern Secret Files & Origins 2005. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

1998625 ABSOLUTE JUSTICE LEAGUE: Origin. By Geoff Johns. In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion from the public, loner vigilante Batman has stumbled upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy Earth as we know it. Collects Justice League #0-12. Slipcased. DC Comics. 9½x15. Pub. at $99.99 $39.95

7791956 ABSOLUTE WONDER WOMAN, VOLUME 1. By Brian Azzarello. The warrior princess called Diana, raised as a daughter by Hippolyta, the Queen of the Amazons, is different from the rest of her countrywomen. The prodigal son and god, Apollo, is making his move for father’s throne. Reprints Azzarello’s first 19 issues of the acclaimed series, along with nearly 50 pages of character designs, sketch material and more. Slipcased. DC Comics. 9½x15. Pub. at $125.00 $44.95


788530X JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Deluxe Edition. By Christopher Priest. The Justice League are all fighters, some of them are generals. Two men are even nobly-hateful, but none of them are politicians. As the team takes a larger role in global affairs, they increasingly find themselves facing public outcry, foreign policy concerns and other complex problems that can’t be punched through. Collects Justice League #34-43. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

7932391 CAPTAIN AMERICA AND THE FALCON: The Complete Collection. By Christopher Priest. Can Captain America thwart his dark doppleganger before Falcon’s wings are clipped by the threat of M.O.D.O.K. and the Scarlet Witch around the bend, we had better hope so. Collects Captain America and the Falcon (2004) #1-14. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95

7843155 BATMAN VS. DEATHSTROKE. By Christopher Priest. A bombshell is about to be dropped on the lives of both Bruce Wayne and Slade Wilson—a revolution that even two people who’ve prepared for everything never saw coming. Blood will be shed. Secret identities will be uncovered. And a grudge match decades in the making will take its explosive climax. Collects: Deathstroke #30-35. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7843852 WONDER WOMAN: Year One. By Greg Rucka. The shocking, definitive origin of the Amazon Princess. Collects: Wonder Woman #2, #4, #5, #8, #10, #12, #14 and a story from Wonder Woman Annual #1. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95


7878753 X-FACTOR EPIC COLLECTION, VOLUME 9: Alterlives. By Kurt Busiek et al. Jamie Madrox is dead! As X-Factor struggles to cope with their first major loss, Alex Summers questions his role as leader. Will Havok quit just when the team needs him the most? Collects X-Factor #71-80 & Annual #3; X-Factor: Darkhawk; X-Factor: Shadowgames; X-Factor: #1-3; X-force #38; and Xcalibur #82. 446 pages. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $44.99 $19.95

801003X X-MEN LEGENDS, VOLUME 2: Mutant Mayhem. By Larry Hama et al. When two young mutants disappear, our heroes set off for Japan to track them down. But Lady Deathstrike and the Hand have their own designs on Logan and Jubilation! Collects X-Men Legends #7-12. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

7919077 GENERATIONS. By Greg Pak et al. They survived their greatest trial—now 10 of Earth’s most promising champions receive their unique reward in this adventure packed volume. Collects: Generations: Banner Hulk & the Totally Awesome Hulk; Phoenix & Jean Grey; Wolverine & All-New Wolvein; The Unworthy Thor & The Mighty Thor; Hawkeye & Hawkeye; Iron Man & Ironheart; Captain Marvel & Captain Marvel: Mar-Vell. DC Comics. Pub. at $50.00 $150.00

7847882 CARMINE INFANTINO: Legends of the DC Universe. By Gardner Fox. Carmine Infantino brought DC speeding into the Silver Age with the introduction of Barry Allen, and no corner of the universe was left untouched by Infantino’s work—from Black Canary in Gotham City to Adam Strange on Krypton to Deadman in the afterlife and beyond! Comics All-Star Comics #40; Flash Comics #86, #90; Detective Comics #327; and more. 402 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 PRICE CUT to $29.95

1176528 CHAMPIONS, VOLUME 2: The Freelancer Lifestyle. By Dan Slott. They’re young and unrealistic, and their realism is gaining speed—but the newly minted Champions will get a harsh dose of reality when they’re forced to throw down with the Freelancers! Collects Champions (2016) #6-12. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

7962592 SUPERMAN: The 85th Anniversary Collection. By Jerry Seigel et al. Collects Action Comics (Vol. 1) #1-2, #23, #60, #182, #305, #395, #473, #732, Action Comics (Vol. 2) #1, #81; Superman (Vol. 5) #18; Superman: The Man of Steel #1; Superman Confidential #1; World’s Finest #176; DC Comics Presents #1; Superman: Rebirth #1. 465 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99 $31.95

7778325 SUPERBOY: A Celebration of 75 Years. By Jerry Seigel et al. Collects Adventure Comics (Vol. 1) #210, #247, #271, #369-370; Adventure Comics (Vol. II) #2; Adventures of Superman #501; DC Comics Presents #87; Infinite Crisis #6; Legion of Super-Heroes #2; More Fun Comics #101; Superboy (Vol. I) #10, #95; Superboy (Vol. II) #39; Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes #235, 259; Superboy #6, #10-11; Teen Titans #24; and Young Justice #3. 440 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

7938594 SUPERGIRL, VOLUME 1: Killers of Krypton. By M. Andreyko & D. Jurgens. To bring Krypton’s killers to justice, Supergirl will have to face a real alien planet of the remnants of Krypton including her friends. Her path will take her from a bar for alien criminals to the middle of a civil war in the Vega System. Collects Supergirl #21-26. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $8.95
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978842X BATMAN: Detective Comics #1027. By Peter J. Tomasi et al. In 1939 a mysterious figure known as the “Bat-Man” first swung into the world in Detective Comics #27. Now, more than 80 years and 1,000 issues later, many of the top writers and artists in the comics industry have gathered to celebrate a historic milestone for the title issue #1027. 184 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

1175432 TIMELY’S GREATEST: The Golden Age Sub-Mariner Omnibus. By Bill Everett with P.S. Newman. Collects Sub-Mariner Comics #21-24, #26-30, #32-42. Collects The Human Torch #28, #30, #37-38; Marvel Mystery Comics #84-86, #90-91; Blonde Phantom Comics #17, Namora #1-3; Young Men #24-28; and Marvel Adventures #28. 568 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $49.95


5725828 SUPERMAN: Doomsday. By Dan Jurgens et al. With the help of the mysterious time-traveling Waverider, Superman at last discovers the shock that birthed his greatest enemy’s origin. Collects Doomsday Annual #1; Superman: The Doomsday Wars #1-3, and Superman/Doomsday: Hunter/Prey #1-3. 344 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

1175475 UNCANNY X-MEN: Rise and Fall of the Shi’ar Empire. By Ed Brubaker. Vulcan is out for revenge and has his sights set on the Shi’ar Empire! Collects Uncanny X-Men #475-486. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

SOLD OUT

793129 THE BLACK WIDOW STRIKES OMNIBUS. By Stan Lee et al. Collects Tales of Suspense #52-53, #57, #60; The Avengers #39-30, #36-37, #43-44; The Amazing Spider-Man 386; Amazing Adventures #1-8; Daredevil #81; Amazing Adventures #25; Marvel Fanfare #10-13; Solo Avengers #7; Black Widow: The Coldest War; Punisher/Black Widow: Spider-Woman’s Web; and more. Pub. at $100.00 $34.95


7919050 SUPERMAN: The Final Days of Superman. By Peter J. Tomasi. Superman’s body is failing him. With his final days upon him, the Man of Steel reaches out to his most trusted allies to say his good-byes. Collects Superman #51-52; Action Comics #51-52; Batman/Superman #31-32; and Superman/Wonder Woman #28-29. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


1998978 FUTURE STATE BATMAN: Dark Detective. By Mariko Tamaki et al. Not too distant future, a sinister force has invaded the city of Gotham and flown its power unlike any the Bat-Family has faced before. Collects Future State: Dark Detective #1-4; Future State: Batman/Superman #1-2; Future State: Catwoman #1-2; Future State: Harley Quinn #1-2; and Future State: Robin Eternal #1-2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

1998951 THE FLASH, VOLUME 4: Reverse. By F. Manapul & B. Buccellato. As the Flash, Barry Allen taps into the incredible power of the Speed Force, enabling him to move, think and act at astonishing speeds. But he just doesn’t use the Speed Force anymore–he’s now a Speedster! The story kicks off with the Barry Allen of the future, the Dead Man Logan, who teams up with the current Barry to create a new impetus for the Flash and his friends. Collects The Flash #20-25, #23.2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

7834617 BATMAN: Death and the Maidens. By Greg Rucka. Ra’s al Ghul has lived for hundreds of years, but he is not immortal. Without access to his life-giving Lazarus Pit, death will come to the Demon’s Head just as it would anyone else. Time and again the Dark Knight has thwarted him, but not this time. It’s time for Batman to turn for help. Collects: Batman: Death and the Maidens: #1-5; Detective Comics #783; and Batman: Death and the Maidens TP. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

1041525 BLACK CAT, VOLUME 5: I’ll Take Manhattan. By Jed MacKay. Felicia, the Black Cat, is about to face her final moments. Is she ready? Not okay with what she’s done! As the Black Cat weighs her actions over the last few years and begins to rethink who she is, the price of everything she has built will take its toll. Collects Black Cat (2020) #5-7 and Black Cat Annual (2020) #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

7843771 PLANET RED HULK. By Jeff Parker. For years, General Thunderbolt Ross chased the Hulk across the planet, hoping to capture and deliver him as a hero to the United States of America. But the Hulk is a gamma-irradiated force of nature, and a new enemy has emerged to fill the general’s army boots. Collects: Hulk #30.1, #31-36 and material from Hulk #30. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


1175300 RETURN OF THE VALKYRIES: King in Black. By J. Aaron & T. Gronbekk. Once there was an army of Valkyries, but now Jane Foster is the only one. When Knurll and his symbiote horrors come to Earth—and the planet’s guardian, the Sentry, falls prey—one Jane Foster when she looks at the distant planet is a vision of death. Collects King in Black: Return of the Valkyries #1-4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

7941250 DC COMICS: A Visual History Year by Year. By Alan Consoli et al. This visually stunning set is one of the most comprehensive and most detailed in the comics history, from the first time Superman donned his cape in the late 1930s to the latest exciting DC Comic events, including the critically acclaimed Rebirth event that has redefined the DC Universe. DC Comics. Hardcover. Pub. at $124.95 10¼x12¾. $24.95

1041827 THUNDERBOLTS: King in Black. By Rosenberg & G. Duggan. Knurll’s army of space dragons has arrived to attack Earth—starting with New York City! But Mayor Wilson Fisk has a plan: bring back the Thunderbolts! Collects: Thunderbolts: King in Black #1-3 and King in Black: Mauders. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95
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8009961 THANOS: Zero Sanctuary. By Tini Howard. Thanos is dead! The mad titan has been executed by the deadliest assassin in the galaxy: his adoptive daughter, Samus! But long before their twisted familial relationship came to a bloody end, how did it begin? Collects Thanos (2019) #1-6. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

7998562 MASTER OF KUNG FU: Battleworld! By Hayden Blackman. Emperor Zheng Zu’s word is law in this Battleworld realm, and the time has finally come for the Master of Kung Fu Shang-Chi, a wanted murderer, has taken a vow of peace and found a new home with the lower caste. But to topple the despotic emperor, he must fight once more Collects Masters of Kung Fu (2015) #1-4 and 5 Ronin #2. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

7904389 MARVEL VALUE STAMPS: A Visual History. By Roy Thomas. In 1974, Marvel Comics publisher Stan Lee devised an ingenious promotional campaign—Marvel Value Stamps, which appeared on the letter pages of Marvel’s monthly comics. For the first time, these original stamp books, stamps, and all of the surrounding ephemera and source material are collected into one must-have value for collectors and Marvel fans! Hardcover. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

7991942 THE WAR OF THE REALMS: Giant-Man. By Leah Williams. As the War of the Realms rages, four men must rise to monstrous heights at the behest of All-Mother Freyja and Infrimity, the salad nightmare of the Earth. Collects: Giant-Man #1-3, and material from War of the Realms: War Scrolls #1. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


SOLD OUT

7994095 CAPTAIN AMERICA, VOL. 2: Captain of Nothing. By Ta-Nehisi Coates. Accused and in custody, Steve Rogers has become a captain of nothing. With no costume, with no shield, and trapped behind bars with a thousand villains and killers who’d like nothing more than to see him dead, Steve fights back—and he can do it all day! Collects Captain America (2018) #7-12. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 PRICE CUT to $4.95

7919514 MIDNI GHTER: The Complete Collection. By Steve Orlando. He can trick your eyeballs and punch his fist through your liver before you even see him coming and he’s the good guy! Collects DC Sneak Peek: Midnighter #1; Midnighter: Midnighter and Apollo #1-4; DC Cybernetic Sunlight #1; and DC Pride #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95


Fully Illus. in color. Abrams. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

8011712 BATMAN, VOLUME 3: No Man’s Land. By Ian Edginton et al. Collects Batman: Shadow of the Bat #89-92; Batman #569-571; Detective Comics #737-738; Robin #68-72; Azrael: Agent of the Bat #58; Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #122-124; and Batman: No Man’s Land Secret Files #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

8014094 ROBIN, VOLUME 4: Turning Point. By Chuck Dixon. Tim Drake has been operating as Robin on his own, with occasional help from fellow vigilante Huntress, for what seems like forever. But that was because Jean Paul Valley, the new Batman, said he didn’t need or want a partner. Collects Robin #36-13 and Showcase ’94 #5-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7772932 THE TRIALS OF SHAZAM!: The Complete Series. By Judd Winick. If the powerful wizard Shazam has been destroyed and his vast responsibility for presiding over the realm of all magic has been shifted to his mightiest champion, Billy Batson. Collects DCU: Brave New World #1-3; The Trials of Shazam! #1-12. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7742614 THE JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, VOLUME TWO: The Silver Age. By Gardner Fox. As individuals, their names are legend. Together, they are even greater than the sum of their parts. They are the Justice League of America, and they stand for truth, justice, and the American way! Collects Justice League of America # 9-19. 296 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

7791433 SUPERMAN, VOLUME FIVE: The Golden Age. By Jerry Siegel. In the 1930s/1940s Superman was a much-needed hero for a nation on the brink of war. The Man of Steel and the comic book medium were in their Golden Age. In these early adventures, Superman thwarted racketeers, gathered the Puzzler, the Prankster, and more! Collects adventures from Action Comics #48-57; Superman #16-19; and World’s Finest Comics #6-3. 398 pages. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $11.95


7998561 SUPERMAN/BATMAN: fearless Superman! By Dan Jurgens. The world of the Man of Steel is in dire straits. Superman must battle his ultimate nemesis! Collects Superman/Batman #3-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95
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★ 7801785 AQUAMAN: 80 Years of the King of the Seven Seas, By Mark Waid et al. Collects More Fun Comics 73, Adventure Comics 120, 137, 232, 266, 269, 437, 475; Aquaman (Vol. 1) 11, 35, 46, 62; Aquaman (Vol. 2) 1; The Legend of Aquaman Special 1; Aquaman (Vol. 5) 0, 37; JLA: Our Worlds at War 1; Aquaman (Vol. 6) 17, Outburst; Five of a Kind; Metamorpho: Search for Aquaman; Aquaman (Vol. 7); Aquaman (Vol. 8) 25; 402 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $14.95

7778341 SUPERMAN ACTION COMICS, VOL. 1: Invisible Mafia, By Brian Michael Bendis. A new power called the Red Cloud has taken control of the city’s underground. No one knows what Superman has ever faced before, Collects Action Comics #1001-1006. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95

7916183 UNCANNY X-MEN, VOLUME 3: The Good, the Bad, and the Inhuman, By Brian Michael Bendis. The new Xavier School has changed, as the effects of the Battle of the Atom event are felt. Meanwhile, Magneto goes off on a personal mission that sets him at odds with much of the X-Men. Collects Uncanny X-Men (2013) #14-18. Marvel. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

793585X THE MAN OF STEEL, By Brian Michael Bendis. The Last Son of Krypton is about to meet his home planet’s nemesis. Collects Action Comics #1000; DC Nation #0, and The Man of Steel #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

7838551 LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES, VOL. 1: Millennium, By Brian Michael Bendis, One thousand years into the future, a new generation of young heroes has gathered, inspired by the actions and lessons of the greatest heroes of the past. They are the Legion of Super-Heroes, and they’re here to stop the universe from repeating its past mistakes. Collects Legion of Super-Heroes: Millennium #1-2 and Legion of Super-Heroes #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


7822626 EXCALIBUR OMNIBUS, VOLUME 2, By Alan Davis et al. Warped realities, nightmarish futures, love triangles and an explosive reunion with the X-Men await. Collects: Excalibur (1988) #33-67; Excalibur: Weird War III; Excalibur: The Possession; Excalibur: Air Apparent; Excalibur: XX Crossing; Sensational She-Hulk; and material from Excalibur: Excalibur Presents (1988) #75, #110, 1022 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $125.00 $59.95

7932545 THE TRIAL OF THOR, By Alan Davis et al. Thor and his allies visit ancient Egypt–and leave his hom e planet’s nemesis. Collects

Fantasy & SciFi Comics

★ 1162705 THE KEEPER, By T. Due & S. Barnes. Aisha has suffered a devastating loss. Her parents were killed in a car crash, and now she must move to Detroit to live with her aging grandmother. Shortly after moving in, her grandmother’s health rapidly deteriorates. With her dying breath, she summons the dark spirit that has protected their family for generations to watch over Aisha. 170 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

7804466 BRZRKR, VOLUME ONE. By Keane Reeves et al. The man known only as B is half-mort al and half-god, cursed and compelled to violence. But after wandering the world for centuries, B finds a refuge, works for the U.S. government to fight the battles too violent for anyone else. In exchange, B will be given the truth about his endless blood soaked existence. Collects BRZRKR #1-4. BOOM! Studios. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95


LIMITED QUANTITY 1998684 BASKETFUL OF HEADS, By Joe Hill. June Branch is in trouble. Shapeshifters Brody Island with nowhere to run. Her boyfriend, Liam, has been kidnapped. And four bloodthirstily escaped convicts will stop at nothing to find her. Collects Basketful of Heads #1-7. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

★ 7941277 PRE-CODE CLASSICS, VOLUME TWO: Weird Terror, It’s all here, culture-lovers–walking dead folks–some even still sporting their heads, witches, ghosts, werewolves, and enough vampires to go into second-hand dentures business. Collects Weird Terror, November 1953-September 1954 #5-13. PS Artbooks. $29.95


7993072 ADVENTURE INTO FEAR OMNIBUS, By Stan Lee et al. Featuring monster stories from Marvel legends and the ghoulilsh adventures that helped make stars of the macabre Man-Thing and Morbius, the Living Vampire! Collects Fear #1-31. 807 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $150.00 $49.95


★ 7958350 ASSASSIN’S APPRENTICE, VOLUME 1, By R. Hobo & J. Houser. When the illegitimate son of a royal prince is discovered in a poor backwater, the boy’s life changes forever. Renamed ‘Fitz’ by his new caretakers, the boy is plunged into the maze of scheming and intrigue that makes up the courts of the Six Duchies. But unknown to all, a power hasawakened in Fitz. Dark Horse. Pub. at $29.99 PRICE CUT to $17.95
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- **7941370** STAR TREK–VOYAGER: Seven’s Reckoning. By Dave Baker. A chance encounter with a reptilian alien race draws Seven of Nine and the rest of the U.S.S. Voyager crew into an ancient class that’s on the brink of exploding into all-out war! Collects issues #1-15. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. [$5.95]

- **7843798** STAR WARS, VOL. 2: Darth Vader. By J. Aaron & K. Gillen. Darth Vader now knows the name Luke Skywalker, and he is determined to track down the young Jedi and turn him to the dark side! Collects: Darth Vader #13-25; Annual #1; Star Wars: Vader Down #1; and Star Wars #13-14. Marvel. Pub. at $39.99. [$19.95]

- **199915X** STRANGE ADVENTURES. By Tom King. Adam Strange is the hero of the planet Rann, a man famous throughout the galaxy for his service, awards, and parades. But not all is as happy as it seems. Collects Strange Adventures #1-12. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. [9.95]


- **7902840** STRANGELING: The Art of Jasmine Becket-Griffith. Contains a comprehensive compilation of fine color reproductions of the artist’s paintings. In addition to detailed insights from the artist, the artworks are supplemented with the poetry and short stories of the artist’s sisters, illuminating the histories behind some of the artist’s beloved characters. Gilded edges. Blue Angel. 8¼x12`. Pub. at $7.95. [$7.95]

- **8042415** CREEPSHOW, VOLUME 1: Tales of Suspense and Horror!!! By Chris Bunham et al. The world’s most famous anthology series, based on the hit TV series, contains 10 terrifying tales from the finest talents in comics that will scare you to death. Collects CREEPSHOW #1-5. Image. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. [$11.95]

- **6081630** CREEPSHOW, VOLUME 2: Tales of Suspense and Horror!!! By Garth Ennis et al. The CREEPSHOW comics’ biggest names to shock readers return! Before! And with a ghastly caution, readers may die of FRIGHT before finishing this volume! Collects CREEPSHOW Vol. 2 #1-5. Image. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. [$11.95]

- **1177273** CREEPSH EY ARCHIVES, VOLUME FIVE. By Otto Binder et al. This groundbreaking material turned the world of graphic storytelling on its head in the early 1960s, as phenomenal young artists like Bernie Wrightson and Neil Adams reached new artistic heights with their tantalizingly erotic, classic and modern horror stories. Collects CREEPSHOW #21-25. B&W. 222 pages. Dark Horse. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. [$17.95]

- **7978731** CREEPSH EY ARCHIVES, VOLUME FOUR. By Terry Bisson et al. Assembles issues #16-20 and includes original letters pages, text features, and select ads. Also featured is an in-depth interview with Archie Goodwin. B&W. 232 pages. Dark Horse. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. [$17.95]


- **7931425** CREEPSH EY ARCHIVES, VOLUME TWO. By Otto Binder et al. Showcases some of the most harrowing stories of horror, murder, and supernatural mayhem in comics history. Running the gamut of gruesomeness, from one of the all-time greatest horror classics to spectacularly mind-twisting shorts or the macabre. Collects CREEPY Magazine #6-10. 294 pages. Dark Horse. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. [$17.95]

- **4990862** SHADOW LIFE. By Hiromi Goto. When Kuniko’s well-meaning adult daughters place her in an assisted living home, the elderly widow gives it a try, but it’s not where she wants to be. She goes on the lam and finds a cozy apartment, keeping the location secret even while communicating online with her eldest daughter. But something has followed her from her former residence—Death’s shadow. In B&W. Titan. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. [8.95]

- **1180690** FRANK LEE, AFTER ALCATRAZ. By Bruce Campbell. Berlin, 1944. On June 11th 1962, Frank Lee Morris escaped from Alcatraz. He was never found, presumed to have drowned in the San Francisco Bay. The FBI’s case remains open to this day. But what if he survived that fateful night? A free man. A second chance. Writer David Hasteda and artist Ludovic Chesnot imagine what Frank did next. Titan. 8¼x11`. Pub. at $24.99. [$8.95]

- **7982576** SGT. ROCK VS. THE ARMY OF THE DEAD. By Bruce Campbell. Berlin, 1944. Hitler’s top historians deploy a sentry robot to resurrects their dead soldiers, stronger than they were in life, and sends them back onto the battlefield. Collects DC Horror Presents: SGT. Rock vs. the Army of the Dead #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99. [$17.95]

- **7890710** MAGIKA: The Art of Melanie Delon. The art of fantasy has never been so exquisitely imagined, and Delon’s award-winning creations have been featured in publications around this world. This volume is a true awe-inspiring showcase of her works. Adults only. Fully illustrated. In color. 48 pages. SQP 9x12`. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. [$11.95]
**Fantasy & SciFi Comics**

**1181971** MANOR BLACK, VOLUME ONE. By C. Bunn & B. Hurt. Roman Black is the moonborn patriarch of a family of powerful sorcerers. As his children fight over who will take the reins of Black Manor, Roman adopts a young mage to whom he gifts his powers with the hope that someone good will take his place against the evil forces out to bring down his family. Collects Manor Black issues #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95


**572512** HILL HOUSE COMICS. By Joe Hill et al. Collects together all the hair-raising Hill House Comics and miniseries, curated by Joe Hill, the horror mastermind behind NOS4A2 and Locke & Key! Collects Basketful of Heads #1-7, Daphne Byrne #1-6; The Dollhouse Family #1-6; The Low, Low Woods #1-6; Plunge #1-6; also, exclusive to this set: Sea Dogs. Spaced-out. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $99.99 $39.95

**1998889** THE DOLLHOUSE FAMILY. By M.R. Carey. On Alice’s sixth birthday, she got the gift she didn’t know she always wanted—a big, beautiful 19th century dollhouse. The dollhouse isn’t just her favorite toy, it’s her whole world. But deep within the Dollhouse’s twisting halls, the Black Room waits, with an offer to Alice. Collects The Dollhouse Family #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**7792174** FANTASTIC PAINTINGS OF FRANZ FRAZETTA. By J. David Spurlock. Frazetta’s landmark new collection from the world’s greatest fantasy artist, whose art sells for record-breaking millions. Frazetta has inspired generations, including movies and TV shows like Lord of the Rings, Game of Thrones and Star Wars. Fully illus., mostly in color. 114 pages. Vanguard. 10x14¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**1999214** TRANSMETROPOLITAN, BOOK ONE. By Warren Ellis. Indulged paranoiac hedonism is an expensive habit—and with his unfilled bank accounts hanging over his unkempt head, Spider has no choice but to abandon his rural idyll and return to his disreputable trade. Collects Transmetropolitan #1-12 and Vertigo: Winter's Edge #2. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**1999109** REFRIGERATOR FULL OF HEADS. By Rio Youers. For a year now, the mysterious are that unleashed pandemonium on Brody Island during the hurricane of 1983 has waited at the bottom of the bay, but nothing that powerful stays buried forever. Collects Refrigerator Full of Heads #1-6. Dark Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**6077307** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS–HONOR AMONG THIEVES: The Feast of the Moon. By Jeremy Lambert. When their latest heist ends in failure, Lin and his team of thieves find themselves stranded in a town under siege! The Bandit King and his thugs have been extorting the locals for years, but nothing is what it seems, and as the full moon begins, a greater evil lurks. IDW. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**3311317** EDGEWORLD, VOLUME ONE: A Little Chaos in Your Life. By Chuck Austen. At the edge of known space, on the backwater frontier planet of Pala, magistrate Killian Jess and native Pala Cheela fight to protect a planet, and a people, the rest of the galaxy has forgotten. 126 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95


**4995677** INVADER ZIM: Best of Gaz. By Jhonen Vasquez et al. Includes stories about Gaz, Dil’s darkly demented younger sister. See stories about alternate realities, body swaps, alien invasions, and ski trips on Meat Mountain. Collects issues #5; #13-14; and #44. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

**1180622** DEAD MALL. By Adam Cesare. Five teens sneak into the Penn Mills Mall to take a last look around before it’s gone. A night of exploration becomes a shopping spree from hell. The teens find themselves in the cosmic horror of Penn Mills or be trapped forever within the Dead Mall. Collects Dead Mall #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**7945973** DAN DARE: The Earth Stealers. By Eric Eden et al. Dan Dare and Digby awaken from deep-space hibernation to find themselves lost and adrift in an unknown region of space orbiting a mysterious planet. Now our two lucky heroes must fight to enslave a race of aliens and find a way to return home. Titan. B/Wx11½. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

**7890702** GOTHIC ART NOUVEAU: The Art of Matt Hughes. Blending the romantic ideals of Art Nouveau with the dark horror and mystery of Gothic, the resulting mixture is a heady and intriguing combination. Wander an exhilarating and forbidding gallery of unique and beautiful creations. Adults only. Fully illus. 160 pages. SDP. 9½x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95


**7898297** H.P. LOVECRAFT’S THE SHADOW OVER INNSMOUTH. Illustrated by Gou Tanabe. In the winter of 1927-1928, the isolated coastal settlement of Innsmouth, Massachusetts was assaulted by U.S. government agents—its waterfront buildings bulldozed and dynamited, its people taken away to internment camps. Yet that was neither the beginning nor the end of the horror uncovered by a young antiquarian. 442 pages. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

- See more titles at erhc.com/938 -
**165226 TALES FROM THE CRYPT, VOLUME 3: The EC Archives.** By Bill Gaines et al. This volume of the complete collection of the ballyhooed magazine features classic tales of horror, murder, and the supernatural! Collects Tales from the Crypt #29-34, 216 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**1191185 THE ART OF FANTASY: A Visual Sourcebook of All That Is Unreal.** By Sarah Walter. An inspiring curation of art for fans of myth, magic and the unreal—from gothic treats (the Surrealists and Symbolists) to artists working in the margins today. Fully illus., most in color. 240 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9x9. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**787752 GAMMA DRACONIS.** By Aemist Simmons. Aiko has a secret passion for the occult. But when several experts are mysteriously attacked, she finds herself at the center of a conspiracy involving a sinister organization hell-bent on releasing a demonic entity into our world. Along the way she must decipher the enigma, and she must discover exactly how her family is involved, and why she is the only one who can stop the dread. B&W. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**2350122 THE SAVAGE ART OF BOB LARKIN, VOLUME ONE.** From Conan to Star Wars, Bob Larkin's pop culture touchstones that artist Bob Larkin hasn't brought his unique and powerful style of illustration to. This full-color retrospective of over 600 paintings also includes an introduction by Joe Jusko. Adults only. 64 pages. SOP: 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


**6075185 DEADLY BELOVED AND OTHER STORIES.** By Johnny Craig. This volume of Craig's crime and horror work collects comic stories he wrote and drew for Vault of Horror, Shock SuspenStories, and Crime SuspenStories. In its title story a woman seeks shelter in a dilapidated mansion, only to fall in love with the mystery woman inside. Also includes his masterpiece “Understudies!” Collects 31 stories in all. In B&W. 256 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**7996925 EIGHTH GRADE WITCH: Choose Your Own Apocalyptic Adventure.** By A.E. Gaske & E.J. Thomas. Choose your own adventure as Rabbit, the new kid on the block enters a ghoulish world of nightmares, witches, and ghosts. As Rabbit, readers will get to choose which adventure, or nightmare they’ll embark. Ages 12 & up. 140 pages. C Tate Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**1039121 SHOOK! A Black Horror Anthology.** By Shawn Alleyne et al. Stemming from a love of Southern gothic horror, this anthology boasts a cadre of top rising writers or nominated writers— including Shawn Alleyne, Rodney Barnes, Alvern Ball, David F. Walker, and more. So, sit back and follow on this journey of terror, suspense, nightmares, and the darkest corners of Fear! Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


**6994377 TALES OF THE ORISHAS.** By Hugo Canuto. The story centers around a celestial battle between the gods of Brazil, who are worshiped by the Bahia people, and a feared conquering force led by a dark and malevolent overlord. Only Shango, the god of fire and thunder, can lead his people into victory while the fate of creation hangs in the balance. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**1027212 TERROR, VOLUME 1: The Horror Comic Art of Jayme Cortez.** By Fabio Moras. Features the magazine covers Jayme Cortez produced for the Brazilian publisher La Selva, each one more spine-tingling than the last, along with a book of some of his other illustration work. Fully illus., most in color. 126 pages. Koregro. 7⅝x10⅝. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**7965010 KAMANDI, VOL. 2: The Last Boy on Earth!** By Jack Kirby et al. Follows Kamandi as he continues to explore the treacherous, strange world of Earth-A.D. for settlements and technology that may have survived the calamity that caused humankind's downfall. Collects Kamandi, the Last Boy on Earth #21-40. 426 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**796421X KINGS OF NOWHERE, VOLUME 1.** By Sorosh Barazesh. Takes you on an unforgettable journey of revenge, power, redemption, and fate—driven by the primal instincts of a beast! 96 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

**7964228 KINGS OF NOWHERE, VOLUME 2.** By Sorosh Barazesh. Experience jaw-dropping combat, bloodshed, and action in this high-octane story of a beastly wanderer and a boy stuck at the crossroads between good and evil. After 232 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95

**7854422 WATCHMEN, COLLECTOR'S EDITION.** By Alan Moore. Begins as a murder mystery but soon unfolds into a planet-altering conspiracy. As the resolution comes to a head, the unlikely group of reunited heroes—Rorschach, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, Dr. Manhattan, and Ozymandias—must test the limits of their convictions and ask themselves where the true line is between good and evil. Boxed. Collects Watchmen #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $125.00 $49.95


**1038729 WEIRD SCIENCE, VOLUME 3: The EC Archives.** By Bill Gaines et al. This collection features the zenith of space exploration by comics pioneers Al Feldstein, William Gaines, Wally Wood, and more. Also includes his masterpieces: Bizarre Adventures #27, #103, #18. 214 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**794832** BOUNTY. By Kurtis Wiebe. The Gaflids were the most wanted criminals in the galaxy. Over the years, they’d stolen from evil corporations and redistributed their ill-gotten gains to the less fortunate. Doing so earned them a reputation as the roughest outlaws in the universe—un bounty to match! Collects issues #1-5. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**788257** SEA OF DREAMS #1. By C. Liu & R. Santillano. An annual ice sculpture festival draws the attention of an extraterrestrial visitor, who learns how to create such art and decides to use local resources to sculpt a piece in a gesture of goodwill. All the water in the region is frozen in the stratosphere, where the sculptor uses techniques to create crystal dominoes scattered by a giant of the cosmos. Talos. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$3.95**

**794179** STRANGER THINGS: Kamchatka. By Michael Moreci. When a leading Soviet scientist is abducted to work on a top-secret project, he comes face to face with the Kremlin’s new ultimate weapon—a Demogorgon! Collects issues #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$5.95**

**7962479** THE NICE HOUSE ON THE LAKE, VOLUME TWO. By James Tynion IV. They begin to realize the true fate of what happened days after accepting Walter’s invitation to the vacation of a lifetime—and that truth will snuff out the last flame of hope they held in their hearts. Collects The Nice House on the Lake #7-12. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**7952129** THE TOMB OF DRACULA, VOLUME 3: Marvel Masterworks. By M. Wolfman & C. Claremont. Dracula’s daughter Lilith is revealed and she doesn’t go along with dear old undead dad, she still carries on in the bloodsucking family tradition. Collects Tomb of Dracula (1972) #1-3, Giant-Size Chllers (1974) #1; Giant-Size Dracula 91974) #2-3; Vampire Tales (1973) #6; Dracula Lives (1973) #10-11; and Marvel Preview (1975) #12, #16. 337 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $75.00 **$54.95**

**7908431** JUDGE DREDD: False Witness. By Brandon Easton. Elite members of Mega-City One society enjoy the luxury and freedom which are denied the masses. The system of law and order is designed to maintain their exploitative grip on the city’s resources and they’ll do anything to protect their operation. But when a criminal nobody uncovers a terrifying conspiracy, Mega-City One is shaken to its core! Collects Judge Dredd: False Witness #1-4. IDW Publishing. 6½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 **$5.95**

**7998171** OLD SOULS. By Brian McDonald. When a troubling encounter with a homeless man triggers something inside Chris, memories of his past lives bubble to the surface—a lost Chinese boy, a wailing grandmother, and a love so powerful it never left his soul—all compete for his attention. He discovers he must find closure to a tragic episode in his past before losing himself in the process. 246 pages. First Second. Pub. at $24.99 **$5.95**

**7908466** PENNY DREADFUL, VOLUME 1. By Kristy Wilson-Cairns et al. Delve deeper into the terrifying events that led Vanessa in search of her missing childhood friend, Mina Harker and discover the true nature of the vampire monsters infesting Victorian London. Titan. 6½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$5.95**

**1162713** THE LAST MECHANICAL MONSTER. By Brian Fies. Decades after being imprisoned for threatening his city with an army of giant robots, an elderly scientist enters a cutthroat scientists society. Experiencing real kindness and friendship for the first time, his new relationships challenge the inventor’s single-minded devotion for vengeance—just as his plans threaten to spiral out of control. 182 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.99 **$5.95**

**7833463** THE AUTHORITY. By Ed Brubaker. The Authority are taking over the U.S. government! Yet when Paul Revere and the Sons of Liberty push back and incite the American populace into rebellion, the U.S. government and the Authority survive internal struggles long enough to maintain control? Collects The Authority: Revolution #1-12; with behind the scenes material including the complete script to The Authority: Revolution #7. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95**

Fantasy & SciFi Comics


7908253 COSMO, VOLUME 1: Space Aces. By Ian Flynn. Get ready for out of this world fun with Cosmo and his Martian crew as they find excitement and danger in the deepest corners of space! Join the team as they stumble upon a panicking human amusement park rides on the moon and much more! Collects COSMO #1-5. Archie Comics; Paperback, Pub. at $12.99. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

7939655 THE ART OF DRACULA OF TRANSYLVANIA. By Ricardo Delgado. Delgado’s mastery of character and world building design brings the legendary vampire to life in a way never before seen. He adds insightful commentary to each of his designs, allowing a brief glimpse into the mind of a master. Well illus. in color. Clover, 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $65.00. $47.95.

7937466 VOYAGES, VOLUME ONE: The True Star. By George R.R. Martin. Journey across the cosmos, the Thousand Worlds, as a ragtag group of conspirators embark on a mysterious mission to gain unfathomable power and fortune—only they can save the stars. Full color. Ten Speed Press; Paperback, Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

785563 MAGIC: Soul and Stone. By Seanan McGuire. Delve into Agni Goldmantle’s past adventures and uncover surprises, including what happened when the steadfast, valiant protector faced threats beyond his capabilities. Nahiri has protected her home planet Zendikar for centuries, but her fate is far from decided. Discover a brand new revelation from her distant past. Collects Magic: Agni Goldmantle #1 and Magic: Nahiri the Lionhearted #1-4, BOOM! $17.95.

7962347 DC HORROR PRESENTS SOUL PLUMBER. By M. Parks & H. Zebrowski. Get ready for a saga of blood, Bible verses, barf, and... you know! Collects DC Horror Presents: Soul Plumber #1-6. DC Comics; Pub. at $24.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

787099X CRITICAL ROLE: Vox Machina Origins. By M. Coville & J. Houser. Familiar faces from Critical Role’s smash-hit first campaign meet amidst a deadly mystery in Siltone, bond to save one of them from a great curse, and initiate a rescue mission in Westruun with two additional members, completing the party with their adventures in the world of Exandria! Collects Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins #1-5. Dark Horse, 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.99. PRICE CUT to $24.95.

7807538 STARDRAPONS. By Paolo Barbieri. From the brilliant imagination of Barbieri comes a collection of exquisite and formidable stardragons. They are creative renditions of famous constellations, including Andromeda, Pegasus, Orion, Ursa Major, and many more. The Stardragons capture the essence of these cosmic forces and inspire you to see the stars in a different light! Illus. in color. Starburns; Paperback, 127 pages. Llewellyn, 8x11¼. Pub. at $28.95. $17.95.

7871909 THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY: Apocalypse Suite. By Gerard Way. In an inexplicable worldwide event, 43 extraordinary children were spontaneously born by women who’ve previously shown no sign of pregnancy. Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when asked why, his only explanation was, “To save the world.” Collects The Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse Suite #1-6. Dark Horse; Paperback, 9½x15. Pub. at $79.99. PRICE CUT to $49.95.

Based on TV, Movies & Games

7965214 RICK AND MORTY GO TO HELL. By Ryan Ferrier. It finally happened. Rick and Morty are in hell, and we don’t mean the DMV. It’s fire, brimstone, and torture for all eternity. Typical Rick, he sees a way out of this mess and drags Morty with him on a horrific adventure to speak to the manager. Soon all hell breaks loose. Collects Rick and Morty Go to Hell #1-5. 124 pages. Oni Press; Paperback, Pub. at $19.99. $7.95.

7908504 STAR TREK: Manifest Destiny. By M. Johnson & R. Parrott. At the edge of explored space, Captain Kirk and the crew of the Starship Enterprise come face to face with a new Klingon threat—voting给宝宝 right in the heart of the galaxy at state of the art Collects Star Trek: Manifest Destiny #1-4. Also includes the Klingon Language version of Star Trek: Manifest Destiny #1. IDW Publishing, 6x10¼. Paperback, Pub. at $19.99. $3.95.

5337022 STAR WARS, VOLUME 1: The High Republic. By Daniel Kestenbaum. If you thought the Jedis were cool, join the ranks of the Jedi Order has been all she’s ever wanted, until a rowdy encounter with an eccentric crew of misfits led by the infamous pirate queen Maz Kanata makes Sav question everything she’s been taught in her lifetime. Collects Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures #1-4. Dark Horse. Paperback, Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

7979592 WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE: Cave of Ali Baba. By Carl Barks. When Uncle Scrooge, Donald, and the nephews are approached by a wayward archaeologist bearing fragile clay tablets that point the way to Ali Baba’s lost cave, the hunt is on for the most fabulous treasure of the ancient world, and more! 196 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00. $26.95.


7864439 RICK AND MORTY: Ever After. By Sam Maggs. When Morty has to cram for a test, Rick suggests using his latest invention to absorb all of the knowledge he needs from his textbook Avalonian: Bad Stories for Bad Children. But Rick and Morty are both pulled into the universe contained within the volume, that even our intrepid adventurers may not be able to stop it. Features everyone from Rick and Morty to Mr. Poopybutthole, Pickle Rick, and more. Collects Rick and Morty: Ever After #1-4. 110 pages. Oni Press; Paperback, Pub. at $19.99. $7.95.

4996593 RICK AND MORTY: Rick’s New Hat! By Alex Firer. When Rick and Morty buy the greatest ultimate vacation plan, no one is safe. Collects Rick and Morty: Rick’s New Hat! #1-5. Dark Horse; Paperback, Pub. at $19.99. $5.95.

7743130 RICK AND MORTY VS. DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: The Complete Adventures. By P. Rothfuss & J. Zub. When Morty buys a D&D to impress the girl he has a crush on, it ends up drawing the entire family into a D&D world, where they inadvertently help the “bad guys” win, but make it right in the end. Collects Rick and Morty vs. Dungeons & Dragons: Painscape #1-4. BOOM! Studios, 9½x13¼. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

7499331 RICK AND MORTY: Worlds Apart. By Josh Trujillo. See some of your favorite characters collide in Rick and Morty: Worlds Apart. Meet the myriad worlds of Dungeons in a new, never-before-seen adventure where only Morty can see them. And when Facist Teddy Rick shows up and ruins Rick’s ultimate vacation plan, no one is safe. Collects Rick and Morty: Worlds Apart #1-4. 100 pages. Oni Press; Paperback, Pub. at $19.99. $4.95.
**766648X RICK AND MORTY VS. DUNGEONS & DRAGONS II: Painscape and Other Stories.** By Jim Zub. Once upon a game, Rick, Morty, and the Smith family went on magical Dungeon & Dragon adventures, now, magical D&D adventures are coming to Earth, and no one will survive the painscape! The world’s greatest roleplaying game returns to planet Earth with the Smith’s most dysfunctional family in an all new companion story to the original series. 126 pages. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95


**6998119 DISENCHANTMENT—UNTOLD TALES: Treasury the First.** By Matt Groening. That’s right, your favorite princess, demon, and elf-thing hybrid from Groening’s popular animated series DISENCHANTMENT is now available in comic form! Their only fly in the ointment via your eyes with no pesky Wi-Fi needed! Titan. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**798233X STAR WARS LEGENDS: Rise of the Sith.** By Mike Kennedy et al. Collects Star Wars: Jedi—The Dark Side #1-5; Star Wars: Qui-Gon & Obi-Wan—The Aventur Express #1-2; Star Wars: Qui-Gon & Obi-Wan—Last Stand on Ord Mantell #1-3; Star Wars: Jedi Council—Acts of War #1-4; Star Wars (1998) #1-6; Star Wars: Darth Maul (2000) #1-4; Star Wars: The Clone Wars: Episode 1—The Phantom Menace #1/2; #1-4; and more. Marvel. Pub. at $12.99 $46.95

**796255X THE SANDMAN, BOOK TWO.** By Neil Gaiman. Morphes of the Endless must journey into Hell to rectify a ten thousand year-old injustice. But that means traveling through the realm of Lucifer, who after their last encounter sweared he would destroy the King of Dreams. Collects The Sandman #21-37; The Sandman Special #1; and Vertigo: Winter’s Edge #1-3. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**1994964 RICK AND MORTY: Heart of Rickness.** By Michael Moreci. Rick, Summer, and Morty crash-land on a planet mysteriously devoid of technology and ruled by ruled by the Sith. The truth will dazzle, terrify, and entertain you! Collects Rick & Morty: Rise & Fall #2-10 & 8; and Rick & Morty: Rick & Morty 8 from DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**1178024 WALT DISNEY’S MICKEY AND DONALD FANTASTIC FUTUREs.** By Francesco Artibani et al. From giant robots to wild Mars rovers, Mickey, Donald, Goofy, Pete, and the Phantom Blot face futuristic thrills and chills in all-new comics epics inspired by vintage cartoons, but taken in an unexpected, hi-tech direction! 260 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95


---

Based on TV, Movies & Games

**785899X FIRELY: The Singh.** By Delilah S. Dawson. Saffron returns to the Serenity. But this time, she’s got no time for Mal, as she’s there to reunite with the woman of the heist that has personal stakes for all involved. BOOM! Studios. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**3328244 THE ORVILLE, SEASON 1.5: New Beginnings.** By David A. Goodman. Ed and Gordon intercept a distress signal from a long-lost Union vessel while on their way to a conference. Upon investigating, they encounter a new civilization and uncover a piece of history that threatens the future of them all. Collects The Orville: New Beginnings Parts 1 & 2 and The Orville: Word of Avis Parts 1 & 2. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**7995970 THE MARVEL ART OF STAR WARS.** By Jess Harold. This stunning volume celebrates the immense contributions made by a blockbuster cast of artists whose work has graced books set during the Rebellion era—including the flagship Star Wars title, Darth Vader, Doctor Aphra, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Chewbacca and Lando! Fully illustrated in color. 224 pages. Marvel. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

**4997190 MISS BUTTERWORTH AND THE MAD BARON.** By Julia Quinn. Born into a family that is tragically ravaged by smallpox, Miss Priscilla Butterworth uses her wits to survive a series of outlandish trials. The young girl is sent to live with a callous aunt who forces her to work for her keep. But outlandish trials. The young girl is sent to live with a callous aunt who forces her to work for her keep. But eventually she makes her escape, and embarks on a daring journey into the unknown. 150 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**7919894 DOCTOR WHO—THE TENTH DOCTOR FACING FATE, VOL. 1: Breakfast at Tyranny’s.** By Nick Abadzis. It’s the start of a brand-new year for the Doctor, Gabby, and Cindy, and things are looking very different for the Tenth Doctor’s TARDIS team. Dangerously different. The plot will dazzle, terrify, and entertain you! Collects Doctor Who: The Tenth Doctor Year Three #1-4. Titan. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95


**799432X HELBLAZER: Rise + Fall.** By Tom Taylor. A wealthy man plummeted from the sky and is gruesomely skewered on a church spire. Bizarrely, angel wings are attached to his back. More such deaths follow. Detective Aisha is stumped by this strange phenomenon, until she’s visited by her childhood friend, occult investigator John Constantine. Collects Helblazer: Rise and Fall #1-10. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95

**7986475 DOCTOR WHO—THE ELEVENTH DOCTOR, VOL. 5: The One.** By R. Williams & S. Spurrier. The companions don’t die. That’s Rule #1 for the Eleventh Doctor. But with an immortal temporal bounty-hunter still on his trail and an exponentially growing Malignant entity following in the wake of the TARDIS, how long will he be able to protect them? Collects Doctor Who: The Eleventh Doctor Year Two #6-10. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

**7979066 UNCLE SCROOGE: Operation Galleon Grab.** By Giorgio Cavazzano. When Scrooge McDuck finds a model ship covered with clues to a sunken treasure galleon, pirate gold seems close! Also, Donald Duck seeks lost diamonds in “The Snacking Sleuths”–and lost youth in “There’s No Fool Like an Old Fool!” Super Gooft battles supervillains in “Here Today, Gone Apollo” and Scrooge finds an extra-dimensional Ducting in “Brother From Another Earth.” 152 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
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**7923104 SPIDER-MAN: A History & Celebration of the Web-Slinger, Decades by Decade.** By Peter B. David et al. A collection featuring: reproductions of comic frames from the 1960s through 2020s; behind the scenes stories; rarely seen interviews; movies, games, and pop-culture appearances; toys, figures, other collectibles; and more. Delve into the history and complete biography of one of Marvel’s most beloved superhero! Fully Illus., mostly in color. 208 pages. Epic Ink. 9½x10⅔. Pub. at $40.00

**$8.95**

**7871058 TALES FROM THE CRYPT, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives.** By Al Feldstein et al. These comics were originally published—on cheap newsprint paper and in limited color—as ten-cent comic books from about 1950-1955. This edition, containing issues #20-22 of From the Crypt, and issues #17-19 of The Crypt of Terror, presents the original stories in digitally remastered color. 216 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**


**$14.95**

**793671 CALL OF DUTY: Vanguard.** By Sam Maggs. Captain Butcher of the SOE is tasked with assembling a team to embark on a top secret and highly sensitive operation deep in the heart of enemy territory. His search takes him across the globe to a group of unique operatives who could form the first special operation task forces, codenamed Vanguard. Activation. Pub. at $19.95

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**7871805 FANTASTIC FOUR: Decades by Decades.** By Matt Forbeck. This updated and expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,000 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters, from Abominatio n to Zzzax. Prominently features the latest crossover events, including Civil War II and Secret Empire. 448 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12. Pub. at $40.00

**$29.95**

**7938357 BATMAN ’66 MEETS THE GREEN HORNET.** By K. Smith & R. Garman. The greatest costumed cronies of the Swingin’ Sixties leap off the screen and into the pages of their very own graphic novel. Collects Batman ’66 Meets the Green Hornet #1-6 and Batman ’66 Meets the Green Hornet digital chapters #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99

**$7.95**

**2939193 MARVEL ENCyclopedia.** By Adam Bray et al. This updated and expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,000 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters, from Abominatio n to Zzzax. Prominently features the latest crossover events, including Civil War II and Secret Empire. 448 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12. Pub. at $40.00

**$29.95**

**1990381 THE DC COMICS ENCyclopedia: The Definitive Guide to the Characters of the DC Universe.** Text by Alan Cowell et al. Packed with fascinating facts and dynamic comic art, this unique encyclopedia profiles more than 1,000 DC Comics characters. This pantheon of heroes and villains includes icons like Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, the Joker, and Catwoman, to latter day superheroes such as Harley Quinn, Suicide Squad, and the Flash, as well as other creations. 368 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12. Pub. at $40.00

**$17.95**

**7871007 THE HAUNT OF FEAR, VOLUME 1: The EC Archives.** By Johnny Craig et al. This volume includes unforgettable stories drawn by all-star comic artists Johnny Craig, Al Feldstein, Harvey Kurtzman, and more. Collecting issues #15-17 and #4-6. 209 pages. Dark Horse. 8½x10⅔. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**


**$39.95**
**607524X** MICKEY MOUSE: The Monster of Sawtooth Mountain. By Paul Murry. Adventure-seeking Mickey doesn’t usually fear being Chief O’Hara’s Even detective—but all bets are off when the Chief pitchforks Mickey and Goofy into saving Cousin Frosty’s winter resort from a monster! Also includes “Sawtooth Mountain”, “Pineapple Poachers” and “Mickey’s Strange Mission!” 176 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99.

$21.95

**7801475** DC COMICS COVER ART: 350 of the Greatest Covers in DC’s History. By Nick Jones. From the trailblazing works of Bob Kane, to the photo-realistic stylings of Adam Hughes and quirky humor of Amanda Conner, this is what most iconic covers in DC’s history. Stunning artwork is accompanied by expert commentary exploring the significance of each cover, while artist profiles shed light on their creators. 240 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00.

$21.95


$14.95

**7831951** CONFESSIONS, ROMANCES, SECRETS, AND TEMPTATIONS. By John Benson. Offers a revealing look at the informal way the comics business was conducted in the 1940s and 50s, and provides a portrait of one of the most unusual publishers of his era, Archer St. John. Well and ‘50s, and provides a portrait of one of the most unusual publishers of his era, Archer St. John. Well

$5.95


$9.95

**1973793** ARMS & ARMOR: The Mightiest Weapons and Technology in the Marvel Universe. Ed. by David Fentiman. The Marvel Universe has spawned some of the most iconic objects ever created. From Captain America’s shield to Elektra’s sai, many have stories just as compelling as the heroes and villains who wield them. A few have destroyed worlds, or sent enemies crashing into dust. This is their story. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9½x11. Pub. at $35.00.

$26.95


$11.95

**6078435** MICKEY MOUSE: The Riddle of Brigaboom. By Romano Scarpa. From Minnie to Horace to Mortimer Mouse, Mickey’s friends and friends are all here and all portrayed by Dr. Wrayspray’s “Spraysan,” a bewitching body spray that makes everyone feel stronger and smarter! But Mickey smells a rat—and the trail leads to Brigaboom. 186 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99.

$21.95

**7984672** BATMAN: The Definitive History of the Dark Knight in Comics, Film, and Beyond. By A. Faragia & G. McIntyre. This deluxe volume tells the complete story of Batman and the many forms he’s taken throughout the years across comics, TV, animation, film, video games and beyond. Filled with exclusive insert items that further deepen the reading experience, this stunning collector’s edition is the ultimate exploration of a true legend whose impact on our culture has no limits. 440 pages. Insight Editions. 9½x13. Pub. at $75.00.

$35.95

**7705387** WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE: The Golden Nugget Boat. By Carl Barks. Uncle Scrooge laugh when the mystery woman offered a dollar for one of his dimes. But the dime he accidentally sold her was Old Number One! And she’s about to melt it down for one of her mysterious spells! Then Scrooge enters a gold producing company in Alaska and ropes Donald and Goofy to the boat, into helping him, and more! Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00.

$26.95

**4327954** WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 15. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (July 3 to December 25, 1949) are presented for a new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 195 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99.

$12.95

**4327705** WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 19. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (January 7 to June 24, 1951) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 195 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99.

$11.95

**4327934** WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 21. This legendary strip is finally presented in a series of hardcover collector volumes, with the individual weekly strips painstakingly restored, faithfully recolored, and re-presented in chronological order (July 2 to December 31, 1950). 200 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99.

$11.95

**4327977** WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 22. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (January 7 to June 24, 1951) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 185 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99.

$11.95

**4337131** WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 23. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (July 1 to December 30, 1951) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 200 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99.

$11.95

**4288599** WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 4. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (January 4 to June 28, 1942) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 218 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95.

$11.95

**4302729** WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 5. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. Now, in this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (July 5 to December 27, 1942) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 218 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95.

$11.95
Fantagraphics. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95
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430778X WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 6. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (January 3 to June 27, 1943) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 224 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95

$11.95

4324757 WILL EISNER’S THE SPIRIT ARCHIVES, VOLUME 7. In the 60 years since his first appearance, The Spirit and his creator Will Eisner have both become legends. In this deluxe hardcover, the hardboiled hero’s early strips (July 4 to December 26, 1943) are presented for a whole new generation, painstakingly restored and fully recolored. 218 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95

$11.95


$14.95

7962754 BEYOND WATCHMEN & JUDGE DREDD: The Art of John Higgins. Collected together for the first time, is the best of Higgins’s breathtaking work. Alongside never before seen prequels to some of his iconic characters, this volume includes insights into the career of the comic book artist. Fully illus. most in color. 276 pages. Liverpool UP. 9¼x9¾. Paperbound

$15.95

4991176 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 17, 1969-1970. By Hal Foster. After his long sojourn in the Mediterranean, Prince Valiant is back in Britain, where he takes on a new mission on behalf of King Arthur and finds himself in the middle of a conflict between Saxon settlers and Viking raiders. Fantagraphics. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $34.99

$26.95

782260X DC THROUGH THE ’80s: The End of Eras. Ed. by Paul Levitz. Return to the early 1980s and revisit the comics that closed out the newspaper era and see timeless stories and groundbreaking creative efforts from seasoned veterans and rising stars alike. Presented here are milestones in graphic storytelling from a host of comics’ legendary figures, including Jim Aparo, Cary Bates, Michael Fleisher, Gil Kane, and many more. In color and B&W. 499 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

$17.95

499406X MARVEL COMICS: The Variant Covers. By John Rhett Thomas. This stunning volume collects over four hundred of these amazing pieces of art, showcasing some of the finest and most famous variant covers ever produced alongside exclusive interviews from leading comic artists. A must-have for casual fans and comic book collectors alike. 224 pages. Insight Editions

9½x13. Pub. at $45.00

$24.95

7780996 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 26, 1987-1988. By Hal Foster et al. Val goes in search of a northern spice route, which leads him into adventures among the Inuit, the Greeks, the Chinese. Back in Britain, Arn’s bride strikes a blow against chauvinism and liberates the women of the village of Orr to exercise their true potential. Fantagraphics. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $39.99

$29.95

9996542 KAMEN’S KALAMITY AND OTHER STORIES. By Otto Binder et al. Kamen’s stories for EC Comics star a venomous cast of scheming wives, jealous husbands, and murderous lovers. And his precise, sure line brings each story’s shock ending into sudden, sharp relief. Collects 27 shockers from the golden age, and haunt of EC. B&W. 236 pages.

Fantagraphics. Pub. at $35.00

$26.95

9995504 THE BITTER END AND OTHER STORIES. By Otto Binder et al. This volume features 22 Reed Crandall fan favorite tales of Tales From the Crypt; Vault of Horror; Haunt of Fear; Crime SuspenStories; Shock SuspenStories; Weird Science-Fantasy; Extra; and Expanding Worlds. "Living ‘Dog Food’; Shadow Knows…” The Bitter End. "Swamped,” and more. In B&W. 220 pages.

$26.95

1105795 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME FIVE, 1938-39. By Chester Gould. Tracy goes undercover to bring down the elusive mobster Ramm; joins forces with Junior and bumbling newcomer Brighton Spots to foil the plans of wanted man Jojo Nidle; and pays a heavy price as he teams with G-Man Jim Trailer to thwart the schemes of an international criminal named Karpse, his icy sweetheart, Maro, and more. Includes silk ribbon bookmark. B&W. 253 pages. Clover Press. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $59.99

$44.95


$17.95

7753209 UNCLE SCROOGE AND DONALD DUCK: Bear Mountain Tales. Ed. by David Gerstein. This volume collects Daniel Bianca’s “Return to Bear Mountain,” in which Scrooge engages in a gambit with a series of donkeys; Don Rosa’s “The Richest Duck in the World,” which features Donald’s first visit to the tabloid Money Bin; and there’s a crash course with Launchpad McQuack in “New Frontiers.” The batch of birthday stories is here! Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Fantagraphics

Pub. at $35.00

$26.95

7938217 THE COMPLETE WRAITH! By Michael T. Gilbert. This volume collects every Wraith story, scanned from the original art for the first time. It also features unpublished drawings and photos, plus an intro by Mr. Monster himself! Collects Quack #1-6. B&W. Clover Press. Paperbound

Pub. at $14.95

$11.95


$21.95

7794343 TERRY AND THE PIRATES 1940, VOLUME SIX: The Time of Cholera. By Milton Caniff. This tabloid sized Volume 6 contains the 1940 daily and Sundays and is an unparalleled upgrade that no Terry fan can afford to pass up. Color and B&W. 162 pages. Clover Press. 11¼x14. Pub. at $100.00

$79.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/938 — 35 —

★ 7945094 DAUNTED DAMES: High-Heeled Heroes of the Comic Strips. Ed. by T. Robbins & P. Maresca. From the late 1930s to the early 1950s, female stars of newspaper comic strips were detectives, spies, soldiers of fortune, even superheroes. Follow the adventurous exploits of these smart, tough, independent and sexy Daunted Dames. 160 pages. Fantagraphics. 13x16¾. Pub. at $80.00 $79.95


★ 7872456 A VERY BRITISH AFFAIR: The Classic Romance Comics. By J. Butterworth & P. Douglas. Charts the stathespheric rise of romance comics in post-war Britain with a selection of the greatest romance comics ever printed in the UK. Featuring an eclectic mix of artists from Spain, Italy, and the UK, this collection unearths the sensual art and emotional writing which delighted generations of comics readers. In B&W. 224 pages. Rebellion. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

★ 7871082 TWO-FISTED TALES, VOLUME 3. By Bill Gaines et al. Collects issues #18-23, with the original stories presented in digitally remastered color. You’ll find 24 thrilling tales of war and humanity, all published between 1950 and 1951. 216 pages. Dark Horse, 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.99 PRICE CUT to $34.95

★ 7842155 VOICES FROM KRYPTON: The Complete, Unauthorized Oral History of Superman. By Edward Gross. The most comprehensive work on Superman to date, covering his comics debut, transition to radio, movie serials, animation, live action, and even the stage, and concluding with his role in the 21st Century. Told through the words of 250 people enthralled with the Superman legacy, including writers, illustrators, actors, and filmmakers. 706 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.99 PRICE CUT to $24.95

7779275 BATMAN IN THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD, VOLUME ONE: The Bronze Age. By Bob Haney et al. Features the groundbreaking stories of the late 1960s, and the height of Batmania, where some of Batman’s greatest teams-up were with legendary characters like Aquaman, Wonder Woman, Deadman, Phantom Stranger, Green Arrow, the Teen Titans and others. Collects The Brave and the Bold #74-91. 451 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $24.95

7808275 DIRTY PICTURES. By Brian Doherty. The essential exploration of a truly American art form that contemporalized the way people thought about war, sex, gender, and expression. 439 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95


7716388 THE LITTLE BOX OF DC COMICS: Super Heroes. By Paul Levitz. Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman! Three incredible volumes detailing the classic comic books we all used to love. Chock full of classic images and text, these are your definitive guides to the most popular Super Heroes of all time! 576 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. with color photos. Taschen. Pub. at $34.99 $16.95


★ 7718551 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 25, 1985-1986. By Hal Foster et al. In Lappland, Val and Arn become involved in a struggle for succession between twin brothers. Arn consults a mystical hermit about whether his destiny is intertwined with Maeve, the daughter of an archenemy. Arthur’s forces come together at High Cross and an epic battle is waged for the fate of Camelot, during which Arn is made a knight of the round table. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¾. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

★ 6887621 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 1-3, 1937-1942. By Hal Foster. Hal Foster’s Prince Valiant is one of the most magnificent adventure comics ever and Fantagraphics’ reprinting is the loveliest treatment of the strip yet. This package includes the first three volumes of the series, collecting the first six years of Foster’s run, from 1937-1942. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¾. Pub. at $99.99 $74.95

7801483 DC COMICS YEAR BY YEAR: A Visual Chronicle. By Alan Cowsill et al. Explore the evolution of DC Comics from Superman first taking to the skies in 1938 to the rebirth of the DC multiverse and the final countdown of the Doomsday Clock. Comics, characters and storylines are presented alongside background information and real world events to give readers unique insights into the DC Universe. Slipcased. 376 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12½. Pub. at $50.00 $21.95
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**7719027 CATS ARE PEOPLE, TOO: A Collection of Cat Cartoons to Curl Up With.** By Dave Coverly. A hilarious collection of cat-themed cartoons filled with cat cliches and pop “culture,” as well as reflections from six other award-winning, cat-loving cartoonists. These cartoons are sure to please animal-lovers of all ages. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Square Fish. Paperbound. At $16.99

$5.95

**7910614 THE CALVIN AND HOBBES PORTABLE COMPENDIUM.** By Bill Watterson. This set is composed of two 144-page paperback works, including over 500 comics from the strip’s debut in November 1985 through March 1987. Slipcased. Illus. in color & B&W. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. At $19.99

$14.95


$16.95

**7937997 TOM THE DANCING BUG AWAKENS, VOLUME 6.** By Ruben Bolling. Presents all of cartoonist Bolling’s acclaimed weekly comic strips from 2012-2015. This volume includes some of the comic’s most lauded installments, including political cartoons about the latter Obama term, the beginnings of the Trump phenomenon, and more. Clover Press. Paperbound. At $24.99

$17.95

**7984022 SENIOR MOMENTS: Christmas.** By Tim Whyatt. A festively funny cartoon collection that captures those priceless family moments and a side of Santa you never knew! Studio Press. Paperbound. At $10.99

$5.95

**7976844 ARCHIE GIANT COMICS SHIMMER.** By Francis Bonnett et al. Check-full of charmingly hilarious, heartwarming, and hijinks-filled stories, all starring Archie, Betty, Veronica, Jughead, and your favorites from Riverdale! 480 pages. Archie Comics. Paperbound. At $10.99

$7.95

**6078451 FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE, VOLUME EIGHT: The Complete Library, 2003-2006.** By Lynn Johnston. John begin the process of retiring. Fully illus. 508 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8¼. At $49.99

$39.95

**7934351 FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE, VOLUME SEVEN, 2000-2003: The Complete Library.** By Lynn Johnston. The whole family is coming and going! Grampa Jim moves into the Patterson home, while Elizabeth moves in with her boyfriend. Michael and Weed move to Toronto, but then Michael moves again when he and Deanna get married! Plus Elly buys a bookstore, April forms a garage band, and more. Color and B&W. 539 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8¼. At $49.99

$39.95

**7757344 ALL’S FAIR IN LOVE & WAR: The Ultimate Cartoon Book.** Ed. by Bob Eckstein. For hopeless romantics and cynical heart-breakers alike. Find wit and wisdom on love in all its varieties, from a first date to a third divorce. This curated collection features artwork by the best and brightest New Yorker cartoonists. Fully illus. 143 pages. Princeton Architectural. At $21.95

$6.95

**3280233 BIG DWEEB ENERGY: Tom the Dancing Bug, 2020-2022.** By Bill Watterson. For hopeless romantics and cynical heart-breakers alike. Find wit and wisdom on love in all its varieties, from a first date to a third divorce. This curated collection features artwork by the best and brightest New Yorker cartoonists. Fully illus. 143 pages. Fantagraphics. 11⅝x9¼. At $35.00

$5.95

**8031711 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME FOUR, 1936-1938.** By Chester Gould. This fourth volume includes over 600 classic, groundbreaking comic strips from July 13th, 1936 to January 22nd, 1938. The intrepid detective and his friends tackle invisible enemies when they square off against the notorious Purple Cross Gang and their masked leader. B&W. 261 pages. Clover Press. 11½x8¾. At $59.99

$44.95


$44.95

**1995324 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME SIX, 1939-41.** By Chester Gould. The 1930s give way to the ‘40s, and Chester Gould makes things personal in this sixth volume of the series. Includes an introduction by Max Allan Collins and other historical material. In B&W. 261 pages. Clover Press. 11½x8½. At $59.99

$44.95

**7955703 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME TWO, 1933-35.** By Chester Gould. Includes nearly 600 strips, from May 1933 to January 1935. Among these strips are the first appearances of characters such as the Tramp, Stooge Viller, and Big Boy. B&W. 254 pages. Clover Press. 11½x8½. At $59.99

$44.95


$44.95

**7757344 ALL’S FAIR IN LOVE & WAR: The Ultimate Cartoon Book.** Ed. by Bob Eckstein. For hopeless romantics and cynical heart-breakers alike. Find wit and wisdom on love in all its varieties, from a first date to a third divorce. This curated collection features artwork by the best and brightest New Yorker cartoonists. Fully illus. 143 pages. Princeton Architectural. At $21.95

$6.95

**3280233 BIG DWEEB ENERGY: Tom the Dancing Bug, 2020-2022.** By Bill Watterson. For hopeless romantics and cynical heart-breakers alike. Find wit and wisdom on love in all its varieties, from a first date to a third divorce. This curated collection features artwork by the best and brightest New Yorker cartoonists. Fully illus. 143 pages. Fantagraphics. 11⅝x9¼. At $35.00

$5.95

**8031711 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME FOUR, 1936-1938.** By Chester Gould. This fourth volume includes over 600 classic, groundbreaking comic strips from July 13th, 1936 to January 22nd, 1938. The intrepid detective and his friends tackle invisible enemies when they square off against the notorious Purple Cross Gang and their masked leader. B&W. 261 pages. Clover Press. 11½x8¾. At $59.99

$44.95


$44.95

**1995324 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME SIX, 1939-41.** By Chester Gould. The 1930s give way to the ‘40s, and Chester Gould makes things personal in this sixth volume of the series. Includes an introduction by Max Allan Collins and other historical material. In B&W. 261 pages. Clover Press. 11½x8½. At $59.99

$44.95

**7955703 THE COMPLETE DICK TRACY, VOLUME TWO, 1933-35.** By Chester Gould. Includes nearly 600 strips, from May 1933 to January 1935. Among these strips are the first appearances of characters such as the Tramp, Stooge Viller, and Big Boy. B&W. 254 pages. Clover Press. 11½x8½. At $59.99
**THE DEATH OF ARCHIE: A Life Celebrated.** By Paul Kupperberg. Join Betty & Veronica, Jughead, Reggie, Kevin Keller and the rest of the Archie gang to experience the story that captured the world’s attention: the last days of Archie Andrews, and the celebration of his life that follows. Fully illus. in color. Archie Comics. 6”x10¼”. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 

$5.95


$4.95

**NO YELLING! A Baby Blues Collection, No. 32.** By R. Kirkman & J. Scott. Gathered in this collection are all the Baby Blues comics from 2022. You’ll be laughing so hard you’ll forget all about trying to figure out who scribbled all over the kitchen wall. In B&W, 10¾x8½. Fully illus., many in color. 192 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¾x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 

$14.95


$4.95


$4.95

**WALT DISNEY’S NINE OLD MEN: Masters of Animation.** Text by Charles Solomon. After roughly 40 years of mentorship, the Nine Old Men were all named Disney Legends in 1989 in recognition of their lasting contributions, not only to animation, but to tattling, teasing, and time-outs in poignant and relatable strips, both daily and Sunday edition. Fully illus. some in color. 160 pages. Weldon Owen. 12¼x9¾. Pub. at $50.00 

$12.95

**MIRTH IN THE MORNING AND ALL LAUGHTERN OON.** By Johnny Hawkins. This treasure trove of humor from one of the country’s most prolific cartoonists is filled with comics that range in subject matter from fishing and golfing to meditation and business, and from dogs and cats to children and family. Fully illus. some in color. 304 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 

$9.95


$14.95

**WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT? ZITS: 20 Years of Strips and Stories.** By J. Scott & J. Borgman. Looks back at the 20 year whirlwind life of the Duncan family, the inhabitants of the popular, modern family cartoon. The authors have selected their all-time favorites to fill the collection along with special features, including stories about how they met and created Zits. Fully illus. many in color. 254 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 

$17.95


$14.95

**IF YOU CAN’T BEAT ‘EM, EAT ‘EM.** By Jim Toomey. When Sherman and Thornton hear about an iceberg that’s being towed from Antarctica to boost global water reserves, they sense an opportunity for a lifetime supply of smoothies. But will the iceberg pirates make it home with their smoothie source intact? Take a dive into the latest hilarious antics of Sherman, his ice-cold and fishy roommate, and the mischievous antics of Zoe, Hammie, and Wren. Fully illus. some in color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 

$9.95

**EVOLUTION IS HARD WORK! The Thirty-First Sherman’s Lagoon Collection.** By Jim Toomey. Tooneys’ sea creatures move fast underwater, and its hard to stay up to date with the latest social media trends. Take a deep dive into this new collection of comics. What’s that at the bottom of the ocean may surprise you! Fully illus. some in color. 127 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 

$4.95

**HAPPY AS A CLAM: The Twenty-First Sherman’s Lagoon Collection.** By Jim Toomey. For humans, the quest for happiness is a never-ending search for the new and different. We are social animals. We need interaction. We need to love and laugh and be happy. But most of all, we need cartoon books. You need this cartoon book. Fully illus. some in color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 

$4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/938
**5763282 THE ART OF NOTHING: 25 Years of Mutts and the Art of Patrick McDonnell.** The award-winning author and illustrator’s beloved comic strip is celebrated as well as his bestselling children’s classics, including *Me, Jane, Just Like Heaven, Hug Time*, and *Wag!* Readers will be in for a visual treat with 25 years of Mutts in this one of a kind collection. Fully illus., many in color. 240 pages. Abrams. 12/ix/3%. Pub. at $40.00 $17.95

**7868634 GARFIELD HOME COOKIN’.** By Jim Davis. Someone’s always cooking up fun and often trouble in the Arbuckle home. Whether it’s one of Jon’s half-baked ideas or mischievous Garfield stirring the pot, it all boils down to an entertaining time for fans! Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**7986299 GARFIELD FULLY CAFFEINATED.** By Jim Davis. Garfield was born to be wired! Coffee, and lots of it, is the only way to kick-start his day. Garfield lovers will get a jolt of joy from this collection of comics guaranteed to boost your spirits! 96 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**7948379 THE LIFE AND TIMES OF BETTY BOOP: The 100-Year History of an Animated Icon.** By Peter Benjaminson. A lively account of the first female, fully human cartoon character, beginning with her creation by the young artists of Fleischer Studios. The story of Betty’s remarkable evolution and dives into the lawsuit that entailed Helen Kane brought against the Fleischers for allegedly appropriating her image. Illus. 217 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**7806641 THE ART OF RUBE GOLDBERG.** Selected by Jennifer George. Goldberg (1883-1970) was the most famous cartoonist of his time, best known for his comical inventions. Here, George celebrates all aspects of her grandfather’s life, from his very first published drawings in his high school newspaper, his inventions, comic strips, and advertising work, to his Pulitzer Prize-winning political cartoons and later sculptures. 193 pages. Abrams. 14/x/10/4%. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95

**7840585 HOW I BROKE UP WITH MY COLON.** By Nick Seluk. Mysterious illnesses. Freakish injuries. X-rays revealing something weird that got stuck in your foot. These strange but true stories are among the 24 medical tales retold in hilarious fashion. An educational and highly entertaining tour through the workings of the human body. Fully illus. in color. 182 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


**7984672 SECURITY IS A THUMB AND A BLANKET.** By Charles M. Schulz. First published in 1963, this classic Peanuts work features bits of wisdom on every page about finding comfort in the little things around us. Fully illus. Peanuts. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


**3976467 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS 1950-1952.** By Charles M. Schulz. A decade-by-decade look at the strip’s development through a selection of over 2,000 cartoons. Quotes from Charlie Brown that reveal how his mind worked, how his life shaped the strip, and in turn how Peanuts shaped in life. A true collector’s item, this is a must-have for any Peanuts fan. Illus. in color. 298 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $9.50

**1131710 CELEBRATING PEANUTS.** By Charles M. Schulz. A decade-by-decade look at the strip’s development through a selection of over 2,000 cartoons. Quotes from Charlie Brown that reveal how his mind worked, how his life shaped the strip, and in turn how Peanuts shaped in life. A true collector’s item, this is a must-have for any Peanuts fan. Illus. in color. 298 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $9.50

**6081436 I NEED ALL THE FRIENDS I CAN GET.** By Charles M. Schulz. First published in 1964. This classic Peanuts work features Charles Schulz’s original drawings of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, and the rest of the Peanuts gang as they try to answer the question: What is the meaning of friendship? B&W. Penguin. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


**LIMITED QUANTITY 3585824 ARCHIE’S SUNDAY FINEST.** By Bob Montana. In these rarely seen Sunday newspaper comics from the late 1940s and early 1950s, including the very first strips, cartoonist Bob Montana draws on the facts, fantasy, feelings, and fun of his own high school days in Haverhill, Massachusetts. Fully illus. in color. 157 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**797330X WALT DISNEY'S DONALD DUCK:** "Maharajah Donald". By Carl Barks. Through a series of trade-ups, the nephews turn Donald's old pencil stub into a ticket to India! Carl Barks delivers another wildly imaginative collection of improbable hijinks, clever comedy, and all-around cartooning brilliance. Collects volumes four of The Complete Carl Barks Disney Library. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Fantagraphics. 10¾x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $17.95

**7829566 THE FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS: Grass Roots and Other Follies.** By Gilbert Shelton et al. Evicted from their apartment, Freewheelin' Franklin, Phineas, and Fat Freddy chuck it all and set out for the country to join their hippie brothers and sisters, simplify their lives, and get back to Nature, only to discover Nature doesn't want them. And that's only one of the improbable, uproarious, slapstick filled outings in this volume. In B&W, 138 pages. Fantagraphics. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**7987587 THE OFFICIAL PEANUTS COOKBOOK COLLECTION.** Ed. by L. Atwood & J. Hughes. Dive into this collection and whip up French Foreign Legion Toast, Cormac and Cheese, or Camp Kamp Chili Chow, Easter Egg Lollipops, and Snoopy's Gingerbread Doghouse. Find packable snacks, sandwiches, treats, and more. Slips case. 372 pages in three volumes. Fully illus. in color. Weldon Owen. Paperbound. At $45.00 $19.95


**7990057 A WEALTH OF PIGEONS.** By S. Martin & H. Bliss. Partnering with cartoonist Harry Bliss, Steve Martin shared caption and commentary that puts the categories into historical context. 1,516 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. Black Dog & Leventhal. 10¾x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**1042483 POGO–BONA FIDE BALDERDASH, VOLUME 2: The Complete Syndicated Comic Strips.** By Walt Kelly. This volume features two full years of meticulously restored Pogo strips, including dailies and (for the first time in 60 years in their original, separately colored Sundays, plus informative story notes by historian R.C. Harvey. Fully illus. 338 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x9½. Pub. at $39.99 $32.95

**7807147 KRAZY & IGNATZ 1925-1927: The George Herriman Library.** Showcases one of the most celebrated comic strips in the art form’s history, as it thrives in the mid-1920s. Ignatz repeatedly sets elaborate traps for Krazy, adventures on the “enchanted mesa,” wacky weather, literal clifftoppers—and what happens when Santa and the stork arrive at the same moment? Fully illus. 208 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x13¾. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**3940624 THE NEW YORKER ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CARTOONS.** Ed. by Bob Mankoff. An A to Z collection of the magazine’s cartoons from the 1920s to the present with over 3,000 cartoons organized into 200 categories of recurring *New Yorker* themes, with insightful commentary that puts the categories into historical context. 1,516 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $100.00 $73.95

**7939892 TOM THE DANCING BUG, VOLUME 5: Eat the Poor.** By Ruben Bolling. Covers the years of Obama’s election and The Great Recession, with a particular focus on Lucky Ducky, “the Poor Little Duck Who’s Rich in Luck.” But the topics also range far from the political and social into waffle irons, drunk sunbathers, and particle accelerators. Clover Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


**779135S MUTTYS HOT DOGS, HOT CATS.** By Patrick McDonnell. Enjoy a giggle and a laugh with a year’s worth of delightful Mutts comics featuring Earl the dog, Moch the cat, and a charming assembly of feathered, furry, and four-legged friends. Fully illus., some in color. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**7834764 YOU HAVE THOSE WILD EYES AGAIN, MOOCH: A New Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. It’s that time of year again when Moch gets those wild eyes and anything can happen. In this newest collection of Mutts comics, Earl and Moch go to the beach for summer vacation, welcome back new and old friends, and show us the rewards of loving an animal. Fully illus., some in color. 197 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


**7953364 #LOVE MUTTS: A Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. Patrick McDonnell strikes a delicate balance between lighthearted fun and responsible social commentary through the exploits of Earl the dog and Moch the cat in this wonderful collection of comic strips. They humorously approach a range of subjects—from napping and daydreaming to important animal causes. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**7953505 YEAR OF YESH: A Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. This year, just say yesh for the moment. Yesh to belly rubs and afternoon naps. Yesh to walks in the sun, spring rain, autumn winds, and winter snow. Yesh to friendship, gratitude, simplicity and fun. Yesh to shelter adoptions and humane choices. And yesh to this compendium of Mutts wit and wisdom! Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**7760884 PEANUTS EVERY SUNDAY 1996-2000.** By Charles M. Schulz. Presents Schulz’s intimate, imaginative comic strip coming to a close. Charlie Brown and Sally, Linus and the Jukebox, Snoopy, Woodstock, Patty and Marcia, Schroeder, Franklin, Pig-Pen, and Helga are here to the end. Featured in this volume is Schulz’s heartfelt farewell letter to his fans. Fully illus., in color. 218 pages. Fantagraphics. 13x9½. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

---
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**7955138 THE ART OF WALT DISNEY: From Mickey Mouse to the Magic Kingdoms and Beyond.** By Christopher Finch. Tells the remarkable story of Walt Disney and the enduring legacy of the company he built, chronicling the history of The Walt Disney Company from 1923 through 2011. Metallic-foil slipcased. Illus. most in color. 504 pages. Abrams. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $100.00 $86.95

**1026992 WALT DISNEY’S SILLY SYMPHONIES!** By G.B. Trudeau. The years 1935-1939. Ed. by David Gerstein. Contains all the black and white and original color versions—the Sunday strips, dailies and –for the first time in 60 years in their original color versions—the Sunday funnies for 1935 and 1936. Includes annotations from historian R.C. Harvey, a selection of noteworthy quotes, and a foreword by editorial cartoonist Mike Peters. 356 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

**1026976 POGO, VOLUME 7: Pockets Full of Pie.** By Walt Kelly. The years are 1961-1962, a time of guarded optimism in America. The optimism was clearly guarded in Kelly’s newspaper strip. You’ll see that in this collection, which reprints all the strips, dailies and Sundays, from those two years. In color and B&W. 346 pages. Fantagraphics. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**1026984 POGO, VOLUME 8: Hijinks from the Horn of Plenty.** By Walt Kelly. The years 1963 and 1964 were tumultuous times in the United States, which means they were tumultuous times in the Okefenokee Swamp. In these years, Kelly provided a quiet wisdom in an increasingly loud and luridious world. In color and B&W. 360 pages. Fantagraphics. 11¼x9¼. Pub. at $49.99 $34.95

**1013591 DOUBY@50: The Complete Digital Doonesbury.** By G.B. Trudeau. The ultimate Doonesbury package celebrating a half century of G.B. Trudeau’s celebrated comic strip. This limited edition deluxe set includes: a sleek USB flash drive loaded with all the years of Doonesbury, a searchable calendar archive, character bios, a week by week description of the strip’s contents, a Dooby@50 User Manual, and more. In color and B&W. Andrews McMeel. 10x12. Spiralbound. Pub. at $125.00 $99.95

**8787992 THE RULING CLAWS: The Socialist Cartoons of Syd Hoff.** Hoff set his sights on the ruling class and revealed them for what they were: hilariously inept, deeply selfish, and incredibly dangerous. He spared nothing from his pen, lampooning police brutality, thin-skinned industrialists, racists, and the looming threat of fascism at home and abroad. B&W. 181 pages. NYRB. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**1106120 BILL WARD: Fantagraphics Studio Edition.** Vintage glamour girl artist Bill Ward features his most polished, fully-resized pinups from the 1950s and 1960s. Reproduces more than 150 of his most beautifully rendered illustrations. A time capsule of a more innocent moment in pop culture when these images were shocking, yet elegant. Pages. Fantagraphics. 10x14¼. Pub. at $175.00 $165.95

**8239200 FUNNYMAN.** By T. Andreé & M. Gordon. Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster created two superheroes. One is Superman. The other is Funnyman. And this book details his amazing back story. Features reproductions from Funnyman’s rare comic books, Sunday funnies, and daily strips. 183 pages. Feral House. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**
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**7823398 LOVE & VERMIN: A Collection of Cartoons by The New Yorker's.** By Will McPhail. New cartoons mix with old favorites: mischievous mice and opportunistic pigeons offer portals into McPhail's cracking curiosity, while Lady No-Kid's adventures continue with a thrilling new point of view. Fully illus. most in color. 192 pages. Dark Horse. 11x10¼. Pub. at $32.50. Illus. 226 pages. Mariner. Pub at $32.50. $9.95

**7833932 INFINITE DENDROGRAM OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1.** By Sakon Kaidou. In the year 2045, the world's first successful full-dive VRMMO, Infinite Dendrogram, is the hottest game on the planet. In addition to perfectly simulating all five senses, the game lives up to its title by offering a world of infinite possibilities. B&W. 262 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $19.99. $9.95

**8082050 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 1.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. In the MMORPG Cross Reverie, Takuma is so powerful that he is lauded as the “Demon Lord” by other players. Though he may be the strongest Sorcerer there is, he has no idea how to talk with other people. It is then that the Demon Lord makes his choice: to act based on her persona from the game! Illus. 274 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**8082366 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 2.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. After being summoned to another world that looks almost exactly like the MMORPG he once belonged to, Akuma Sakamoto now spends his days going on adventures with Rem Galleau, the black-furred Pantherian, and Shera L. Greenwood, the Elf princess, both of whom accidentally became enslaved to him. Illus. 265 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7833787 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 3.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. 15 year old Mochizuki wakes up to find himself face to face with God. God says that he can reincarnate Mochizuki into a world of fantasy, and as a bonus, he gets to bring his smartphone with him. Illus. 236 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7957629 EPIC BIG NATE.** By Lincoln Peirce. This jam-packed volume assembles cartoon strips and memories from the last 25 years of laughs. Includes a Q&A with Diary of a Wimpy Kid author Jeff Kinney, exploring how novels and cartoons made Big Nate a success, and Peirce’s own anecdotes, taking readers behind the scenes. Fully illus. some color. 470 pages. Andrews McMeel. 11x8½. Pub. at $16.00. $9.95

**7941625 JUGHEAD’S TIME POLICE, VOLUME 1.** By Sina Grace. When Jughead messes up his Riverdale Annual Bake-Off pie recipe so terribly, he is disqualified and banned from all future Bake-Offs! Jug goes to an unbelievable length to fix his error: time travel! Archie Comics. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7737939 THE BLOOM COUNTY LIBRARY, VOLUME 1.** By Berkeley Breathed. This volume begins the complete and definitive library, presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips from the very beginning of Breathed’s strip, and insightful commentary by Breathed himself. Introduces the beloved Opus the Penguin, as well as Bill the Cat, Cutter John, Michael Binkley, Milo Bloom, Steve Dallas, and others. 204 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub at $19.99. $9.95

**7295396 BINGLEWORTHY: A Zits Treasury.** By J. Scott & J. Borgman. This fantastic treasury presents the timeless teenage antics of Jeremy and friends and the trials of his Baby Boomer parents. Filled with lessons about growing up and getting older, this work contains so many laughs it will make your sides hurt. Fully illus. some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10½x8½. Paperbound. Pub at $14.95. $9.95

**7270965 THE ART OF STAR WARS: Vision.** Text by Zack Lavvissen. An original series of animated short films, celebrates the Star Wars galaxy through the lens of the world’s best Japanese anime creators. Fans can enjoy the universe of Star Wars from a thrilling new point of view. Fully illus. most in color. 192 pages. Dark Horse. 11x10¼. Pub. at $34.99. $26.95

**7832788 THE BLOOM COUNTY LIBRARY 1982-1984, VOL TWO.** By Berkeley Breathed. The Chronological saga of the quirky denizens of Bloom Country, a quaint hamlet inhabited by a host of endearing oddballs: Milo Bloom, Binkley, Cutter John, Steve Dallas, Opus the Penguin, and a crazed cat named Bill. Presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips. Fully illus., some in color. 296 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. $26.95

**771658 WILD MINDS: The Artists and Rivalries That Inspired the Golden Age of Animation.** By Reid Mitenbuler. The vivid and untold story of the golden age of classic animation and the often larger than life artists who created some of the most iconic cartoon characters of the twentieth century. Photos, some in color. 411 pages. Grove. 6½x9¼. Pub at $28.00. $19.95

**7911106 THE MANY LIVES OF PUSHEEN THE CAT.** By Claire Belton. This adorable world(s) of Pusheen! More than just your average tabby cat, Pusheen can be found in many different dimensions, from a beautiful meow maid at the bottom of the sea to a pastel alien visiting from a faraway planet! Most often though, you'll simply find her by her food bowl. 177 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub at $16.00. $9.95

**7952392 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 5.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. Diablo ends up running a holy woman who was being pursued by a Paladin, and she turns out to be the most important person in the church. Befriending her, Diablo and the others act as her escorts until they reach Zircon Tower deep in the Demon Lord's territory. Illus. 362 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**8082251 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 4.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. Diablo no only way of saving her is by reclaiming an item he once obtained in the game Cross Reverie. His next challenge: a dungeon that has claimed the lives of many brave adventurers. In B&W. 246 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7933916 IN ANOTHER WORLD WITH MY MICROPHONE!, VOLUME 1.** By Patala Fuyuhara. Light Novel. After a freak accident involving some lightning winds up zapping him dead, 15 year old Mochizuki wakes up to find himself face to face with God. God says that he can reincarnate Mochizuki into a world of fantasy, and as a bonus, he gets to bring his smartphone with him. Illus. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7887765 THE EX-O-DRIVE REINCARNATION GAMES, VOLUME 1.** By Keizo. Prepare to be isekai-ed away! In the not so distant future, Isuika is a way of life. The world has perfected the age of the high school teenager with a future to launch them into a new world for a fantasy adventure. But once that’s done, how do you keep it entertaining? Set up a television tournament, of course! B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub at $12.99. $9.95

**7833984 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 1.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. In the MMORPG Cross Reverie, Takuma is so powerful that he is lauded as the “Demon Lord” by other players. Though he may be the strongest Sorcerer there is, he has no idea how to talk with other people. It is then that the Demon Lord makes his choice: to act based on her persona from the game! Illus. 274 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7933878 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 3.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. After being summoned to another world that looks almost exactly like the MMORPG he once belonged to, Akuma Sakamoto now spends his days going on adventures with Rem Galleau, the black-furred Pantherian, and Shera L. Greenwood, the Elf princess, both of whom accidentally became enslaved to him. Illus. 265 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7933886 HOW NOT TO SUMMON A DEMON LORD, VOLUME 4.** By Yukiya Murasaki. Light Novel. Diablo ends up running a holy woman who was being pursued by a Paladin, and she turns out to be the most important person in the church. Befriending her, Diablo and the others act as her escorts until they reach Zircon Tower deep in the Demon Lord's territory. Illus. 362 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub at $14.99. $9.95

**7892058 BUNGEEBOING: The Art of Berkeley Breathed.** By Berkeley Breathed. This volume begins the complete and definitive library, presenting more than 600 sequential comic strips from the very beginning of Breathed’s strip, and insightful commentary by Breathed himself. Introduces the beloved Opus the Penguin, as well as Bill the Cat, Cutter John, Michael Binkley, Milo Bloom, Steve Dallas, and others. 204 pages. IDW Publishing. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub at $19.99. $9.95
Manga & Anime

6081258 DARK HUNGER, By Christine Feehan. Trapped and caged, Riordan’s honor is compromised by his captors, and not one of them can withstand his desire for revenge. Juliette, an avid animal rights activist, dedicates her life to the liberation of animals, stumbles upon the prisoner and releases him from his bonds, and in turn he releases her from her inhibitions. Also includes the original manga that inspired the manga B&W. 336 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7941498 DOES A HOT ELF LIVE NEXT DOOR TO YOU? VOLUME 3. By Meguru Ueno. It’s hard enough for high school student and wannabe mangaka Inudou with a shaggy hot and ultra-wavy elf next door, but when Surt demands that he visit her homeland, everything gets harder. And it’s not just the fake engagement with Surt set up to appease her father, but the matter of a warm bath with a dragon-tailed maid, and a midnight kiss! Adults only. B&W. 160 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

★ 7885962 LOVE IN HELL: The Complete Trilogy. By Reiji Suzumaru. Senkawa Rintaro—a regular guy in his mid-twenties who got a bit tipsy one night and fell to his death. But that is just the beginning of Rintaro’s story as he finds himself unexpectedly in Hell where he meets his guide, the painfully sexy devil Koyon in this sexy fantasy manga. Adults only. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

★ 7991857 LOVE IS AN ILLUSION! VOLUME 1. By Fargo. Hye-sung spent his entire life believing he was an alpha, the jackpot of the genetic lottery. His world is flipped upside down when he learns that he’s not a dominating alpha, but a submissive omega instead! Adults only. B&W. 394 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 7991533 ERO NINJA SCORLLES, VOLUME 1. By Hanuki. In the bustling city of Ero, danger and excitement lurk around every corner. Arakusa, a young woman in ninja school, hasn’t completed her training when she is called upon to serve the shogun. Doing everything from fighting his favorite ero manga to facing off against the orgiastic church. Adults only. B&W. 154 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

7883757 CONCRETE REVOLUTION: The Complete Saga. By Bones & S. Aikawa. In a dystopian future version of Tokyo, superhumans walk the streets: aliens, mutants, paranormals, and other impossible creatures. Jiro Hitohoshi, a human agent in Tokyo’s Superhuman Bureau, has dedicated his life to upholding peace for all of the city’s denizens— but Tokyo’s got its fair share of villains too. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

8056374 JAPANESE SCHOOLGIRL: CONFIDENTIAL, REVISED EDITION: How Japanese Girls Made a Nation Cool, By Brian Ashcraft with S. Ueda. Takes you beyond the realm of everyday girls to the world of the iconic Japanese schoolgirl. Through lavishly illustrated interviews with modern schoolgirls, artists, and novelists, the authors reveal the true story behind Japan’s enduring fascination with the image of the schoolgirl. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95


★ 7993005 PLEASE GO HOME, MISS AKOTSU! VOLUME 4, By Taichi Nagaoka. It’s summer break, but that hasn’t stopped Akotsu from crashing at Oyama’s apartment as usual. And as the temperature rises, her shorts are getting shorter! She’s not Oyama’s biggest problem over the break, though, not by a long shot. Her mother’s coming to visit! Adults only. B&W. 176 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7941684 PLUS-SIZED ELF, VOLUME 7, By Synccodrce. Naoe has been having trouble sleeping lately. It seems he has caught the eye of a creature that eats dreams, and she’s determined to give Naoe the strangest ones possible! Later on, Elluda and the gang bust out their swimsuits for a return visit to the beach, but little do they know that an old enemy waits for them in the shallows. Adults only. B&W. 172 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

★ 7991748 PULSE, VOLUME 1, By Ratana Satis. Mei, a renowned heart surgeon, is well-known for being a stoic loner. She views her erotic flings with other women as a tool for pleasure rather than a show of affection. Then she meets Lynn, a beautiful and spirited cardiac patient who needs a new heart, but refuses a transplant. Adults only. B&W. 212 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7941587 THE HIDDEN DUNGEON ONLY I CAN ENTER, VOLUME 2, By Meguru Seto. After secretly training in a hidden dungeon, Noirtaro is managed to pass the entrance exam for the Hero Academy. Yet despite having inherited powerful skills from his legendary adventurer, Noirtaro’s social standing means that all of the other students are perfectly content to shun him—all, that is except for Maria, daughter of a duke. Adults only. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

3337545 UZAKI-CHAN WANTS TO HANG OUT VOLUME 6. By Takoue. Sakurin Shinnichi’s one wish is for a little peace and quiet. But Yuri Hana—his boisterous, well-endowed underclassman—has other plans. All she wants is to hang out and pose fun at him. B&W. 146 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

★ 7991401 WELCOME TO SUCCUBUS HIGH! VOLUME 5, By Knuckle Curve. Inubou is still working hard as a Goodwill Ambassador at the all-girls’ succubus school. Now, to create strong bonds that transcend species, he’s been ordered to choose a partner for him and his companionship. He also finds himself at a mixed guy-girl party put together by his younger sister, who hates succubi. Adults only. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

8014191 WONDERLAND, VOLUME 2, By Yugo Ishikawa. Yukiko and Alice have escaped the cats! They still haven’t ditched the fox as a guide, though, and Yukiko has to abandon him. Can she get her dog inside and avoid getting eaten by the horde of hungry felines? B&W. 192 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

★ 6075770 I CAN’T SAY NO TO THE LONELY GIRL 1, By Kashikaze. Ayaka is the model student at her elite high school. However, she can’t resist accepting an unsavory bribe from her teacher. Ayaka must lure the frail student Sora into attending a social event in exchange for a huge reward. Adults only. B&W. 180 pages. Kodansha. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 7999496 I’M NOT A SUCCUBUS! VOLUME 4, By Hontomo. Sakura, a human only pretending to be a succubus at her monster high school, finds herself the center of a series of erotic attention from other girls and boys. Hayate’s laying period is coming up, and she’s harboring the hope that her crush Sakura will help her with passing her egg. Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95
**7991622** I'M NOT A SUCCUBUS! VOLUME 2. By Horitomo. The timid but beautiful Sakura spends her school days pretending to be a succubus, and living in fear that her monster girl classmates will discover her secret—that she's a mere human! Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**7991630** I'M NOT A SUCCUBUS! VOLUME 3. By Horitomo. When Sakura helps a cyclops with depth perception challenges complete a race, and assists the harpies in cleaning the school's roof, she begins to warm toward her new classmates and starts to heat up toward Sakura. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**7933859** JK HARU IS A SEX WORKER IN ANOTHER WORLD. By Ko Hirakari. Light Novel. It starts out as a foreplay exercise, but then it's time to get to work! Haru is hired to make a baby in the backdrop of the initial battle between the two Churches. Haru tries to escape from these two Churches, but her perverted body is used as a sex worker instead. Adults only. 268 pages.

**7851456** MOE USA, VOLUME ONE: Maid in Japan. By Atsushi Okura. Meet Patty and Ruby, two all-American teenagers who love dressing up as their favorite manga characters. Their passion for cosplay takes them to Japan, where they plan to buy professionally made costumes—until they see the price tags. Then we get to partake in an Akibahara maid cafe! B&W, 150 pages. Manga University. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

**7911977** WELCOME TO SUCCUBUS HIGH! VOLUME 4. By Knuckle Curve. Summer's over and the semester has begun at the all-succubus school where Inubou holds the position of principal. Meet Reigen, a young man who works cheap? Reigen's your guy! What's his secret to success? Finally, he's a fraud, and second, he pays the guy who's got the real psychic power—his student assistant Shiego—less than minimum wage. Reigen knows the normally repressed kid's emotions reach level 100, it's too much psychic energy they can handle. B&W. 200 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**9217399** MEATY MINXES. By BnBoB, Higashi Takanari is hired to manage Wani Production's Bunny Ambassadors. In the midst of their wacky, sexy, erotic everyday routine, his sister's friend, Otope, suddenly confesses her love. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**6327818** NAMEKAWA-SAN WON'T TAKE A LICKING! VOLUME 1. By Rie Ato. After putting up with years of bullying in junior high, Namekawa-san decides to take a persuasive strike when she starts high school. Become a delinquent! At first, everything seems to be going great—her classmates are terrified. However, the head of the disciplinary committee is unfazed. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**9863971** MY DEER FRIEND NOKOTAN. VOLUME 2. By Oshihoshi Koshtan and Nokotan. Nokotan’s dreams of a thriving Deer Club are in the line! Their club room has been wrecked and a mysterious dream of a thriving Deer Club are in the line! Their club room has been wrecked and a mysterious dream of a thriving Deer Club are in the line! Their club room has been wrecked and a mysterious dream of a thriving Deer Club are in the line! Their club room has been wrecked and a mysterious dream of a thriving Deer Club are in the line! But rather than cleansing the pollution, she wants to venture into it, like the Salvagers who reclaim pollution from the ocean. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**6327907** WORLD END SOLTE, VOLUME ONE. By Saboashi Mizukami. In a world plagued by magical pollution, Solte—an orphan whose mother and father were killed trying to wipe out this plight—decides to follow in her parents' footsteps. But rather than cleansing the pollution, she wants to venture into it, like the Salvagers who reclaim pollution from the ocean. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**1837588** THE GHOST IN THE SHELL, VOLUME 1. By Shirow Masamune. Major Motoko Kusanagi is charged to track down the most dangerous terrorists and cyber criminals, including “ghost hackers” who are capable of exploiting the human/machine interface and reprogramming humans to become puppets to carry out the hackers’ criminal ends. When he tracks down Puppeteer, her quest leads her into a world beyond information and technology where the very nature of consciousness and the human soul are turned upside down. Adults only. B&W, some color. 348 pages. Kodansha. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**7772759** BOOTY ROYALE, VOLUMES 7-8. By Rui Takao. Female fighters from all across the world gather to fight and meet in the Ultimate Beauty Contest! Will they be able to compete and Power show down? Can K-cup karate idol Haebaru Misora kick her way into the finals? Wardrobe malfunctions and total knock-outs abound. It’s wall to wall and girl on girl action from beginning to end. Only in B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**793386X** ALICE IN THE COUNTRY OF CLOVER, VOL. 1: Knight’s Knowledge. By QuintRose. After finally settling in the Country of Hearts, Alice’s world is turned upside down yet again when she discovers the mysterious shift in the country of Clover! She isn’t the only one mourning the loss—Ace was dragged to Clover alongside her, leaving him without Julis, the one confidante he never thought capable of holding him together.

**7871031** MOB PSYCHO 100, VOLUME 1. By Carl Gustav Horn. Do you need an exorcist who works cheap? Reigen’s your guy! What’s his secret to busting ghosts while keeping prices low? Well, first, he’s a fraud, and second, he pays the guy who’s got the real psychic power—his student assistant Shiego—less than minimum wage. Reigen knows the normally repressed kid’s emotions reach level 100, it’s too much psychic energy they can handle. B&W. 200 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**3331652** SARAZANMAI: The Official Manga Anthology. Ed. by Jenn Grunigen. Beginning with character designer Miggy’s cover illustration, this collection features a luxurious array of manga and illustrations from creators such as Kaneyasu Amano, Yukinori, Sakuya Amano, Aya Isino, and more. 168 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

**7933967** SEXILED, VOLUME 1. By Ameko Kanetsu. Light Novel. Tanya is a talented Mage-class adventurer who just got kicked out of her party by a sexist scumbag. So what’s a girl to do? Go to the wasteland and blow stuff up of course. One small problem though: she inadvertently frees a mythical being that will be sealed away for the next 300 years. 197 pages. J-Novel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**8761973** INITIAL D OMNIBUS 1. By Shuichi Shigeno. Takumi Shigeno—less than minimum wage. Reigen knows the normally repressed kid’s emotions reach level 100, it’s too much psychic energy they can handle. B&W. 200 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**6327214** MY LOVE-OYDEE WIFE IS A STONE COLD KILLER, VOLUME 3. By Donen Kosaka. When a cryptic text with a call for help is delivered to the Kosaka family’s group chat, this team of coworking sisters is quick to assemble. Soon their mother and her husband are making the long and complicated journey to the assassin ancestral homestead. With sister Haruka in tow, the trio isn’t entirely prepared for what awaits them at home.

**7740555** DOG DAYS, VOLUME 1. By Satoshi Mizukami. In a world plagued by magical pollution, Solte—an orphan whose mother and father were killed trying to wipe out this plight—decides to follow in her parents’ footsteps. But rather than cleansing the pollution, she wants to venture into it, like the Salvagers who reclaim pollution from the ocean. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**7998271** STONE COLD KILLER, VOLUME 3. By Ko Hiratori. Light Novel. It starts out as a foreplay exercise, but then it’s time to get to work! Haru is hired to make a baby in the backdrop of the initial battle between the two Churches. Haru tries to escape from these two Churches, but her perverted body is used as a sex worker instead. Adults only. 268 pages.
Other Comics

**1175610 THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES: Classic Pop-Up Tales.** By Arthur Conan Doyle. Dramatic 3-D pop-up scenes will draw you into this graphic adaptation of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous story of a sinister hound that stalks the English countryside. Canterbury Classics. 9½x10¼. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


**7862312 BLUE BOOK, VOLUME 1: 1961.** By James Tynion IV. Retells some of the most popular stories of UFO and alien encounters, starting with the infamous Betty and Barney Hill abduction. Collects Blue Book #1-5. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**7849845 THE JOE SHUSTERS: THE STORY: The Artist Behind Superman.** By Julian Volot. The story of the friendship between illustrator Joe Shuster and writer Jerry Siegel, who thought they had achieved their dream of creating a world-famous character. The young, inexperienced pair expected to get rich—instead they made a deal they would ultimately regret. 180 pages. Super Genius. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**7808407 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO.** By Stieg Larsson. The first novel in Larsson’s international best-selling Millennium trilogy. Mikael Blomkvist, aided by the mysterious computer hacker Lisbeth Salander, is hired by a recluse to investigate a family disappearance leading to a trail of murder, deception, and dark secrets. Titan. 6½x10½. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**8558922 EINSTEIN.** By Jim Ottaviani, illus. by J. Dyce. This is the story of a scientist who made many mistakes and who, even when he wanted to be proven wrong, was often right in the end. It’s the story of a humanist who struggled to connect with people. And it’s the story of a reluctant revolutionary who paid a high price for living a simple life. 298 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x10½. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**8696553 THE 7TH VOYAGE OF FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS AND OTHER FOLLIES.** By G. Shelton & D. Sheridan. Freeheelin’ Frankie, Phineas, and Fat Freddy skip out on their rent and decide to cool it down Mexico way—where, after being chased off the beach, they encounter a Mexican mystic, get tossed into jail, escape into an ancient underground labyrinth, and wind up on a secret poppy farm run by the U.S. military. In B&W. 136 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x10½. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95


**6075193 THE FABULOUS FURRY FREAK BROTHERS IN THE 21ST CENTURY AND OTHER FOLLIES.** By Gilbert Shelton. In this collection of hilarious Freak Brothers shorts, Freeheelin’ Frankie, Phineas, and Fat Freddy form their own band, bring home a stay container of plutonium, and dare to get stoned—and help Phineas through his pregnancy. In B&W. 136 pages. Fantagraphics. 8½x10½. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**8026305 HARLEY AND IVY MEET BETTY AND VERONICA.** By P. Dini & M. Andreyk. This groundbreaking miniseries teams up two of comicdom’s best-known duos, the notorious ladies of Gotham and Riverdale together for the first time! Collects Harley and Ivy Meet Betty and Veronica #1-6. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $8.95

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Other Comics</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>7885350</strong> PLUNGE. By Joe Hill. In 1983, a drilling ship, the Derleth, vanished near the Arctic Circle. Decades later, it has begun sending a distress call. Tracking the signal a salvage crew are joined by a marine biologist and oil executive to learn what caused the disappearance and recover the bodies of the crew, only to find that the men aren’t dead! Even if they’re also not quite alive. Collects Plunge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7930674</strong> DULL MARGARET. By Jim Broadbent &amp; Dix. A dark tale of loneliness, greed, and selfishness. When Broadbent paints a woman with a sword in one hand in front of the mouth of hell, and Broadbent uses that single, vivid image as a launching point to trace an enthralling chronicle of Japan’s most fateful day in history, nearly didn’t happen! Beautifully adapted by Matt Manning with art by Kazutoshi Hando. Ages 9-12. 130 pages. Oni Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>782584</strong> SHERLOCK HOLMES: Crime Alleys. By Sylvain Courdieu. The crime is the story of 1876, and members of England’s intellectual and scientific communities are disappearing without a trace. When the kidnappers target a young virtuoso violinist, Sherlock Holmes goes on the hunt. Collects Sherlock Holmes: Crime Alleys #1-2. 98 pages. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**807923X** JAPAN’S LONGEST DAY: Intrigue, Treason and Emperor Hirohito’s Fatal Decision of Surrender. By Kazutoshi Hando. The true story of Japan’s surrender in WWII and how it nearly didn’t happen! Beautifully adapted by award-winning manga artist Yukinobu Hoshino, who brings to life the story of Japan’s most fateful day in the form of a graphic novel. B&W, 480 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 | $14.95 |


**8559945** HAWKING. By Jim Ottaviani, illus. by L. Myrick. Hawking went on to do groundbreaking work in cosmology and theoretical physics for decades after being told he only had a few years to live. This is an intimate portrait of the great thinker, the public figure, and the man behind both identities, 298 pages. First Second. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 | $6.95 |


**4815785** THE DC COMICS ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Definitive Guide to the Characters of the DC Universe. Text by Matt Manning et al. The most comprehensive A to Z guide to DC’s pantheon of Super Heroes and Super-Villains, which includes the latest earth-shaking developments in the DC Multiverse, and profiles more than 1,200 characters. 384 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 | $29.95 |

**7404522** JOURNEY UNDER THE SEA: Choose Your Own Adventure. By A.E.C. Gaskin & E.L. Thomas. Choose your own adventure in an underwater epic where YuGi GET to choose the destination. With your submarine vessel, the Seeker, you’ll explore the ocean depths and all the mysteries, creatures, and perils that inhabit the Ocean Floor. Ages 9-12. 130 pages. Oni Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 | $4.95 |

**1999133** THE SHERIFF OF BABYLON. By Tom King. Baghdad, 2003. The reign of Saddam Hussein is over. The Americans are in command. And no one is in control. Former cop turned military contractor Christopher knows that the next is anyone. He’s in the country to train up a new Iraqi police force, and one of his recruits has just been murdered. Collects The Sheriff of Babylon #1-12. 294 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 | $9.95 |

Other Comics
4940806 SECRET EMPIRE. By Nick Spencer. The Sentinel of Liberty is the enemy of freedom! When a cosmic cube rewrote Captain America’s history, Steve Rogers became the male sleeper agent. Now all the pieces are in place and the time has come for him to impose his new world order. Collects Secret Empire #0-13, Captain America #1-2 and material from Free Comic Book Day (Secret Empire). Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $60.00
PRICE CUT to $14.95

1921207 THE WAR OF THE REALMS: Prelude. By W. Simonson & J. Aaron. Watch the Dark Elf Malekith’s plot unfold across these key chapters, beginning with his first appearance, his untold origin and his return to plague not only Mighty Thor, but two Wolverines as well! (1966) #344, Thor: God of Thunder #13, #17, Mighty Thor (2015) #1-2, #13-14, #22, Thor: God of Thunder #25, Mighty Thor (2015) #4, #700, and Mighty Thor: All the Gates of Valhalla!
Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99
PRICE CUT to $5.95

7916612 PREACHER, BOOK FIVE. By Garth Ennis. Follows the epic journey of the Reverend Jesse Custer as he tracks down a fugitive God to make him answer for the sufferings of His creation. From the scrublands of east Texas to the battlefields of Vietnam, Jesse and his friends cut a righteous path across the fallen world and into the soul of America. Collects Preacher #41-54.
PRICE CUT to $4.95

★ 7926308 JACK KIRBY: The Epic Life of the King of Comics. By Tom Scioli. Recounts Kirby’s life from the mean streets of Depression-era New York to the bloody European battlefront of WWII and into the Marvel Bullpen, where Kirby and Stan Lee’s creative partnership produced some of the most memorable and influential comic book tales ever seen. 202 pages. Ten Speed. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99
PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 7995423 ASTERIOS THE MINOTAUR. By Serge Le Tendre. Theseus, prince of Athens, awakens facing him is his captor—a mighty, bull-headed man! There, at the center of the labyrinth built by engineer Daedalus for the king of Crete. Minos, Theseus is astonished to discover that the monster that the legends describe is a rational being named Asterios, who begins to recount the story of his life. 72 pages. Cinebook. 8½x11¼. Paperback.
PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 7807244 THE LONELY WARRIOR. WILLY SCHULTZ. By Will Franz. An American soldier of German heritage finds himself on the wrong side of World War II in this sweeping epic. This war story is, at its heart, an anti-war story and a story about universal human nature in the hellhole of war. Fully illus. In color. 228 pages. Dark Horse. Pub. at $49.99
PRICE CUT to $34.95

Games & Gaming
LIMITED QUANTITY Blu-ray 1997483 PLAYING WITH POWER. Widescreen. How did Nintendo go from nameless trading card company to global juggernaut of gaming? Brings together the creators of Video Games: The Movie and executive producer Sean Astin to pull back the curtain on the famously secretive company. Collects all five episodes. CC. Nearly 5 hours. Screen Media Films.

LIMITED QUANTITY Blu-ray 1026364 DRAGON’S LAIR II: Time Warp. Widescreen. Princess Daphne has been spirited away to wink in time by the evil Wizard Mordroc who plans to force her into marriage. Only you, Dirk the Daring, can save her. Transported by a bumbling old time machine, you begin the rescue mission! Use your remote control to play on your Blu-ray player. Digital Leisure.

Blu-ray 1026372 SPACE ACE. Widescreen. The evil commander Bot has kidnapped Ace’s girlfriend, the beautiful Kimberly, and is plotting to enslave the Earth using his dreaded “Infanto Ray,” to turn everyone into helpless babies. Armed with only a laser gun, Ace must rescue Kimberly. The fate of Earth is in your hands! Use your remote control to play on your Blu-ray player. Digital Leisure.
$9.95

2243040 MARVEL MULTIVERSE ROLE-PLAYING GAME: Core Rulebook. By Matt Forbeck. Take on the roles of Marvel’s most famous Super Heroes—or create entirely new ones of your own and put an end to the sinister schemes of the most menacing Super Villains in the Marvel Multiverse! Features all the rules you need to play, including quick character creation, combat, and scoring of challenges. Features new Super POWERS plus full profiles of Vertigo. Marvel. 8½x11. Pub. at $50.99
$19.95

$7.95

7933456 CALL OF THE NETHERDEEP: Critical Role. By James J. Haeck et al. This adventure leads to the glittering oasis-city of Ark-Harel on the continent of Marquet, and from there into a sunken realm of gloom, corruption, and some knowing as the Netherdeep. Well illus. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Pub. at $49.95
$15.95

7989938 ASSASSIN’S CREED: The Essential Guide. By Arin Murphy-Hiscock. The war between two secret organizations, the Assassins and the Templars, has been raging for millennia. Uncover the secrets of this conflict and take an incredible journey through history. Discover the iconic characters, mythic locations, technological innovations, and mysterious First Civilization that define the world of Assassin’s Creed. Fully illus. In color. 2 pages. Pub. at $34.95
$9.95

★ 7967616 SO YOU WANT TO BE A GAME MASTER. By Justin Alexander. Packed with the strategies you need to create amazing dungeons, battles, roleplay encounters, and more. Full of practical, hands-on advice and sample maps. From there, Alexander teaches you all the skills and techniques you need to explore dungeons, solve mysteries, steal priceless artifacts, unravel strange secrets, and defeat even the mightiest adventurers. A strategy guide for Dungeon Masters playing fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Illus. in color. 544 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99
$17.95

★ 7871015 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Created by Nintendo. Filled with knowledge waiting to be explored, this beautifully illustrated compendium of everything known from the first thirty years of the game. The Legend of Zelda includes a comprehensive guide; an exhaustive database of characters and their relationships; maps; lore; languages; items and enemies; potions and poes! 328 pages. Dark Horse. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $36.99
$26.95

$7.95

★ 7962673 WORLD OF WARCRAFT CHRONICLE, VOLUME I. By Chris Metzen et al. Reveals untold stories about the birth of the cosmos, the rise of ancient empires, the forces that shaped the world of Azeroth and its people. Illus. in color. 166 pages. Dark Horse. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.99
$28.95
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**7962681** WORLD OF WARCRAFT CHRONICLE, VOLUME II. By Chris Metzen et al. A glimpse into the ancient history of Draenor, homeland of the orcs and birthplace of the mighty Horde. Also reveals new lore about moments in Azeroth’s past, including the tragic tale of Guardian Medivh, the First War between orcs and humans, and the formation of the Alliance. Illus. in color. 202 pages. Dark Horse. $29.95

**PRICE CUT to $27.95**

**7962685** WORLD OF WARCRAFT CHRONICLE, VOLUME III. By Chris Metzen et al. Resumes the epic multipart saga of Azeroth as agents of the Burning Legion launch an unmitigated plague of undeath, threatening the Horde and the Alliance into a renewed age of conflict. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Dark Horse. $29.95

**PRICE CUT to $27.95**

**7933440** TASHA’S CAULDRON OF EVERYTHING. By Wizards RPG Team. Baked into this volume are rules options for all the character classes in the Player’s Handbook, including new subclasses. Thrown in for good measure is the artificer class, a master of magical invention. Includes new artifacts, spellbook options, spell slates for both player characters and monsters, magical tattoos, patron gods, and other tasty goodies. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $49.95

**7929803** THE ART OF HEARTHSTONE, VOLUME III: Year of the Mammoth. By Robert Brooks. Chronicles the artistic achievements that fueled the Year of the Mammoth. Artists, developers, technical wizards, and cinematic geniuses gave players the chance to explore the exotic wilds in a new, bountiful way. From encounters to the armony, 240 pages. Media Lab. Lab. $29.95

**7906883** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Tyranny of Dragons. Ed. by F. Wesley Schneider. Combines and refines two action-packed Dungeons & Dragons adventures—Heard of the Dragon Queen and The Rise of Tiamat—into a single sweeping campaign. It also includes a galaxy of concept art providing a behind the scenes look at the creation of an epic adventure spotlighting Monstrosity and 300 pages. Illus. in color. 8½x11. Pub. at $49.95

**7952732** THE GAME MASTER’S BOOK OF VILLAINS, MINIONS AND THEIR TACTICS. By Dan Dillon et al. Each of this volume’s 25 amazing antagonists features detailed lore, goals and motivations, story hooks, minion details, combat tactics, special abilities and stunning full page illustrations so you’ll be able to dominate the world and bend it to your will before your party can ask questions. 208 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $19.95

**7966997** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: ARTIFICERS & ALCHEMY: A Young Adventurer’s Guide. By Jim Zub & S. King. Explores the artificer class, a master of artifacts and magic items that will enable your characters to create objects of great power. 128 pages. Illus. in color. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95

**5522324** ARTIFICERS & ALCHEMY: A Young Adventurer’s Guide. By Jim Zub & S. King. Explores the artificer class, a master of artifacts and magic items that will enable your characters to create objects of great power. 128 pages. Illus. in color. 8½x11. Pub. at $19.95

**7952331** FIFTY YEARS OF DUNGEONS & DRAGONS. Ed. by Premeet Sidhu et al. On the 50th anniversary of Dungeons & Dragons, this collection of essays explores and celebrates the game’s legacy, and its tremendous impact on gaming and popular culture, and reflects on important parts of the game’s past, present, and future. The chapters cover a diverse range of topics that aim to deepen readers’ understanding of the game's history. 372 pages. MIT Press. Paperbound. $34.95

**7966903** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Keys from the Golden Vault. By Justice Ramin Arman et al. A secretive organization called the Golden Vault seeks operatives to perpetrate dangerous heists. Adventurers can also complete missions for the Vault, and uncover the hidden dangers, friendships, and even romance. For use with the fifth edition Dungeons & Dragons. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $49.95

**7966857** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: DRAGONLANCE: Shadow of the Dragon Queen. By Justice Arman et al. A tale of conflict and defiance set during the legendary War of the Lance. Create characters from Krynn, the world of the Dragonlance setting, then march them to the front lines of battle against the terrifying Dragon Armies. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $49.95

**7966423** BLIZZARD COSPLAY: Tips, Tricks, and Hints. By Matt Burns. A celebration of the cosplay artists craftsmanship and the love they have for the worlds of Warcraft, Starcraft, Diablo, Hearthstone, Heroes of the Storm and Overwatch. Fully illus. in color. Blizzard. 8½x11. $45.00

**796695X** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: JOURNEYS THROUGH THE RADIANT CITADEL. By Justice Ramin Arman et al. A collection of 13 stand-alone Dungeons & Dragons adventures. Each has ties to the Radiant Citadel and can be run by itself or as part of an ongoing campaign. Include these adventures in any campaign setting or in worlds of your own design. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $49.95

**796689X** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: JOURNEYS THROUGH THE RADIANT CITADEL. By Justice Ramin Arman et al. A collection of 13 stand-alone Dungeons & Dragons adventures. Each has ties to the Radiant Citadel and can be run by itself or as part of an ongoing campaign. Include these adventures in any campaign setting or in worlds of your own design. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $49.95
Games & Gaming

★ 793594 MINESWEEPER. By Kyle Orland. Reveals how Minesweeper caused an identity crisis within Microsoft, ensured a certain Microsoft bread, auto-athletic gameplay, dismayed panicky punters, micro-managers, and legislators around the world, inspired a passionate competitive community that discovered how to break the game, and led to more. 194 pages. Boss Fight Books. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

Adult Comics & Art

1944576 DEVILANT DESIRES. By Katharine Gates. Can there still be anything new to say about the erotic, sexy play, and desire? Yes, because when some taboos crumble, others emerge, with often surprising, delightful, and even disturbing consequences for our psyches and libidos. Adults only. Fully illus., many in color. 256 pages. powerHouse Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 6841236 DAVE NESTLER'S BAD GIRL CLUB: Drawn to Misbehave... A lavish compendium of cut-throat cuties from the amoral imagination of the ever devilish Dave Nestler. His eye for beauties and his comicographic approach to illustration make him the go-to guy for modern day pin-up perfection. Fully illus. in color. SQP 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 8156077 BIKERS: The Little Book of Tom of Finland. Ed. by Dian Hanson. Includes Tom's earliest images for Physique Pictorial, Kake in motorcycle gear, biker panel stories, and sizzling single drawings, all packed into the pages of sexy, masculine men enjoying other masculine men in black leather, blue jeans, and high black boots on bikes. Adults only. Fully illus. 192 pages. Taschen. 5⅝x8. $16.95


★ 7954520 INSIDE THE TENTACLE CAVE, VOLUME 1. By Utetake. Denji in the human of an abandoned mine lurks a demon that absorbs the power of anything it touches, the Black Ooze. When it consumes its first human male, it acquires the power of anything it touches, the Black Ooze. adults only. B&W. 187 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 7935315 JK HARU IS A SEX WORKER IN ANOTHER WORLD, VOLUME 6. By Ko Hiratobi. Armed with her newly discovered powers, Haru returns to the barracks to get revenge on the soldiers for what they did to her friend and coworker Shequras. Still, that won’t bring her back, so afterward, she tries to move on. Adults only. In B&W. 208 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 1027247 JUICY TITS. By Kon-Kit. A collection of eight rom-com shorts from one of oremanga’s more famous talents. With a focus on buxom bляsters and such peers as heroes and bunny girls Kon-Kit’s latest is oozing quality! Adults only. B&W. FAKKU. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 7770197 GUN HONEY. By Charles Ardai. Thinking she was planting a gun for a simple hit, but when it was used in a deadly prison riot, Joanna Tan is forced to work with U.S. government agent Brock/Sawrow to hunt down the perpetrator, a deadly scarred killer with a shadowy past. But finding him won’t be easy, and bringing him down may cost Joanna everything. Adults only. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $16.95


★ 1368058 ERO NINJA SCROLLS, VOLUME 3. By Haruki. Aoko, everyone’s favorite rookie ninja, is back! And now that she’s infiltrated the Black Ships to rescue her apprentice Tokuta, she’ll be on her back, in a sexy battle against Western ninja! Who will win, the bodacious and inexperienced kunoichi, or a pack of gutter-minded and well-endowed Westerners? Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 7890656 ATLANTICA: A School of Mermaids. By Edward Reed. There’s tail, and then there’s tails. This mermaid-themed collection is simply supplied with both. Above school of finny beauties resides between the covers, many of them exhibiting Reed’s retro pinup flair. Adults only. Fully illus. In color, 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 7931433 DO YOU LIKE BIG GIRLS? VOLUME 8. By Goro Aizome. Sanae orders Kaoru and Sota to go on a date in an attempt to get Kaoru out of her volleyball slump. The two stumble upon a sauna game, and more. Adults only. B&W. Goliath. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95


★ 7934428 BERSERK, VOLUME 41. By Kentaro Miura. Though L’Arca has at last been released from the prison of her mind, she cannot escape the reminders of the terrors she has experienced. And nothing triggers the return of these harrowing memories more than Gutis the Black Swordsman, who faced those same terrors. L’Arca’s relentless quest to bring Gutis to the place where she might be healed. Adults only. B&W. Dark Horse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.55

★ 8762082 PLUS-SIZED ELF, VOLUME 2. By Synecdoco. Naoe has been helping Eftuda shed the pounds she’s picked up since coming to the human world, but now he’s started to gain weight too! Turns out he’s fallen under the spell of a satyr who loves to fatten up humans with her delicious cooking. Adults only. B&W. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

★ 8051275 SEX AND HORROR: The Art of Fernando Cappuccio. Celebrates the publishing craze known as “fumetti sexy::" Italian adult comics and cartoons with a unique take on such genres as horror, fantasy, history and fairy tales. This volume focuses on the work of Fernando Cappuccio, famed for his comic work and his pinups as well. Adults only. Fully illus., in color. 176 pages. Koreano. 8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95 $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/938
**797447 TRAINING MISTER SAKURADA.** By Kaya Azuma. When Sakurada awakens in a love hotel, all lussed up, it’s Miho who strolls through the door. He’s got a shocking revelation and plans to ruin Sakurada’s whole week with a marathon of kink play and revenge! Adults only. 204 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**397368 VELVET LOVE, VOLUME ONE: Girl on Girl.** By S. Mazzotti & V. Silvestroni. When the passions of two women ignite, the heat that’s released is pure erotic ecstasy. The team of Mazzotti and Silvestroni capture this exquisite energy in their first collection of girl-on-girl illustrations. Adults only. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

**119186 VELVET LOVE, VOLUME THREE: Girl on Girl.** By S. Andrei & S. Mazzotti. At last, the third and final phase of this series the stand-out in sapphic desire and stunning detail. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

**6079903 WE CAN’T DO JUST PLAIN LOVE, VOL. 3.** By Masuyu Fukita. To help him out, dedicated office worker Sakura proposes “special training” to help her boss, Tatsuki, get along with women. Now Tatsuki’s childhood friend Miyu seems interested, and with Kaoru still part of the picture, complications are piling up. Adults only. In B&W. TOKYOPOP. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

**7791607 WELCOME TO SUCCEBUS HIGH! VOLUME 1.** By Knuckle Curve. When high school student Inubou is transferred to a new school, he is shocked to discover that not only is it an all-girls school, but all the students are succubi! Can an atmosphere like Takeru handle the carnal appetites of his devilish classmates while maintaining his purity? Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**7791615 WELCOME TO SUCCEBUS HIGH! VOLUME 2.** By Knuckle Curve. The results are in: Inubou’s classmates have given him a failing grade in his role as Goodwill Ambassador. Faced with the possibility of embarrassments and, worse, expulsion, he vows to do whatever it takes to earn their approval. But that’s a dangerous proposition when his classmates are a bunch of voluptuous succubi intent on harnessing his carnal energy. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**6062238 ALL YOU WANT, WHENEVER YOU WANT.** By Omayu. When Tsukibi’s first encounter with Makino, a new transfer to his division, results in a class of personalities, he assumes they might be too different to get along. But the fearless Makino turns out to be just Tsukibi’s type, and attraction sparks between them when they end up as next-door neighbors at the company dormitory! Adults only. B&W. TOKYOPOP. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

**7923422 ASUMI-CHAN IS INTERESTED IN LESBIAN BROTHELS! VOL. 3.** By Kuro Itsubi. Asumi’s got a problem. Well, two. First off, she’s been desperately scouring the city in search of her childhood crush, Mai, who she knows works in a brothel. Now her search has dropped a whole new problem into her lap: she’s gone to so many brothels she’s got a bachelor’s degree. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6079849 A BEAST’S DESCENT INTO LOVE.** By Rui Asami. After sneaking into a black-market auction, the thief Kail accidentally steals one of the most highly prized goods: a beautiful demi-human with breasts and a childhood crush, Asena. Now Kail has to take responsibility and shelter Asena in his home for one month until the ship that can take him back to his homelands arrives. Adults only. In B&W. Love x Love. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**7890732 THE TITILLATING TALES OF DOLLY!** By Blas Galleo. A newly-revised collection of oh so naughty but super nice Dolly! Europe’s answer to “Little Annie Fanny” doesn’t need to speak English—her body language speaks volumes of pure desire. Also featured is Galleo’s “Orgies Through History” series of painting, as well as a few eye-opening nude photos for your general amusement. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. SQP. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

**3999004 THE WITCHES OF ADAMAS, VOL. 7.** By Yu Imai. Yukinari and Koyuki have cheated their way into Cock Season and can’t resist cheating in their placement exams. But now it’s in trouble, because the girl who helped him cheat has him on a short leash. First Nagaya had him lick her toes and now she wants full-time puppy play! Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**7790872 THE WITCHES OF ADAMAS, VOLUME 4.** By Yu Imai. After Yukinari’s extra-hot summer break, his new semestre brings a surprise: head witch Shizuka is the new principal, and dozens of lewd witches are gathering at the academy! Yukinari teams up with other Adamas-afflicted men to watch each other’s backs—and crotches. Not even classes are safe from the sexy challenges coming their way. Adults only. B&W. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**3973360 BARE IT ALL! Unveiling Pin-Ups by Barbara Jensen.** By Barbara Jensen. A crop of exquisitely elegant and delightfully daring pin-up portraits by Jensen. Her approach to good girl, glamor, and creamy cheesecake illustrations follow in the grand tradition of the masters, but with a decidedly decadent 21st century spin! Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

**1177230 BECOMING A PRINCESS AND WORKING AT A YURI BROTHEL, VOL. 1.** By Hinaki. Talk about your extreme career changes! Naruse Soushi, a single, middle-aged man and private secretary to a politician, finds himself on the verge of becoming a princess. Meanwhile, in another world, the princess knight Reina is about to lose her life. The princess’s soul is removed—and Naruse is summoned into the empty husk of her body! Adults only. 160 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**8762090 PLUS-SIZED ELF, VOLUME 3.** By Synecdoche. Ever since a sainthood sets her sights on Naoe, Elfuda has been guarding her friend round the clock. But when the sainthood discovers Elfuda’s weakness for fast food, both Naoe and Elfuda are in a whole ton of trouble! Adults only. B&W. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**2346648 THE ART OF GENNADY KOUFFAY: Heatwave.** Hot enough to burn your hands, these endlessly sexy airbrush portraits encapsulate the fiery talent of Russian pin-up artist Gennady Koufay. Several striking nudes feature exquisite mainstays of sapphic art like Pamela Anderson and the legendary Bette Page. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**8841228 THE ART OF JOSE CANO: A Passion for Pin-Up!** A captivating collection of pretty young pin-ups from a man who knows his way around every curve and hot spot. Cano’s ability to bring life and lust to his portraits is second to none, and he consistently brings his best to every eye-popping image he creates. Fully illus. in color. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**8875595 KNOCK OUTS! By Elias Chantozis.** There are few artists who can effectively blend cartoon and realism and get to drop dead sexy. Chantozis’s ladies are luscious, outrageous, and literally the stuff that dreams are made of! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**7883846 MAGIKA SWORDSMAN AND SUMMONER, VOL. 3.** By Mitsuki Mihara. Kazuki Hayashizaki, the only boy in the all-girls’ Magika is seeking to accept his fate as a swordsmen rather than a swordsman. After a decisive victory in the dueling arena, the teachers believe that Kazuki’s rightful place is at the Kenkiga, the school for training swordsmen. Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95
**Adapted of EROTIC ELFIN ART OF NYMPHETTES, VOLUME 1.** By B. Blair & C. Walbridge. Two seasoned artists break down the sweety innocent conventions of gentle fairyfolk to create whole new myths and legends. In these alluringly illustrated pages, you’ll find a world filled with highly eroticized creatures of insatiable desires and irresistible charms. Adults only. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**8790684** **BOOTS: VOLUME 1: Pirate Queens.** By Stefano Mazzoti. This clever pirate-themed collection has an interesting “hook”: each full-color, completed portrait is preceded by a black and white pencil sketch featuring the same model, though not always in the same pose. Demonstrates the interesting evolution from sketch to finished painting. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95.

**2349892** **THE ART OF JAMES HOTTINGER.** Intricate detail, imaginative realms, and alluring beauty are all defining characteristics of these stunning fantasy pin-ups. Hottinger’s breathtaking pieces are sure to captivate and titillate in equal measure. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**1191789** **FEVER PITCH 2: More Hot Girls from Elias Chatzoudis.** A campy, distinctly cartoony collection of pinup girls in a variety of suggestive outfits that reveal their—rather-than-life assets. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**1191802** **FLIRT! VOLUME TWO: The Art of Naughty.** By Claudio Aby et al. A mixed bag of artists reinvent the pinup, most giving some action scenes. Some of the paintings contain more fantasy degree of old-fashioned spin to their images. Mostly static portraits, but falling for the same person. Adults only. B&W. L.O.V.E. L.O.V.E. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**9949264** **ROOMING WITH MY TWO LOVERS.** By Anji Seina. Atsushi’s earnest and indecisive nature has gotten him into awkward situations, but this one really takes the cake! Moving out of a bad situation and into a new living space, he somehow ends up rooming with his hot but perverted ex, Enraku, and the handsome and flirty barber, Shiki, two childhood friends and rivals who always end up Pressed into the same room. Adults only. B&W. Love x Love. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**1191829** **SAVAGE HEARTS, VOLUME 2: The Clyde Caldwell Sketchbook.** Admiring a Caldwell painting is like peering through a portal to an alternate dimension. His creatures gain life in otherworldly pin-ups and characters, his sketches are fierce and fully realized in every way. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. SQP. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**1191756** **THE ART OF BRIAN ROOD.** The irresistibly alluring erotic paintings of Brian Roood are collected for one tantalizing volume, submerging the sultry female figure into fantasy realms, gun-toting adventure, and the mercilessly macabre. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 8½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**1520970** **INTO THE DEEPEST, MOST UNKNOWN DUNGEON, VOLUME 8.** By Takeo Oboro is brought to the Orc Empire as breeding stock! There she meets Scion, a heretical breeding scientist, and the handsome and flirty barber, Shiki, two rooming with his hot but perverted ex, Enraku, into a new living space, he somehow ends up Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**8051283** **SEX AND HORROR: The Art of Roberto Molino.** Celebrates the Italian publishing phenomenon known as “fumetti sexy” that bomed in the 1960s and ’70s. The huge popularity of these soft-core adult comic books were due in part to their uninhibited mix of twisted humor, gory violence, and up-front eroticism. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Korey. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95 $29.95.

**1191837** **SKIN TIGHTH, VOLUME 2: The Art of Marcus Gray.** The gentle yet firm squeeze of leather and latex is an acquired taste to be sure, but the resulting imagery is a delight for the senses! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. SQP. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95.

**7890699** **FASTER & LARSON SEXY DREAMS.** By S. Fastner & R. Larson. This latest collection of creepy, cute, and curious illustrations from the legendary art team combines pin-up modules with illustrations. This garry contains more of the exquisite excess their fans constantly crave. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**7890680** **DARK RISING: The Art of Aly Fell.** Breathlessly sexy and mercilessly macabre pin-ups come together for an irresistible collection. Equal parts scary, sci-fi, and steamy, created illustrations celebrate the unique power of women only Aly Fell can. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95.

**7877765** **WORLD’S END HAREM, VOLUME 12.** By Kotaro Shono & Link. The MK Virus finally Gates to a strike in the struggle to create a vaccine. Will the research succeed in time? Will he even live to see the results? Meanwhile Kyoji, Yuki, and their baby escape UW’s Japan Branch together with Chloe hot on their heels! What are the UW’s ingredients that permeate every exquisite painting that Pete Tapang lovingly creates. His women are enticing, inviting, and ultimately bad for you! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**5879604** **PARADISE FOUND: An Erotic Treasury for Sybarites.** By Bettyon Vernon. This delicious tome delivers Vernon’s renowned jewel-treasures: artisanal erotic jewelry and instruments of ecstasy of her own design. Coveted by collectors around the world—alongside extensive advice on their use to reach new levels of pleasure. Adults only. Fully illus. most in color. 225 pages. Rizolli. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95.

**1191772** **THE ART OF PETE TAPANG: The Devil You Know.** Beauty, lust, and the hushed presence of death are a potent mix of ingredients that permeate every exquisite painting. Beauty, lust, and the hushed presence of death are a potent mix of ingredients that permeate every exquisite painting. Pete Tapang lovingly creates. His women are enticing, inviting, and ultimately bad for you! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**7893736** **H GIRL: Hisa si 2011-2018.** Compiled over 100 illustrations from Hisasi’s various comics and magazine covers, this collection covers eight years of Hisasi’s celebrated career. A compilation of pin-ups and characters that covers the artist’s early career, this full color artbook also features dozens of previously undisclosed rough drafts revealing a side to the artist that is accessible. Adults only. 152 pages. AxKU. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

**3290514** **BITE MAKER, VOL. 2: The King’s Breath.** By Miwako Sugiyama. Hideyoshi might be an alpha, but he’s also a cool-headed intellectual who refuses to give in to his base instincts. Ignoring his natural hunger for sex is easier said than done. What is he doing? Do we encounter Noel? Adults only. B&W. Seven Seas, Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95.


THE UNEXPECTED EXCHANGE, filled with the sensual delights you have come to expect from Crepax. Adults only. In B&W. 286 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

THE COMPLETE CREEPAX: Erotic Stories, Part II. By Guido Crepax. Contains Crepax's longest graphic novel Story of the Eye. A woman finds fulfillment when she subsumes her identity by sexually submitting to a seductive stranger. Also includes "The Unexpected Exchange," filled with the sensual delights you have come to expect from Crepax. Adults only. In B&W. 286 pages. Fantagraphics. 10x13/. Pub. at $65.00

THE DANGEROUS CONVENIENCE STORE, VOL. 2. By 945. Convenience store clerk Eui-joon isn’t sure what his relationship with hunky gang leader Yumma means. Is it just a passionate night together, and have even gone on a date. It’s hard for Eui-joon to tell what the stoic, older man is thinking. Adults only. 243 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

CONQUEST: The Art of Brocal Remohi. Contains some previously unreleased illustrations, a series of unicorn sketches which were to be eventually finished, and any of the erotic illustrations which were being done for this collection. He died in 2002 at the age of 66 in Valencia, Spain. Adults only. SQP. 8x11x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95

THE ART OF OVID: Over 169 Stimulating Suggestions to Arouse the Artist in You. Illus. by Tom Slaughter. Hip and sexy, this is the perfect inspirational sketchbook to spuce up anyone’s bedroom. Featuring sketches from renowned artist Tom Slaughter, along with collections of words and quotes meant to provoke sexy brainstorms, it will bring out your inner artist’s steamy side. Adults only. 192 pages. Rock Point. 6x8x. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

PLUS-SIZED ELF, Volume 1. By Synecohe. Nono Tomaotsu never expected to encounter anything out of the ordinary while working at the Smiley Boar Clinic. Then one day, elf Elfuda, a beautiful curly elf with an addiction to junk food, walks in the door! Determined to help her shed those extra pounds so she can return home. However, he soon learns that his French fries (!) are a sexual lure. Will Ayano be able to use his herculean efforts to call it off? And need of his help! Adults only. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

MANGA DIARY OF A MALE PORN STAR, Volume 1. By Kaerun Erefante. Kaerun is jobless, freshly divorced, and all out of dating prospects. When he decides to start a new life for himself, he heads all the way across the country to Tokyo and enters a job hunting competition! Will he be able to make it all the way to completion? Adults only. B&W. 158 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

THE WITCHES OF ADAMAS, Volume 3. By Yu Im. It’s class trip time, and the whole gang is on its way to the coast, where they will take them to a special summer bootcamp. Unfortunately, camp is pricey! Will Ayano be able to use his herculean efforts to call it off? And need of his help! Adults only. 162 pages. Seven Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

THE ART OF PINTURERO. Showcases the artist’s work in seven genres, including classic pinup style, fantasy art, and horror. The paintings also demonstrate a stylistic range, some being more inclined toward cartoon-style exaggeration than others. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE ART OF RONNIE WERNER, Volume One. Werner’s knack for mixing blazing sex and captivating beauty with plucky, cartoonish color is on full display in this selection of top-notch erotic paintings. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

THE ART OF VINCENZO Cucca. Adul ts only. 48 page s. SQP .  9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

STORY OF THE EYE. By Guido Crepax. Contains Crepax's longest graphic novel Story of the Eye. A woman finds fulfillment when she subsumes her identity by sexually submitting to a seductive stranger. Also includes "The Unexpected Exchange," filled with the sensual delights you have come to expect from Crepax. Adults only. In B&W. 286 pages. Fantagraphics. 10x13/. Pub. at $65.00

THE ART OF BROCAL REMOHI. Contains some previously unreleased illustrations, a series of unicorn sketches which were to be eventually finished, and any of the erotic illustrations which were being done for this collection. He died in 2002 at the age of 66 in Valencia, Spain. Adults only. SQP. 8x11x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

PRICE CUT to $9.95

THE ART OF ADRIAN VELEZ, Volume One: Age of Delight! This collection includes naughty, girls who are cuddly, curved, and jaw-dropping. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

THE ART OF GUIDO CREPAX. When it comes to the subject of statuesque females that inspire equal portions of awe and lust, Claudio Aboy is pretty much your master. Adults only. B&W. Love x Love. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

THE COMPLETE CREEPAX: Erotic Stories, Part I. By Guido Crepax. In these comic adaptations of the erotic literary canon, Kaerun goes exploring–only to be attacked by a yoki in the woods. He’s saved by a beautiful man named Haku, who claims to be the incarnation of a kemonoi guardian dog. He pledges himself to Izuki and begs him to be his master. Adults only. B&W. Love x Love. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

THE ART OF ADRIAN VELEZ, Volume Two: Through Other Stories and so has Girotto’s work. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Great Comics at Great Prices!
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Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.